PUBLIC MEETING NOTICE
AGENDA - Revised
Regular Meeting – June 18, 2020 6:30pm
Administrative Office
1 E Crystal Lake Avenue - Crystal Lake, IL 60014
I.

Call to Order

II.

Roll Call

III.

Pledge of Allegiance

IV.

Approval of Agenda

V.

Public Hearing
A public hearing concerning the adoption of a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance 20.21.02, an Ordinance adopting a combined annual budget and appropriating such
sums of money as may be deemed necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the
Crystal Lake Park District, Crystal Lake, Illinois, for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending
April 30, 2021 and specifying the objects and purpose for which such appropriations are made and
the amount appropriated for each object or purpose.

VI.

Matters from the Public

VII.

Committee Reports

VIII.

Unfinished Business

IX.

X.

Consent Agenda
a. Approval:
b. Approval:
c. Approval:
d. Approval:
e. Approval:
f. Approval:

Regular Meeting Minutes 05-21-20
Voucher Expenses 04-30-20
Voucher Expenses 05-31-20
Interim Voucher Expenses 06-30-20
Treasurer’s Report
On Angel’s Wings Putt-Putt Event Request

New Business
a. Approval:

Ordinance 20.21.02, a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance for the fiscal year ending April 30, 2021.
b. Approval: Resolution 20.21.02 Section 125 Premium Only Plan
c. Approval: Resolution 20.21.03 Crandall Avenue HOA Pier License Agreement
d. Approval: Resolution 20.21.04 Bank Signatures
e. Approval: Urban Forestry Management Plan
f. Approval: Brochure Bid Results
g. Discussion: Committee Structure vs Workshop Meeting
h. Discussion: Beach Operations

XI.

Reports to the Board

XII.

Matters from the Board

XIII.

Committee Meeting Dates

XIV.

Executive Session
a. Litigation 2 (c) 11
b. Personnel 2 (c) 1
c. Sale or Lease 2 (c) 6
d. Land Acquisition / Lease 2 (c) 5
e. Review of Minutes Including Semi-annual Review to Release 2 (c) 21
Reconvene
Action from Matters from Executive Session
Adjourn

XV.
XVI.
XVII.

Crystal Lake Park District Mission: The mission of the Crystal Lake Park District is to enhance the lives of
our residents by providing programs, services, facilities and open spaces that safely promote health,
recreation and community in an environmentally and fiscally responsible manner.
Matters from the Public: The public is invited to bring to the Board’s attention any matter of public
concern not otherwise on the agenda. Public comment may be no longer than 5 minutes per
person in duration, with a 15 minute maximum overall. Interrogation of the Park District Staff, Board
Members or Legal Counsel will not be allowed at this time, nor will any comment from the Park
Board, Staff or Legal Counsel. Personal invectives against Park District Staff, Legal Counsel, or
Elected Officials are not permitted.
Prepared Agenda
Public Hearing
A public hearing concerning the adoption of a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance 20.21.02, an Ordinance adopting a combined annual budget and appropriating such
sums of money as may be deemed necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the
Crystal Lake Park District, Crystal Lake, Illinois, for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending
April 30, 2021 and specifying the objects and purpose for which such appropriations are made and
the amount appropriated for each object or purpose.
A. Motion to Open Public Comment
B. Public Comment
C. Motion to Close Public Comment
Consent Agenda
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of 05-21-20, the
Voucher Expenses for the month ending April 30, 2020, in the amount of $28,264.93, the
Voucher Expenses for the month ending May 31, 2020, in the amount of $699,779.95
the Interim Voucher Expenses for the month ending June 30, 2020, in the amount of $74,336.99
the Treasurer’s Report for the month ending May 31, 2020, in the amount of $8,752,145.61, and
On Angel Wings Putt-Putt Fundraiser request, as presented.
New Business
A. Approval: Ordinance 20.21.02, a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation Ordinance for
the fiscal year ending April 30, 2020.
A motion is requested of the board to approve Ordinance 20.21.02. an ordinance adopting a
combined annual budget and appropriating such sums of money as may be deemed
necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the Crystal Lake Park District,
Crystal Lake, IL, for the Fiscal Year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending April 30, 2021, and
specifying the objects and purposed for which such appropriations are made, and the amount
appropriated for each object or purpose.
B. Approval: Resolution 20.21.02, Section 125 Premium Only Plan
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Resolution 20.21.02 Section 125 Premium Only
Plan, as presented.
C. Approval: Resolution 20.21.03 Crandall Avenue HOA Pier License Agreement
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Resolutions 20.21.03, Crandall Avenue HOA Pier
License Agreement, as presented.
D. Approval: Resolution 20.21.04 Bank Signatures
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Ordinance 20.21.04, a resolution providing for
collateralization of deposits and designating signatories for banking transactions.

E. Approval: Urban Forestry Management Plan
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the Urban Forestry Management Plan dated
05/28/2020, as presented.
F. Approval: Brochure Bid Results
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the bid submitted by Paulson Press of Elk Grove
Village, IL, in the amounts of $39,427.00.
($12,615 fall 2020/$12,615 winter/spring 2020-2021/$14,197 summer 2021)
G. Discussion: Committee Structure vs Workshop Meeting
H.

Discussion: Beach Operations

ADA: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act this and all other meetings of the
Crystal Lake District are located in facilities that are physically accessible to those who have
disabilities. If additional reasonable accommodations are needed for persons who qualify
under the Act as having a “disability”, please contact the Park District during normal business
hours at 815-459-0680 at least 48 hours prior to any meeting so that such accommodations
can be provided.

Next Meeting:
Annual Meeting
July 16, 2020
6:30pm

PUBLIC MEETING NOTICE
AGENDA
Virtual Regular Meeting – June 18, 2020 6:30pm
Administrative Office
1 E Crystal Lake Avenue - Crystal Lake, IL 60014
On March 16, 2020, Governor Pritzker signed Executive Order 2020-07 which suspends certain
provisions of the Open Meetings Act. As a result, this meeting will be conducted virtually through
ZOOM as well as in person. For those not interested in speaking during Matters from the Public, you are
encouraged to attend the meeting via ZOOM to assist in the effort to social distance. For access to this
meeting held via ZOOM, please go to:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84581786243?pwd=d1JGL0NkM3hVWnUySlRlNk9aclFDdz09. The meeting
I.D. is 845 8178 6243 and the Password is 350374. If a member of the public would like to comment
during the Matters from the Public portion of the meeting remotely, please submit a comment by email to jherbster@crystallakeparks.org no later than 6:15pm on June 18, 2020. All comments submitted
will be read aloud during the Matters from the Public portion of the meeting. Comments via ZOOM will
be accepted during Matters from the Public, but e-mailed comments are the preferred method. The
public is also welcome to attend the meeting in person at 1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue, Crystal Lake, IL
and to make comments during Matters from the Public.
I.

Call to Order

II.

Roll Call

III.

Pledge of Allegiance

IV.

Approval of Agenda

V.

Public Hearing
A public hearing concerning the adoption of a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance 20.21.02, an Ordinance adopting a combined annual budget and appropriating such
sums of money as may be deemed necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the
Crystal Lake Park District, Crystal Lake, Illinois, for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending
April 30, 2021 and specifying the objects and purpose for which such appropriations are made and
the amount appropriated for each object or purpose.

VI.

Matters from the Public

VII.

Committee Reports

VIII.

Unfinished Business

IX.

X.

Consent Agenda
a. Approval:
b. Approval:
c. Approval:
d. Approval:
e. Approval:
f. Approval:
New Business
a. Approval:
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Regular Meeting Minutes 05-21-20
Voucher Expenses 04-30-20
Voucher Expenses 05-31-20
Interim Voucher Expenses 06-30-20
Treasurer’s Report
On Angel’s Wings Putt-Putt Event Request

Ordinance 20.21.02, a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance for the fiscal year ending April 30, 2021.
Approval: Resolution 20.21.02 Section 125 Premium Only Plan
Approval: Resolution 20.21.03 Crandall Avenue HOA Pier License Agreement
Approval: Resolution 20.21.04 Bank Signatures
Approval: Urban Forestry Management Plan
Approval: Brochure Bid Results
Discussion: Committee Structure vs Workshop Meeting

XI.

Reports to the Board

XII.

Matters from the Board

XIII.

Committee Meeting Dates

XIV.

Executive Session
a. Litigation 2 (c) 11
b. Personnel 2 (c) 1
c. Sale or Lease 2 (c) 6
d. Land Acquisition / Lease 2 (c) 5
e. Review of Minutes Including Semi-annual Review to Release 2 (c) 21
Reconvene
Action from Matters from Executive Session
Adjourn

XV.
XVI.
XVII.

Crystal Lake Park District Mission: The mission of the Crystal Lake Park District is to enhance the lives of
our residents by providing programs, services, facilities and open spaces that safely promote health,
recreation and community in an environmentally and fiscally responsible manner.
Matters from the Public: The public is invited to bring to the Board’s attention any matter of public
concern not otherwise on the agenda. Public comment may be no longer than 5 minutes per
person in duration, with a 15 minute maximum overall. Interrogation of the Park District Staff, Board
Members or Legal Counsel will not be allowed at this time, nor will any comment from the Park
Board, Staff or Legal Counsel. Personal invectives against Park District Staff, Legal Counsel, or
Elected Officials are not permitted.
Prepared Agenda
Public Hearing
A public hearing concerning the adoption of a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance 20.21.02, an Ordinance adopting a combined annual budget and appropriating such
sums of money as may be deemed necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the
Crystal Lake Park District, Crystal Lake, Illinois, for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending
April 30, 2021 and specifying the objects and purpose for which such appropriations are made and
the amount appropriated for each object or purpose.
A. Motion to Open Public Comment
B. Public Comment
C. Motion to Close Public Comment
Consent Agenda
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the Regular Meeting Minutes of 05-21-20, the
Voucher Expenses for the month ending April 30, 2020, in the amount of $28,264.93, the
Voucher Expenses for the month ending May 31, 2020, in the amount of $699,779.95
the Interim Voucher Expenses for the month ending June 30, 2020, in the amount of $74,336.99
the Treasurer’s Report for the month ending May 31, 2020, in the amount of $8,752,145.61, and
On Angel Wings Putt-Putt Fundraiser request, as presented.
New Business
A. Approval: Ordinance 20.21.02, a Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation Ordinance for
the fiscal year ending April 30, 2020.
A motion is requested of the board to approve Ordinance 20.21.02. an ordinance adopting a
combined annual budget and appropriating such sums of money as may be deemed
necessary to defray all necessary expenses and liabilities of the Crystal Lake Park District,
Crystal Lake, IL, for the Fiscal Year beginning May 1, 2020 and ending April 30, 2021, and
specifying the objects and purposed for which such appropriations are made, and the amount
appropriated for each object or purpose.
B. Approval: Resolution 20.21.02, Section 125 Premium Only Plan
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Resolution 20.21.02 Section 125 Premium Only
Plan, as presented.
C. Approval: Resolution 20.21.03 Crandall Avenue HOA Pier License Agreement
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Resolutions 20.21.03, Crandall Avenue HOA Pier
License Agreement, as presented.
D. Approval: Resolution 20.21.04 Bank Signatures
A motion is requested of the Board to approve Ordinance 20.21.04, a resolution providing for
collateralization of deposits and designating signatories for banking transactions.

E. Approval: Urban Forestry Management Plan
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the Urban Forestry Management Plan dated
05/28/2020, as presented.
F. Approval: Brochure Bid Results
A motion is requested of the Board to approve the bid submitted by Paulson Press of
Elk Grove Village, IL, in the amounts of $39,427.00.
($12,615 fall 2020/$12,615 winter/spring 2020-2021/$14,197 summer 2021)
ADA: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act this and all other meetings of the
Crystal Lake District are located in facilities that are physically accessible to those who have
disabilities. If additional reasonable accommodations are needed for persons who qualify
under the Act as having a “disability”, please contact the Park District during normal business
hours at 815-459-0680 at least 48 hours prior to any meeting so that such accommodations
can be provided.

Next Meeting:
Annual Meeting
July 16, 2020
6:30pm

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

June 11, 2020

TO:

Board of Commissioners

FROM:

Jason Herbster, Executive Director
Katrina Hanna, Superintendent of Business Services

SUBJECT: 2020/21 Budget
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Attached is the final draft of the Crystal Lake Park District Budget and Appropriation
Ordinance and Certification of Estimate of Revenues for the 2020/21 budget & fiscal
year.
The combined budgeted decrease in fund balance is $2,606,116. This budget is a
worst-case scenario following Covid-19 closures and State mandates. Staff is optimistic
the District will perform better than budgeted.
Recommendation:
Adopt Ordinance 20.21.02, A Combined Annual Budget and Appropriation, as
presented.

1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue | Crystal Lake IL 60014 | 815.459.0680
CRYSTALLAKEPARKS.ORG

ORDINANCE 20.21.02
AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING A COMBINED ANNUAL BUDGET AND APPROPRIATING
SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE DEEMED NECESSARY TO DEFRAY ALL
NECESSARY EXPENSES AND LIABILITIES OF THE CRYSTAL LAKE PARK DISTRICT,
CRYSTAL LAKE, ILLINOIS, FOR THE FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING MAY 1, 2020
AND ENDING APRIL 30, 2021, AND SPECIFYING THE OBJECTS AND PURPOSED FOR
WHICH SUCH APPROPRIATIONS ARE MADE, AND THE AMOUNT APPROPRIATED
FOR EACH OBJECT OR PURPOSE
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF THE CRYSTAL LAKE
PARK DISTRICT:
SECTION I.
A. The Board has heretofore caused to be prepared a combined Annual Budget
and Appropriation Ordinance in tentative form, which Ordinance has been
conveniently available for public inspection for at least thirty (30) days prior
to final action thereon; and
B. A public hearing was held at the Crystal Lake Park District’s office located at
1 East Crystal Lake Avenue, Crystal Lake, Illinois on the 18th day of June
2020 on said Ordinance, notice of said hearing having been given at least one
(1) week prior to such hearing by publication in the Northwest Herald, a
newspaper published within the Park District; and
C. That all other legal requirements for the adoption of the Annual Budget and
Appropriation Ordinance of the Park District for the fiscal year beginning
May 1, 2020 and ending April 30, 2021 have heretofore been performed.
SECTION II.
As part of the annual budget, it is stated:
A. That the estimated cash on hand at the beginning of the fiscal year is
$7,925,666.
B. That the estimated cash expected to be received during the fiscal year from
all sources is $14,537,046.
C. That the estimated expenditures contemplated for the fiscal year are
$17,143,162.
D. That the estimated cash expected to be on hand at the end of the fiscal year is
$5,319,550.
E. That the estimated amount of taxes to be received by the CRYSTAL LAKE
PARK DISTRICT during the fiscal year is $7,132,577.
SECTION III.
That the total amount of $17,143,162 is hereby budgeted and the total amount of
$20,571,794 or so much thereof as may be authorized by law, is hereby appropriated for
the corporate and special purposes of the CRYSTAL LAKE PARK DISTRICT, as
hereinafter specified for the fiscal year beginning May 1, 2020, and ending April 30,
2021.

SECTION IV.
Each of said sums of money and the aggregate thereof are deemed necessary by this
Board to defray the necessary expenses and liabilities of the District during the fiscal year
beginning May 1, 2020 and ending April 30, 2021 for the respective purposes set forth.
All unexpended balances of the appropriation for the fiscal year ended April 30, 2020 and
prior years are hereby specifically reappropriated for the same general purpose for which
they were originally made and may be expended in making up any insufficiency of any
other items provided in this appropriation ordinance, in making this appropriation in
accordance with applicable law.
SECTION V.
The receipts and revenues of the Crystal Lake Park District derived from sources other
than taxation and not specifically appropriated, and all unexpended balance from the
preceding fiscal year not required for the purposed for which they were appropriated and
levied, shall constitute the General Fund and shall be placed to the credit of such fund.
SECTION VI.
This ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and approval
and publication as required by law.
Approve:

________________________
President
Attest:

___________________________
Secretary
Passed:_____________
Approved:___________

BUDGET AND APPROPRIATION SUMMARY

General Fund
Recreation Fund
IMRF
Liability
Bond and Interest
Audit
Special Recreation
Natural History
Aquatic
Food Service
Capital Projects
Driving Range
Racket Club
GRAND TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
AND TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS

BUDGETED
4,432,452
4,069,059
465,000
210,500
2,047,284
17,850
575,300
332,345
290,153
109,992
3,328,432
85,928
1,178,867

17,143,162

APPROPRIATED
5,318,942
4,882,871
558,000
252,600
2,456,741
21,420
690,360
398,814
348,184
131,990
3,994,118
103,114
1,414,640

20,571,794

THE CERTIFICATION OF ESTIMATE
OF REVENUES FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING APRIL 30, 2021
Following are the anticipated revenues of the Crystal Lake Park District for its fiscal year
beginning May 1, 2020 and ending April 30, 2021:
SOURCE
Real Estate Taxes
IL Replacement Taxes
Grants
Program Revenue
User Fees
Debt Proceeds
Interfund Transfer
Interest Income
Operations Income:
Driving Range
Racket Club
Developer Donations
Miscellaneous
Total

7,070,577
62,000
1,300,000
1,633,907
60,204
2,480,880
229,930
73,775
55,977
946,487
300,000
323,309
$

14,537,046

I hereby certify that I am the Treasurer of the Crystal Lake Park District and that the above
figures are a true and accurate estimate of the District's anticipated revenues.

Treasurer
CRYSTAL LAKE PARK DISTRICT

Crystal Lake Park District
Amounts Budgeted and Appropriated: 2020-201
Budgeted
A. General Fund
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Insurance
Uncapitalized Improvements
Maintenance and Repairs
Operating Transfer
Other Expenses
Debt Services
TOTAL

1,790,561
808,086
342,550
241,500
337,910
2,700
229,930
311,615.00
367,600.00
$

B. Recreation Fund
Program Salaries and Wages
Program Contractual Services
Program Commodities
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commoities
Insurance
Uncaptitalized Improvements
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Expenses
TOTAL

$

$

4,069,059

465,000

$

210,500

$

2,047,284

4,882,871

558,000
$

558,000

6,600
1,200
244,800
$

2,047,284
$

5,318,942

1,212,491
463,634
152,207
1,837,793
399,342
294,078
440,520
40,926
41,880

5,500
1,000
204,000

E. Bond and Interest Fund
Bond and Debt Services
TOTAL

$

465,000

D. Liability Fund
Contractual Services
Commodities
Insurance
TOTAL

4,432,452

2,148,673
969,703
411,060
289,800
405,492
3,240
275,916
373,938
441,120

1,010,409
386,362
126,839
1,531,494
332,785
245,065
367,100
34,105
34,900

C. IMRF
Contractual Services
TOTAL

Appropriated

252,600

2,456,741
$

2,456,741

F. Audit
Contractual Services
TOTAL

17,850
$

G. Special Recreation Fund
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
NISRA Contribution
Other Expenses
TOTAL

$

$

$

332,345

$

290,153

$

109,992

398,814

14,029
2,801
270,010
11,820
18,456
3,600
27,468
$

43,207
3,260
63,375
150
$

690,360

26,880.00
840.00
7,488.00
240,612.00
17,904.00
25,380.00
72,000.00
5,400.00
2,310.00

11,691
2,334
225,008
9,850
15,380
3,000
22,890

J. Food Service
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Expenses
TOTAL

575,300

21,420

114,000
336,000
240,360

22,400
700
6,240
200,510
14,920
21,150
60,000
4,500
1,925

I. Aquatic Fund
Program Salaries and Wages
Program Contractual Services
Program Commodities
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Expenses
TOTAL

$

95,000
280,000
200,300

H. Natural History Fund
Program Salaries and Wages
Program Contractual Services
Program Commodities
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Insurance
Uncapitalized Improvements
Other Expenses
TOTAL

17,850

21,420

348,184

51,848
3,912
76,050
180
$

131,990

K. Capital Projects
Contractual Services
Projects
TOTAL

125,000
3,203,432
$

L. Driving Range Fund
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Uncapitalized Improvements
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Expenses
Pro Shop
TOTAL

$

39,178
22,950
10,025
4,750
7,000
1,775
250
$

M. Racket Club Fund
Program Salaries and Wages
Program Contractual Services
Program Commodities
Salaries and Wages
Contractual Services
Commodities
Insurance
Uncapitalized Improvements
Maintenance and Repairs
Other Expenses
Pro Shop
TOTAL

3,328,432

150,000
3,844,118

85,928

47,014
27,540
12,030
5,700
8,400
2,130
300
$

7,170
2,275
789,662
142,810
43,687
75,000
6,700
59,000
4,800
47,763
$

1,178,867

3,994,118

103,114

8,604
2,730
947,594
171,372
52,424
90,000
8,040
70,800
5,760
57,316
$

1,414,640

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

June 11, 2020

TO:

Board of Commissioners

FROM:

Jason Herbster, Executive Director
Katrina Hanna, Superintendent of Business Services

SUBJECT: Updated Bank Signers
_____________________________________________________________________________________
The signers on all of the Park District’s bank and investment accounts need to be
updated as a result of the change in Treasurer and Assistant Treasurer. The attached
resolution directs the Districts financial institutions to allow the Treasurer, Assistant
Treasurer, and Executive Director the ability to sign on the District’s accounts.
Recommendation:
Adopt Resolution 20.21.04 to update bank signers to agree with the appointments
made at the May 2020 Board Meeting.

1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue | Crystal Lake IL 60014 | 815.459.0680
CRYSTALLAKEPARKS.ORG

RESOLUTION NO. 20.21.04
A RESOLUTION PROVIDING FOR COLLATERALIZATION OF DEPOSITS AND
DESIGNATING SIGNATORIES FOR BANKING TRANSACTIONS
WHEREAS, Crystal Lake Park District is authorized to make transactions in any bank or
savings institution that is insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) or the
Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation (FSLIC); and
WHEREAS, if the total deposits at any one institution exceeds the FDIC or FSLIC
insurance limits, the Crystal Lake Park District is required to secure such deposit with acceptable
collateral; and
WHEREAS, the President and Board of Commissioners desire to designate those
individuals who shall be authorized signatories of the Crystal Lake Park District for banking
transactions.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the President and Board of Commissioners
of the Crystal Lake Park District, McHenry County, Illinois, as follows:
SECTION 1: If the total deposits at any one institution exceeds the FDIC or FSLIC
insurance limits, the Crystal Lake Park District will accept any collateral identified in the Illinois
Compiled Statutes as acceptable for use by the Treasurer of the State of Illinois.
SECTION 2: Two authorized signatures are required to accept and pay all checks,
drafts, notes, bills and other orders for the payment of money. Two authorized signatures are
required to accept for collection and deposit all drafts, notes, bills, certificates of deposit or other
items payable to or owned by the District.
The named persons who have been lawfully elected or appointed to the following offices or
positions within the Crystal Lake Park District shall be designated authorized signatories of the
Crystal Lake Park District:
Cathy Cagle - Treasurer
Jason Heisler – Assistant Treasurer
Jason Herbster – Executive Director
SECTION 3: Any qualified depository is hereby authorized to honor, receive, certify, or
pay all instruments signed in accordance with the foregoing and said depositories shall not be
required to be under any obligation to inquire as to the circumstances of such issuance.

SECTION 4: EFFECTIVE DATE. This Resolution will be in full force and effect from
and after its passage and approval as provided by law.
Motion made by _________, seconded by ___________, that the Resolution be adopted.

ADOPTED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS of the Crystal
Lake Park District, Illinois at a regular meeting thereof held on the 19th Day of June, 2020, pursuant
to a roll call vote as follows:
AYES:

________________________________________________

NAYS:

________________________________________________

ABSENT:

________________________________________________

APPROVED by me this ______ day of _____________, 2019.

________________________________
President
(SEAL)

ATTEST:
________________________________
Secretary

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

June 11, 2020

TO:

Park Board of Commissioners

FROM:

Jenny Leech, Marketing Manager

SUBJECT:

Bid recommendation for printing of fall 2020, winter/spring 2020-2021,
summer 2021 activity guides

_____________________________________________________________________________________
The Park District received eight (8) bids for the printing of the fall 2020, winter/spring
2020-2021 and summer 2021 activity guides. Specifications are attached. The lowest
bid for 3 seasons, in the amount of $39,427 was submitted by Paulson Press of Elk Grove
Village. References and samples were provided by all companies submitting bids.
The lowest bid met the 2020-2021 budget requirements.
Attached:



Request for Bid including specs
Bid comparison sheet

RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends the Park Board of Commissioners approve the bid of Paulson Press of Elk Grove
Village, IL in the amounts as follows:
$12,615 fall 2020
$12,615 winter/spring 2020-2021
$14,197 summer 2021
_____________________________
$39,427 (3 season total)

1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue | Crystal Lake IL 60014 | 815.459.0680
CRYSTALLAKEPARKS.ORG

2020-2021 Activity Guide Printing Bid Results Comparison/ 22,600 Quantity
Paulson Press

APG Printing Solutions

CPC Printing & Promotions

Hagg Press

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

$12,615

$13,453

$14,309.51

$15,665

Paulson Press

APG Printing Solutions

CPC Printing & Promotions

Hagg Press

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

$12,615

$13,892

$14,372.60

$16,037

Paulson Press

APG Printing Solutions

CPC Printing & Promotions

Hagg Press

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

$14,197

$15,019.98

$15,670.85

$17,680

Paulson Press
TOTAL

APG Printing Solutions
TOTAL

CPC Printing & Promotions
TOTAL

Hagg Press
TOTAL

$39,427

$42, 365.89

$44,352.96

$49,382

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

Alterations/hourly
$25/hour
Addtl M’s
$532-fall
$532-w/s
$602-sum
Addtl 4 pg
$1000 -fall
$1000 -w/s
$1500 -sum

Alterations/hourly
included
Addtl M’s
$523.35 fall
$546.89 w/s
$592.16 sum
Addtl 4 pg
included

Alterations/hourly
$90/hour
Addtl M’s
$447.56 fall
$466.62 w/s
$504.49 sum
Addtl 4 pg
$900 fall
$900 w/s
$900 sum

Alterations/hourly
$85/hour
Addtl M’s
$540 fall
$548 w/s
$602 sum
Addtl 4 pg
$372 fall
$1016 w/s
$1644 sum

2020-2021 Activity Guide Printing Bid Results Comparison/ 22,600 Quantity
Page 2 (bids 5-8)
Premier Print Group

Service Printing Corporation

Nystrom Publishing

Print Group, Inc.

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

Fall 2020
76 Pages + cover

$17,774

$19,987.38

$16,467

$22,077.74

Premier Print Group

Service Printing Corporation

Nystrom Publishing

Print Group, Inc.

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

Winter/Spring
2020-2021
80 Pages + cover

$17,653

$20,538,26

$16,385

$22,774.67

Premier Print Group

Service Printing Corporation

Nystrom Publishing

Print Group, Inc.

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

Summer 2021
88 pages + Cover

$19,681

$22,366.38

$18,203

$24,976,54

Premier Print Group
TOTAL

Service Printing Corporation
TOTAL

Nystrom Publishing
TOTAL

Print Group, Inc.
TOTAL

$55,108

$62,892.02

$64,276.18

$69,828.95

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

ADDITIONS

Alterations/hourly
$70/hour
Addtl M’s
$685-fall
$703-w/s
$771-sum
Addtl 4 pg
$1014 -fall
$1014 -w/s
$1014 -sum

Alterations/hourly
$85/hour
Addtl M’s
$869 fall
$892 w/s
$972 sum
Addtl 4 pg
$1499 fall
$1499 w/s
$1499 sum

Alterations/hourly
$60/hour
Addtl M’s
$625.56 fall
$640.07 w/s
$666.33 sum
Addtl 4 pg
$101.33 fall
$2029.58 w/s
$1792.04 sum

Alterations/hourly
$75/hour
Addtl M’s
$696.92 fall
$740 w/s
$807.46 sum
Addtl 4 pg
$1076.26 fall
$1020.73 w/s
$2597 sum

Crystal Lake Park District
fall 2020, winter/spring 2020-2021, summer 2021 activity guides
2020-2021 Print Bid Specifications
Contact:
Jenny Leech
Crystal Lake Park District
One East Crystal Lake Avenue,
Crystal Lake, I L 60014
jleech@crystallakeparks.org, (815) 459-0680, ext. 1212
Please find below the bid specification for the 2020-2021 activity guide series, which includes the Crystal Lake
Park District fall 2020, winter/spring (combined issue) 2020-2021 and summer 2021 activity guides
Bid Opening Date:
Friday, June 5, 2020, due to a mandatory Administration Office closure on the
scheduled open date, the bid period has been extended until 11 AM, Wednesday, June 10, 2020.
Bid Opening Time:
11 am
Bid Opening Location:
Crystal Lake Park District Administration Office (lower level)
1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
Bid Notice as printed in the Northwest Herald Legal Notices
Notice is hereby given that the Crystal Lake Park District is accepting sealed bids for printing three (3) seasonal
activity guides (fall 2020, winter/spring 2020-2021 and summer 2021).
Specifications and bid forms are available online at crystallakeparks.org/bids-and-proposals. The specifications
and bid forms will also be available at the Crystal Lake Park District Office, 1 East Crystal Lake Avenue, Crystal
Lake, Illinois 60014 once the stay at home order allows normal office hours.
Bids are due by 11 AM, Friday, June 5, 2020, due to a mandatory Administration Office closure on the
scheduled open date, the bid period has been extended until 11 AM, Wednesday, June 10, 2020.
and should be submitted in a sealed envelope marked “Activity Guide Print Bid – Open Only June 5, 2020,”
June 10m 2020. Attention: Jenny Leech, at which time they will be publicly opened and read aloud. Bids
received after that time will not be accepted. In addition, faxed or emailed bids will not be accepted.
For information contact Jenny Leech at the Crystal Lake Park District (815) 459-0680, ext. 1212,
jleech@crystallakeparks.org
The Crystal Lake Park District is a tax –exempt public body and sales tax shall not apply to the purchase.
The Crystal Lake Park District Board of Commissioners reserves the right to reject any or all bids, to waive any
technicalities and to award the contract in the best interest of the District.

1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue | Crystal Lake IL 60014 | 815.459.0680
CRYSTALLAKEPARKS.ORG
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Requirements for Bidding and Instructions to Bidders
1. Preparation of the proposal
Each bidder shall submit his/her proposal on the form supplied by the Park District. Each proposal shall
be placed in an envelope marked “Activity Guide Print Bid – Open Only June 5, 2020,” June 10, 2020.
Attention: Jenny Leech, sealed, then mailed or delivered to Jenny Leech, Marketing Manager, Crystal
Lake Park District, 1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue, Crystal Lake, IL 60014. The proposal must be received by the
date and hour stated in the Notice of Bidding, at which time the proposal will be opened and publicly
read. All proposals must be signed by the authorized office of the firm bidding.
2. Acceptance of proposals
The Crystal Lake Park District reserves the right to accept bids all or in part. At the time of acceptance,
the District also reserves the right to increase or decrease quantities at the same bid cost per piece.
The Crystal Lake Park District reserves the right to withdraw the printing of the fall 2020 brochure
dependent on the Covid-19 situation and its’ impact on programming and facility closures.
The District reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, or to accept any proposal that, in its
judgement, will be in the best interest of the general public. It is the intention to award the contract to
the lowest responsible bidder best meeting the requirements of the Crystal Lake Park District.
3. Exemption from taxes
Contractors and vendors suppling equipment and materials to the Crystal Lake Park District shall not
charge the Federal Excise Tax or State of Illinois Retailers Occupational Tax, since the Crystal Lake Park
District is exempt from these taxes.
4. Holding of bids
The Crystal Lake Park District reserves the right to hold all bids for a period of thirty (30) days after the
date receiving said bids in the advertisement and the bidder shall not withdraw his/her bid during the
said thirty (30) day period.
5. Information required
Each bidder shall complete the data sheet accompanying the specifications. Bidders may also submit
descriptive literature showing style and features of the items being bid.
6. Bid pricing
The Crystal Lake Park District is accepting pricing bids for the three (3) seasonal activity guides (fall 2020,
winter/spring 2020-2021 and summer 2021). NOTE: the Crystal Lake Park District will only accept bids for
Sheet Fed Printing. The Crystal Lake Park District will not accept bids for any type of WEB printing.
The Crystal Lake Park District reserves the right to render this bid null and void if the end result is deemed
low quality or if the District deems service to be insufficient or if specific deadlines are not met. In such
an event, the District reserves the right to begin a new bid process or to award the remaining program
guide/ brochures and/or inserts to another bidder.
The bid pricing should be complete and include, but not be limited to, all paper, printing, bleeds,
proofs, cutting, collating, perforating, binding and delivery. Delivery services must include boxing of
brochures and delivery to both the Crystal Lake Post Office with the balance after postal route counts
to the Crystal Lake Park District Administrative Office on a schedule set forth by the Crystal Lake Park
District.
7. Samples and reference
All bids must include an example of work comparable to the specifications. All bids must be
accompanied by a respective paper sample.
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All bidders must submit a list of three (3) references for which he/she has completed work of a similar
nature as described in the specifications. Please include the name of the project, project description,
project address, owner name and telephone number for reference.
8. Alteration clause
Up to one hour of alterations or adjustments should be included in the price. Any alterations beyond
one hour’s work may be billed to the Park District at the rate specified in the proposal.
9. Delivery Schedule
Artwork will be delivered to printer via FTP site by the following schedule:
Fall 2020 issue: file by July 14, 2020, delivery to Crystal Lake Post Office & Crystal Lake Park District
Administrative Office by August 3, 2020
Winter/Spring 2020-2021 issue: artwork by November 9, 2020, delivery to Crystal Lake Post Office &
Crystal Lake Park District Administrative Office by December 2, 2020
Summer 2021 issue: artwork by April 12, 2021, delivery Crystal Lake Post Office & Crystal Lake Park District
Administrative Office by April 30, 2021.
7. One complete proof of brochure plus a color-accurate cover proof are to be delivered to the Crystal
Lake Park District Administrative Office for approval and will be returned at the printer’s expense within 5
days after receiving the artwork. The park district will return the proof within 2 working days.
10. Required turnaround time
Required turnaround time shall be not more than 14 working days (Monday-Friday excludes Federal
Holidays). There will be a mandatory 5% discount on the print job for every 24 hours over the specified
time frame.
11. Mailing
Postal Route saturation to 60012 and 60014 zip codes with route counts provided by printer. Final
postage amount must be given to the Crystal Lake Park District a minimum of 5 days prior to delivery to
post office. Crystal Lake Park District will deliver check for postage directly to post office.
12. Delivery of final product
Completed brochures are to be delivered to Crystal Lake Park District Administrative Building and the
Crystal Lake Post Office at the printer’s expense.
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2020-2021 Program Activity Guide Bid-Quote Specifications
Printer proposes to furnish, in accordance with all the following specifications, to the Crystal
Lake Park District, the following printing for annually three (3) issues:
1. Pages
Each Season

2. Trim Size
3. Paper Stock
Cover
Body
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Fall 2020: 76 pages plus 4 cover
Winter-Spring 2020-2021: 80 pages plus 4 cover
Summer 2021: 88 pages plus 4 cover
8.5” x 10.875”
Recycled 80# white two-sided gloss text, minimum 88 bright
Recycled 50# smooth offset (white), minimum 92 bright or better or
house equivalent (if using house stock, please provide sample). No
ground wood sheet accepted. Paper should be free of chlorine
bleaching and should contain minimum 30% post-consumer
recycled material

4. Ink
Cover
Body

inside and outside: 4-color process with bleeds
4-color process with bleeds

5. Binding

Center fold with staple stich

6. Quantity

22,600 activity guides per season (fall, winter/spring, summer)
Quantity may not run under
Crystal Lake Park District will not pay for overruns.

8. Layout

All typesetting and page composition will be completed by
Park District personnel using Adobe InDesign (PC), submitted FTP.

9. Proofs

1 complete proof of brochure w/color-accurate cover proof

10. Press

Crystal Lake Park District will only accept bids for Sheet Fed Printing.
No WEB printing, please.

fall 2020, winter-spring 2020-2021, summer 2021 activity guide print bid
Fall 2020
76 pg + 4 cover
22,600 quantity

W/S 2020-2021
80 pg + 4 cover
22,600 quantity

Summer 2021
88 pg + 4 cover
22,600 quantity

TOTAL AS PER SPECS
Additional Charges. Please indicate as 'included’ if applicable
Proof charges
Alterations hourly rate
(1st hour incl in price above)

Packaging
delivery
2 Crystal Lake locations
Mail Prep
(#11 instructions)

Additional M’s
Additional 4 pages
Additional charges
not listed above

TOTAL FALL 2020

TOTAL WS 2020-2021

TOTAL SUMMER 2021

GRAND TOTAL ALL THREE
SEASONS, ALL ADDITIONS

Press Type:

__________________________________________

Proposal submitted by (Company Name)
Bidder Print Name:

Bidder Signature:

Title:

Email:

Phone:

Address:
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ACTIVITY GUIDE PRINTING
PRINTER REFERENCE LIST
1.

Name
Phone
Address
City, State, Zip
Project

2.

Name
Phone
Address
City, State, Zip
Project

3.

Name
Phone
Address
City, State, Zip
Project
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SUSTAINABILITY STATEMENT
Introduction
The Crystal Lake Park District is committed to green and sustainable practices and good environmental
stewardship. Consequently, we are asking bidders to provide a Statement of Sustainability to ensure our bidders
are also incorporating sustainability into their firm’s practices.
Instructions
Provide a clear description of your firm’s sustainable practices, policies or procedures to the below sections or
attach a copy of your practice. These practices may include but are not limited to:
Waste Minimization within the office or facilities through recycling programs, double-sided copying, electronic
internal communications, recycled content in materials, reusable cups, limited printing, electronic document
management, green purchasing policies, green cleaning supplies or reduced packaging in materials procured
or supplied.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Energy Efficiency within office, facilities or firm through lighting retrofits, photo sensor switches for lighting, use of
day lighting, Energy Star rated appliance or equipment, alternative fuel or efficient fleet, anti-idling policy, or
indoor temperature management.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Water Efficiency in office, facilities or firm through faucet or fixture retrofits, switch individual bottled water to
office water coolers or drinking fountains, drought tolerant landscaping.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Staff are encouraged to be sustainable and supported by your firm through public transit benefits, bicycle
accommodations, telecommuting options, support to attend green seminars, US Green Building Council
LEED accredited or the creation of an internal green team.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Education of your staff about green practices, your business peers of your green accomplishments, your
community of your sustainability, or any environmental awards your firm has achieved.
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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BOARD MEMORANDUM

DATE:

June 1, 2020

TO:

Park Board of Commissioners

FROM:

Ann Viger, Director of Park Development and Interpretive
Services

SUBJECT:

Urban Forest Management Plan

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Background
In October the park district received a $3,000 grant from the US Forest Service to
develop an Urban Forest Management Plan. We have been working with Graf Tree
Care to develop management objectives that will guide tree preservation,
maintenance and planting for the next 30 years. This tool will provide strategies for tree
protection, tree planting and invasive species management. It will aid in the annual
budgeting process and help determine staffing needs for grounds maintenance.
The Buildings and Grounds Committee reviewed a rough draft of the plan in February.
A public input meeting was held on February 25, 2020. Since that time, staff has worked
with Graf Tree Care to fine tune the goals of the plan and update the data and
recommendations.
The plan is ready for adoption by the Board. A reimbursement request will be filed
immediately prior to the July deadline.
Recommendation
It is recommended that the Park Board of Commissioners adopt the Crystal Lake Park
District Urban Forest Management Plan dated 05/28/20.

1 E. Crystal Lake Avenue | Crystal Lake IL 60014 | 815.459.0680
CRYSTALLAKEPARKS.ORG

Urban Forest Management Plan

Prepared By
Stephen D. Lane: Urban Ecologist, Urban Forestry Consultant - ISA Certified Arborist #IL-4565A
Jim Semelka: Urban Forestry Consultant - ISA Certified Arborist #IL-0732AM, Municipal Specialist
Phil Graf: Urban Forestry Consultant - ISA Certified Arborist #IL-1553AM, Municipal Specialist
Prepared On
May 28th, 2020

Revised 5/28/2020
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OVERVIEW OF CLPD’S URBAN FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN
Crystal Lake Park District, in McHenry County, Illinois currently manages over 4,100 trees
throughout its park system. Detailed tree data was collected for Crystal Lake Park
District’s managed trees as part of a comprehensive tree inventory during 2016 and
continues to be managed by in-house staff. Since the time of the initial inventory over
400 Ash and other poor condition trees have been removed from the park system and
another nearly 250 have been planted. The inventory and tree maintenance efforts are
culminating in this Urban Forest Management Plan. The plan will begin by detailing how
Crystal Lake Park District’s urban forest resources will be managed in the short term for
the benefit of its residents during the next 5 years. Additionally, the plan establishes a
long term vision for the period ranging from 2020-2050.
In terms of the condition of the urban forest in the Crystal Lake Park District (CLPD), there
are certainly many strengths, along with a few opportunities for improvement and
updating. CLPD has a fairly average sized tree population for a park district of its size,
providing many benefits, and there is evidence of a relatively high level of
maintenance. The diversity of tree species in CLPD is fairly high overall, though species
of Maple trees make up a significant percentage, as is the case in nearly every other
tree population in the state of Illinois. This greater overall diversity of the urban forest
resource puts it at a lower risk of future mass tree loss due to introduced insects and
diseases.
To enhance the existing diversity as well as meet some of the challenges listed above,
the following Urban Forest Management Plan will address each one of these challenges
and create goals and milestones for each. Below is a broad view of the activities to
come in the 2020-2050 period. Further detail is given in the body of the report, with
separate sections detailing specific tree-related activities and how they should be
achieved, along with standards and Best Management Practices for each.
A proposed forestry program has been created that will achieve the greatest benefit
for the community, based on the available data, as well as input from the partner
committees and residents of CLPD. However, all plans are subject to change based on
new information, budgets, or other unforeseen circumstances. For this reason, readers
should consider that this plan to be a living, breathing document, and goals and
strategies will be updated to fit circumstances as needed. This plan will be reviewed
periodically with input from staff, residents, and other stakeholders.
STATEMENT OF MISSION
It shall be the mission of this Urban Forest Management Plan to outline goals, budgets,
and Arboricultural Best Management Practices for the urban forest in the Crystal Lake
Park District. This will be done to provide the following benefits, among others, to the
residents of CLPD: Increase canopy cover, filter and reduce stormwater runoff, create
shade and energy savings, promote general health and wellbeing, provide a source of
enjoyment and aesthetics, uptake carbon dioxide and filter pollutants, and increase
property values. This plan also seeks to outline both the short and long term
management of this urban forest resource to maximize the environmental and
aesthetic benefits of CLPD’s urban forest, while minimizing risks and costs.
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These goals and practices are designed to be financially and programmatically
sustainable, as well as flexible for CLPD, both now and in the future. A note about
formatting: Throughout the document, concepts that are considered Key Points are
indicated in highlighted boxes. These Key Points are central to the mission and goals of
the plan. Items requiring action by the park district staff to achieve the goals are
considered Action Items and are indicated in bold typeface.
OVERVIEW OF GOALS
Listed below are the strategic goals of this Urban Forest Management Plan (herein
referred to as “UFMP”, or “the Plan”), as well as a brief discussion of how the goals shall
be met. These goals are meant to be realistic and attainable, so that they do not place
an undue burden on CLPD, its residents, or its resources. The goals of this UFMP are to
save money and provide greater benefits over time through proactive management.
New concepts, the introduction of new pests or pathogens, or changing climate (both
social and meteorological) may all change the way the Urban Forest is viewed and
managed. The goals of this document are subject to change based on the discovery of
new knowledge, shifting budgets, or other circumstances.
The plan will be reviewed periodically by staff, residents and any other interested
stakeholders acting in the best interests of the park district. The review process will
include evaluation of progress made towards these goals. Goals may be altered after
the review, as conditions warrant. Since trees represent a long term (50-80 year)
commitment, this Urban Forest Management Plan is intended to provide guidance and
continuity through those changes, while also adapting to them as the need arises.
Goal 1: Inventory, Document, Analyze Existing Conditions
A. Document Tree Policies and Procedures
Unlike municipalities that operate by codes and ordinances, a park district operates via
policies and procedures. This UFMP will work with the City of Crystal Lake and the Village
of Lakewood regulations for management of the urban forest. This will serve to provide
guidance for all future park boards, forestry employees, and residents, so that a general
level of understanding is reached that can be interpreted going forward.
B. Create a Needs Analysis for the Current Tree Population
Every tree population is the result of decades of past management decisions. As time
goes on, the tree care industry increases its overall level of knowledge, skill, and
efficiency in managing trees for maximum benefit. Based on that new knowledge,
decisions made 20 or more years ago may appear in retrospect to have been
incorrect, even though they might have seemed like a good idea at the time. For
CLPD’s trees, it is the goal of this plan to assess the current state of CLPD’s Urban Forest
and examine its overall strengths and benefits, as well as look for opportunities for
improvement.
Each aspect of the CLPD tree inventory data has been analyzed: How many trees, their
condition, their age, their needs, and more were all examined to create strategic goals
to improve the tree population for the benefit. Specific goals in terms of planting,
removals, budgets, personnel, and maintenance were all addressed by acknowledging
both strengths and opportunities / challenges and suggesting how they might be used 4

to our advantage. These strengths and opportunities will be the guiding principles for
the management strategies and specific goals outlined in each section below. The
plan shall also attempt to leave room for adaptive management when given new
information.
C. Maintain an Accurate Tree Inventory
Managing an urban forest requires a clear
understanding of the existing trees, their ages,
conditions, and locations, so that crews and
contractors can perform maintenance work. With
this concept in mind, a stem-by-stem tree inventory
was completed in 2016. This inventory and
subsequent consulting resulted in an unbiased
assessment of all of the trees in the Crystal Lake Park
District system and will serve as the data which will
guide the forestry program throughout the next 30 years.
The tree inventory should be maintained at a high level of accuracy so that it does not
become out of date. To accomplish this, CLPD has been supplied with a GIS-based tool
which can be used by its public employees to manage the tree population from any
computer, smartphone, tablet, or other mobile device. Additionally, a staff member
handles arboricultural operations, including basic updates to the tree inventory. It is
recommended that the inventory be updated periodically by a professional, nonvolunteer forestry consultant, to keep the information at its most current. This will ensure
that all trees are periodically assessed for DBH, risk, and maintenance needs in a
manner consistent with professional standards. Maintaining tree data at a high level is
vital in the execution of this management plan.
Goal 2: Increase Urban Tree Canopy from 27% to 30%
The tree canopy is important to the community because more trees provide greater
benefits such as decreased heating and cooling costs, pollution reduction, and storm
water uptake. Tree lined parks are more attractive to homebuyers looking for
neighborhoods with parks and green space, which increases home values, home
ownership, and tax revenue. Currently, the community has an impressive 26.55% tree
canopy coverage overall (public and private land), compared to other land cover
types such as grass, buildings, paved surfaces, and water.
Based on preliminary data from the Chicago Region Trees Initiative’s research, it is
recommended that the Crystal Lake Park District, the City of Crystal Lake, and the
Village of Lakewood cooperatively set a 30% urban tree canopy goal for 2050. A
Memorandum of Understanding between the park district, city, and village should be
developed to work jointly toward an increase in total urban canopy cover. Currently,
the CLPD tree population alone provides over $262,500 in annual benefits to the
community. This value will increase as the overall tree canopy increases and trees live
longer.
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The increase will be accomplished by increasing the number of trees, with an emphasis
on native species, as well as improving tree care to allow trees to live longer, become
larger, and create more canopy cover. Tree planting on private property will also be
encouraged through educational information distributed to the public via the park
district newsletter, website, and social media opportunities. For more information on
Urban Tree Canopy, tree benefits, and other such information, turn to sections 4 and 5.
Goal 3: Increase Overall Diversity by 2050 Through Tree Planting
Tree species diversity is one of the most important concepts in Urban Forestry. The
reason pests and diseases like Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) and Dutch Elm Disease were so
devastating is that there were simply too many Ash and Elm trees. When EAB arrived,
many communities had an Ash population of 20% or more, resulting in mass tree loss.
This can be avoided by planting a greater diversity of tree species, so that when new
pests or pathogens are introduced, only small amounts of specific tree species are lost.
Great diversity leads to great stability, and stability leads to reduced costs and
increased benefits over time.
An achievable “Diversity Vision” with an emphasis on native tree selection has been
created for 2050 which ensures that the tree population will become more diverse over
time. With an above average diversity of existing tree
species, this will present a challenge, as enhancing
diversity of an already diverse tree population can be
a challenge. Creating a long term tree planting plan is
an integral part of this process. Currently, several
species are overplanted in CLPD and a primary focus
of this plan is to reduce those numbers overall. For this
long term planting plan, trees will be planted which are
underrepresented in the current population, and
planted in such a manner that selects the right tree for
the right site via targeted tree planting. Ideas such as
establishing an in-house liner nursery, exploration of
participating in the Suburban Tree Consortium buying
program with the City and Village, and planting smaller
stock will all be explored. To learn more about tree
planting and reforestation, turn to Section 7.
Goal 4: Increase the Effectiveness of Current Tree Care Operations
Currently, the Crystal Lake Park District handles tree care operations with a combination
of in-house staff and contractor labor. To more proactively manage tree care
operations an assessment of in-house staff capabilities will be made with
recommendations for increased manpower and equipment if warranted. Standards will
be developed to determine in-house vs contractor labor and budgeting needs for the
future. For more on projected needs of manpower and materials, and the budgets
required to perform them, please turn to section 14.
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A. Enhance the Annual Maintenance/Tree Care Program
Properly maintained trees establish faster, grow quicker, and
live much longer lives than trees that are not maintained, or
improperly maintained. Since large trees provide the greatest
benefits to the community (as will be demonstrated later),
maintenance is a critical part of the proposed Urban Forestry
program. Annual maintenance for trees will include critical tasks
such as cyclical pruning of all trees. Pruning and other
maintenance will be accomplished with a combination of inhouse staff and contracted labor, determined by the situation.
As CLPD begins to increase its budgets and capacity for tree pruning, a cyclical pruning
program can be achieved. This program has been designed to ensure that all trees on
park district property are pruned on a regular basis in order to maintain public safety
and good aesthetics. Cycle prune programs are the hallmark of a sustainable Urban
Forestry program for municipalities and street trees. Park districts should be no different,
especially given the higher occupancy rates underneath trees. Street trees may
occasionally have pedestrians, cars, or homes within the target zone, but parks
specifically attract people to them where people are nearly always in the target zone
during daylight hours. For more information on tree pruning and maintenance, turn to
sections 8 and 9.
The urban environment is a difficult place for a tree to become established and to live a
long, healthy life. Proper mulching can significantly increase a tree’s chances of
survival. Mulch helps to conserve water during the summer months by limiting
evaporation. It also helps prevent weeds from growing around the tree and competing
for water and nutrients, and keeps lawn equipment such as mowers and weed whips
away from the trunk where they can damage the tree. All new plantings will be
properly mulched at the time of planting by the planting contractor. Staff will be
educated about proper mulching techniques. Of particular concern is the practice
known as “volcano mulching” which has the opposite effect of proper mulching and
can actually kill a tree over time. For more information on proper mulching, turn to
section 9.
B. Incorporate Best Management Practices in Tree Care Operations
“Best Management Practices” is a term that means being on the cutting edge of an
industry. All contractors working for the park district will be in compliance with the latest
industry Best Management Practices, based on the
appendices in this report. The ANSI and ISA Best
Management Practices shall be integral parts of any inhouse tree care operations or request for proposal (RFP) or
bid documents. Full text of all referenced standards will be
made available to all CLPD employees and contractors
performing tree care operations. Public outreach and
education will be performed by the park district ensuring that residents understand
these practices as well. This UFMP will be placed in the public domain for all residents to
use as a reference.
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C. Invasive Species Management
The district should seek to remove harmful invasive species from public land and
encourage the removal of invasive species from private land. Ongoing monitoring of
new invasive plants as well as pathogens shall guide the District in its decision making as
new information becomes available.
D. Incorporate Natural Areas Stewardship into Tree Care Operations
As is often the case with park districts, CLPD manages 1,000 acres of natural areas
including woodlands, wetlands, prairie, and open bodies of water. The management
techniques of natural areas are unique and differ from the management of mowed
and manicured park properties. This plan is meant to work in cooperation with the CLPD
Natural Areas Management Plan, overlapping recommendations in some areas, and
providing distinctly different recommendations in other areas.
E. Maintain an Acceptable / Unacceptable Species List
The urban environment is a difficult place for a tree to thrive but parks represent a
better opportunity for urban trees vs the street tree environment. Parks generally do not
suffer from the same lack of soil, road pollutants, and homeowner stress that affect
street trees. This more tree-friendly environment provides the ability to plant tree species
which are less urban tolerant with a higher degree of success. This makes increasing
diversity a slightly easier task. That said, there are also trees that should be limited or
eliminated. Trees with very weak wood or are known invasive species or produce messy
or foul-smelling fruits or create a public nuisance should be avoided. Acceptable
species are those which are adapted to our Midwest climate, are not invasive, and do
not pose high risk. Included in this plan is an “acceptable” and an “unacceptable”
species list, which will detail specific trees which may be planted in CLPD parks. CLPD
will review the list periodically in response to changes in species composition of the
urban forest, weather events, and availability of new tree species. For more information
on this, see the Acceptable/Unacceptable Species list in Appendix A.
F. Tree Protection and Preservation
Trees can become damaged by construction activities, costing the park district money,
and eliminating the benefit the tree had to the community. A tree protection zone must
be established and maintained during construction and maintenance activities. See
Appendix E for more details.
Goal 5. Creation, Utilization, and Maintenance of a Tree Risk Assessment Policy
Trees create great benefits, but during a storm or other weather event, they may also
pose a great risk. Tree limb failure can have catastrophic effects on people or property.
Trees need to be well-managed and healthy to avoid that risk. This is particularly
pronounced in a park setting vs a street tree setting. A risk assessment policy has been
created for CLPD as part of this plan. This policy will aid in identifying, documenting, and
designating for removal or mitigation those trees which may pose a threat to public
safety in a timely manner. This will reduce the overall level of risk posed by trees, as well
as exposure to liability from tree related incidents by reducing the frequency of those
incidents. Basic risk assessment language and parameters are included in this
document, and a basic Tree Risk Assessment Policy has been created in Section 11, and
Appendix F.
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Goal 6. Manage Tree Removals
For public safety or to prevent the spread of disease
tree removal is an unavoidable part of Urban Forestry.
The tree population of CLPD contains a large number of
both Maple species as well as undesirable species
(Cottonwood, Buckthorn, Black Cherry, etc). Many of
these trees will begin to decline and require removal
over the next 20 years or are undesirable due to being
weak-wooded, aggressive, or invasive. To keep the park
patrons safe, a tree removal program has been created
in this plan which budgets for the safe removal of all
underperforming or undesirable trees.
Cost projections for tree removals have been made based on the number, age, and
condition of trees in CLPD for the next 30 years. Also included are ANSI and ISA safety
standards, as well as suggested bid specifications to ensure the park district is hiring
qualified contractors who will be held to the highest industry standards. For more
information on CLPD’s proposed tree removal program, turn to section 6.
Goal 7. Public Outreach and Education
A. Partnerships
The park district will seek partnerships in the community to provide support for this
program and continue to communicate the goals of the program throughout the
community. For more on these innovative programs turn to sections 12 and 13.
B. Communication
The park district will use social media outlets, its website, and other online platforms, as
well as traditional print fliers, to inform the public about the urban forest of the Crystal
Lake Park District. The public will be urged to participate in best management practices
and tree planting goals to increase the size and diversity of the urban forest canopy.
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Section 2 – Definitions
Aerial Device: Any piece of equipment expressly intended to elevate a human worker
above the level at which they typically stand with their feet on the ground surface. Can
include but is not limited to bucket trucks, scissor lifts, etc
Aggressive: A floral or faunal organism which is native (endemic) to the United States or
northeastern Illinois, but which is known to outcompete other more desirable organisms
Arborist: An individual engaged in the profession of arboriculture who is educated,
trained, and licensed to provide for or supervise the management of trees and other
woody plants
Arborist Trainee: Any person working under the direct supervision of an Arborist or
Certified Arborist
Balled and Burlapped: A tree, shrub, or other plant prepared for transplanting by
allowing the roots to remain covered by a ball of soil around which canvas or burlap is
tied and secured with a basket
Bare Root: Harvested plants from which the soil or growing medium has been removed
Best Management Practices (BMP): Methods or techniques found to be the most
effective and practical means in achieving an objective while making the optimum use
of resources
Caliper: Standard nurseryman’s measure of tree diameter (size). Caliper measurement
of the trunk shall be taken six inches above the ground up to and including four-inch
caliper size. If the caliper at six inches above the ground exceeds four inches, the
caliper should be measured at 12 inches above the ground
Certified Arborist: An individual who has sufficient experience in the field of
Arboriculture, and has been certified by the International Society of Arboriculture as
being a Certified Arborist
Border Trees: Trees whose trunks, when measured at DBH, are situated on both public
and private property
Branch Collar: The branch collar is the point where a branch joins the trunk or another
branch. This is the area the arborist chooses to make a proper cut
Climbing Line: Any rope or other such material explicitly intended for bearing the
weight of a human being
Collected Plants: Trees or shrubs which have been sourced from private property for the
intent of transplanting elsewhere
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Compacted Soil: A high-density soil lacking structure and porosity, characterized by
restricted water infiltration and percolation (drainage), and limited root penetration
Consumer Price Index: an index of the variation in prices paid by typical consumers for
retail goods and other items
Containerized: A tree, shrub, or other plant prepared for transplanting, or grown in, a
solid-walled container such as a plastic pots or wooden boxes
Contracted Staff: People working for the park district as part of an independently
owned and operated private company which performs work for the park district, but
who are not directly employed by the park district
Controlling Authority: An agency, organization, or corporate entity with the legal
authority and/or obligation to manage individual trees or tree populations
Crew Leader: Any personal who has by direction or implication been chosen to lead a
team of In-House or Contracted Staff
Crown: The upper part of a tree, measured from the lowest branch, including all
branches and foliage
Critical Root Zone (CRZ): The minimum volume of roots necessary for a tree to have
health and stability
Cycle Pruning: The process of routine maintenance pruning of trees, not related to
storm damage or other hazard or emergency related-pruning, that occurs on a set and
predictable time scale set forth by the park district
Deadwood: Wood on a tree or shrub which is no longer biologically living and becomes
brittle or prone to failure
Decline/Declining: Trees or shrubs which are experiencing symptoms of a general
decline on health due to age, pest, or pathogen related issues
Desirable: A tree or other plant whose characteristics are sought after due to ecology,
aesthetics, or public safety
Diameter or DBH: Diameter at Breast Height. A standard forestry measure of tree
diameter (size), measured at 4.5’ above ground level on the uphill side of a tree using a
Diameter Tape or Biltmore Stick
Digging Machine(s): Any piece of mechanical equipment whose express purpose is to
remove soil and plants from their current locations
Diseased: The status of a tree which has been negatively impacted by a pathogen,
bacterial, fungal, viral, or similar lower life forms
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Drip Line: The soil surface delineated by the branch spread of a single plant or group of
plants
Drought: A period of two weeks or greater, during which there is less than one inch of
rainfall, when the average daytime temperature during that same period exceeds 75
degrees Fahrenheit
Dutch Elm Disease: A fungal pathogen which causes the decline and death of specific
species of Elm trees
Dying: A tree which is in the process of biological death due to senescence, disease,
infestation, or other such malady from which there is very little to no hope of long-term
survival
EAB: Emerald Ash Borer; an invasive beetle pest which affects all Ash trees
Establishment Pruning: The pruning of a young tree in order to establish proper form and
branching habit
Established Trees: Those trees which have been permanently planted for a period of no
less than 6 months, and which have permanent roots established in the soil
Failure (tree failure): Breakage of stem or branches, or loss of mechanical support in the
root system
Feeder Root: Any portion of the below ground portions of the tree whose purpose is to
absorb water and nutrients
Floodplain: Land which has been determined to be periodically inundated with water
from a nearby moving or static water body, such as a lake or river. Determined by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Flush Cut: Either a pruning cut or final cut to remove a stump, for which the maximum
acceptable distance from the ground or the branch bark ridge shall be no greater than
2 inches.
Full-Time: An employee who has regular employment through the park district and
whose work hours exceed 36 hours in a week, and who is employed year-round
Fungal: Any of a group of spore-producing organisms feeding on organic matter,
including molds, yeast, mushrooms, and toadstools
Grade: The level or pitch of a certain piece of land, as defined by the trees or shrubs
which inhabit it
Hardscape: The nonliving or man-made fixtures of a planned outdoor area, such as
sidewalks, retaining walls, street lamps, etc
Hazard: A known and documented state of imperiling public safety
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Healthy Tree: Any tree which is successfully adapting to its environment, and shows no
signs of disease, pests, pathogens, or other such maladies, as determined by the park
district
Host: An organism which is susceptible to a known pest or pathogen
Infested: The status of a tree which has been negatively impacted by pests
In-House Staff: Staff directly employed by Crystal Lake Park District, on either a full-time
or Part-Time Basis
Invasive: A floral or faunal organism which is not native (endemic) to the United States
or northeastern Illinois
Job Site: Any geographic location where a person or persons will be performing
activities related to the care and maintenance of Crystal Lake Park District property
J.U.L.I.E.: The Illinois acronym for the underground utility locating service
Liner Nursery: A privately owned plant propagation facility which specializes in the
growth of small trees which are intended to be planted for growth into a full form
Managed: A tree or shrub which is in an area of the park district which is routinely
mowed and managed. Not a wild forest grown tree or shrub, or area containing such
trees and shrubs
Manufacturer’s Recommendations: Any expressly written instruction manual for a given
piece of equipment that details how said equipment is supposed to be managed or
maintained
Mineral Soil: Any substrate which is composed of a variety of rocks and minerals in
various states of decomposition, leading to the development of a substance on which
living plants may live
Mitigation: The process of diminishing risk
Monoculture: A population of trees in close proximity to one another (a single park,
here) which is comprised of 3 species or less of trees and shrubs which is prone to pest or
pathogen outbreak
Natural Resources: Flora, fauna, and other such living and non-living parts of the
environment which Crystal Lake Park District maintains
Nursery Stock: Woody Perennials which are of a “Tree Form” growth habit and are
supplied by a nursery contractor for planting; not established trees
Park District Property: Land which, by deed or title, belongs to Crystal Lake Park District
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Parkway Tree: Any woody plant within a publicly-owned right-of-way, or any other
property owned or managed by a municipality
Part-Time: An employee who has regular employment through the park district and
whose work hours are less than 36 hours in a week, and who is employed year-round
Pathogen: A fungus, virus, or other such microscopic organism which causes decline or
death of trees
Pest: An insect or other macrofaunal organism which causes decline or death of trees
Private Property: Land which, by deed or title, does not belong to Crystal Lake Park
District
Public Safety: The welfare and protection of the general public
Reforestation: The process by which trees are planted to replace trees which have
been removed
Rigging Line: Any rope or other such material explicitly intended for bearing the weight
of a tree limb; not to be used for supporting a human being
Right-of-Way (ROW): The publicly-owned land on which a road, drainage ditch, trail, or
other public access is built
Risk: A situation involving potential exposure to danger or endangering public safety
Root Protection Zone (RPZ): The area on the ground surrounding a tree in which
excavation, compaction, and other construction-related activities should be avoided
or mitigated
Saddle: A piece of equipment expressly intended to hold a human being above
ground level with the assistance of a rope or other such device
Sanitation Pruning: The removal of tree limbs that have become diseased or infested, in
order to prevent the spread of disease or infestation from spreading throughout the rest
of the tree e.g., Dutch Elm Disease, Black Knot Fungus, etc
Seasonal Employees: Those employees retained by the park district for less than 6
months out of the calendar or budget year
Shrub: Any woody perennial which has a multi-stemmed growth habit not consistent
with being considered a tree; can be subject to interpretation by park district Staff
Sound Wood: Structurally sound, non-decayed, non-compromised wood in the trunk or
scaffold branches
Staff: Those employees retained by the park district on a full-time basis with benefits
provided
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Structural Root: Any portion of the below ground portions of the tree whose purpose is to
stabilize the plant against the forces of wind and gravity
TRAQ: Tree Risk Assessment Qualification. The International Society of Arboriculture’s
formal status of an individual who is qualified to assess the risk that trees may bring to
the general public
Tree Protection Zone (TPZ): The area surrounding a tree in which excavation and other
construction-related activities should be avoided.
Tree Risk: The likelihood and consequences of failure of a tree or tree parts
Tree Risk Assessment: A systematic process used to identify, analyze, and evaluate tree
risk
Underperforming: Trees which have systematic health and vigor issues resulting in poor
health, architecture, or other such maladies as determined by park district staff
Undesirable: A tree which is not desired in the landscape due to ecological, aesthetic,
or public safety reasons, as determined by the park district staff
Unmanaged: A tree or shrub which is in an area of the park district which is not routinely
mowed and managed; a wild forest grown tree or shrub, or area containing such trees
and shrubs
Urban Wood: Any tree or other woody perennial material which has been harvested for
the sole purpose of long term storage in the form of furniture, recreational material, etc.
Differentiated from “Reclaimed Wood” which is dimensional lumber reclaimed from a
structure such as a barn
Utility Arborist: A person explicitly trained in the management of trees and other plants
in relation to energized power lines; someone who is licensed to work with conflicts
between trees and such energized power lines
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Section 3 – Personnel and Equipment
Urban Forestry tasks will be assigned to the appropriate staff or outside contractor.
Below is a description of personnel responsible for Urban Forestry operations.
Board of Commissioners
As the elected officials responsible for setting policy and approving the financial plan,
the Park Board of Commissioners is the ultimate steward of the Urban Forestry
Management Plan. The Board will rely on the expertise of staff as well as input from the
public when establishing policies and budgets for tree care and maintenance.
Park Services Grounds Supervisor
The Park Services Ground Supervisor is responsible for implementing forestry programs
with the cooperation of the various partner organizations as outlined in the Urban
Forestry Management Plan. This position directs the work of in-house staff including the
park district arborist. This position will seek bids from qualified tree care contractors to
complete the work as outlined, as well as maintain the tree inventory when possible,
and act as a representative for public concerns.
Manager of Natural Resources
The Manager of Natural Resources is responsible for implementing the Natural Areas
Management Plan and coordinating with the Park Services Ground Supervisor. This
position is responsible for contracted and in-house management activities and will act
as a representative for public concerns.
Director of Park Development and Interpretive Services
The Director of Park Development and Interpretive Services coordinates the
development of the Urban Forestry Management Plan and serves as the liaison
between staff and board. The position is responsible for coordinating public outreach
and communication.
Tree Care Contractors
Tree care contractors are responsible for performing work identified by staff and/or the
forestry consultant in a timely, safe, and expeditious manner. The tree care contractor
must have at least one International Society of Arboriculture Certified Arborist on site
when work is being performed, and guide and participate in the performance of tree
trimming, pruning, removal, and plant health care operations. Other operations, such as
tree planting, tree watering, and tree mulching do not have to be performed under the
direct supervision of a Certified Arborist.
Forestry Consultant
The Forestry Consultant is responsible for impartially assessing the tree population as to
its various needs on an annual or biannual basis, at the discretion of the park district
staff. The forestry consultant communicates the needs of the trees to the staff so that
individual needs in terms of tree planting, removal, and maintenance can be
performed. The forestry consultant may also function as the park district arborist when
required.
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Landscape Architect
The landscape architect is responsible for the design layout of new parks including
trees. The landscape architect works with all the above positions during the master
planning process and is responsible for ensuring that new plantings are specified and
installed in a professional and industry approved manner. The landscape architect
weighs all factors such as diversity, aesthetics, maintenance requirements and site
conditions when specifying plant material.
Current Status of CLPD Forestry Crew Equipment and Production
CLPD has one full time Grounds Supervisor and two full time Grounds Crew Leaders.
Each crew leader has a staff of 1-2 full time employees. The seasonal staff grows to 15
each summer. The year-round staff performs forestry related work approximately 25% of
the year. The remaining 75% is spent on grounds maintenance, restoration ecology,
mowing, and other general grounds maintenance duties. The Forestry crew is equipped
with 1 Chipper, 1 Stump Grinder attachment for a skid steer, 2 walk behind brush
mowers, 1 tractor mounted brush mower, 1 dump truck chip box and 3 additional
dump trucks without boxes, 2 powered pole pruners, 3 polesaws, and 12 chainsaws. A
review of the past years budget indicates the following:

2019
Budget $
Avg / Tree $

CLPD Trimmed
Contractor Trimmed
275
70
4,000.00 $
8,000.00
14.55 $
114.29

CLPD Removed
Contractor Removed
CLPD Planted
50
70
60
$
5,200.00 $
84,000.00 $
10,400.00
$
104.00 $
1,200.00 $
173.33

Objectives for Improvements to Capacity
The current capacity is very good overall for a rather small crew. That said, due to the
nature of being a park district, the year to year production can vary quite a bit.
Therefore, one of the first objectives will be to set specific guidelines as to how many
trees are expected to be pruned, removed, planted, etc so that there is at least a
minimum threshold. In addition, minimizing the contracted work and increasing staff
capacity would be positive as well. With slight increases in manpower and equipment,
CLPD could be more proactive and cost-effective at maintenance. The general goal of
CLPD is to have a relatively even split between work contracted and in house work. The
policy for current employees is to not prune any tree that is over 25 feet tall. Trees
above this size are currently contracted out, and we expect this to continue in the
future. Trees of any size can be removed by in-house staff, so long as the tree can be
cleanly dropped without interference.
Pruning
With a tree population of approximately 4,161 trees, approximately 350 trees are
getting trimmed each year between in house and contracted staff. This figure varies
greatly and is the equivalent of a 12-year pruning cycle, which is far greater than should
be expected for cycle pruning. CLPD already has a pruning program, which is based
primarily on the needs of the trees in most dire need of maintenance. It would be
beneficial to make this program more consistent and comprehensive, so that all trees,
regardless of condition, are pruned on a 7 year cycle.
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The best way to accomplish this is by a hybrid approach. Trees which are in the most
need of pruning will get pruned each year, as determined through an up to date tree
inventory. In addition, the park system should be broken down by tree population,
based on the inventory, into 7 zones or regions, as spelled out in the appendices, and
each region should be pruned each year regardless of tree condition. This hybrid
approach will ensure that the tree population is maintained in a way that maximizes
public safety and respects arboricultural best management practices.
Increasing staff capacity and equipment capabilities will ensure that such a program is
possible. At current, with existing staff and equipment, CLPD staff believe they are
capable of pruning approximately 400 trees per year, which would represent a 10 -year
pruning cycle. While this is a significant improvement, in order to get to the 7-year cycle,
increases in manpower and equipment will be necessary. This has been factored into
the budget calculations below as long-term goals.
Removal
The data above shows that approximately 120 trees are being removed annually, with
approximately 60% removed in house and 40% contracted. This number has been vastly
skewed over the past several years due to removal of Ash trees resulting from Emerald
Ash Borer, as well as the smaller Crab Apples and Serviceberries which have reached
their end of life. As time goes on removals should decrease significantly. Trees to be
removed in the short term will be mostly overgrown and underperforming Maples, as
well as Pine and Spruce trees which have been falling victim to a changing climate
and increases in insect and fungal disease issues. Long term removals will mostly be
associated with natural aging, storms, and future pest and pathogen issues.
Planting
As of this writing, CLPD plants approximately 60 trees and large shrubs per year. There
has also been a program facilitated by the Land Conservancy of McHenry
County called Project Quercus in which local school districts work with park district
natural resources staff to plant a variety of oak seedlings. Over the past 10 years the
program has resulted in nearly 1000 seedling trees planted in district properties. That
said, it would be ideal to see the number of trees and large shrubs planted per year go
to approximately 175 over the next 30 years. This should maintain a good pace with the
levels of removals that are suggested throughout the remainder of this plan. The district
is considering starting a liner nursery in-house,
which should help tremendously with
maintaining both diversity standards as well
as plant availability.
As with the items mentioned above, it should
be noted that this a small leap to make for a
currently successful planting program.
Particularly if the in-house liner nursery is
started, and the district maintains
relationships with partner organizations who
can assist in both donating and planting trees
in the parks.
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Once again, Living Lands and Waters, as well as the Open Lands Tree Keepers
programs would both be welcome partners in this endeavor. We also believe a long
term tree planting plan should be considered for the district which assesses planting
sites and uses this data to select proper trees for the sites in question. This will ensure the
best chances of establishment and long-term survival for the trees in question, as they
will not be fighting against the site they are planted in and are well suited to their
conditions.
Goals 2 and 3 of this management plan set objectives for increasing the number and
diversity of trees in the Crystal Lake Park District. It should also be noted here that
another project recommended as part of this Management Plan is to do a
Comprehensive Reforestation Plan. A Comprehensive Reforestation Plan should be
developed. This planting program will bring the total number of trees in CLPD to around
a population of 6,100 trees which turns over almost completely every 75 years or so.
In House Vs Contracted Labor
As shown in the above table, contracted rates are significantly higher for pruning and
removal than in-house rates. As mentioned, CLPD currently splits workload evenly
between in house and contracted labor. However, there are two distinct advantages
to performing the work using in house staff. The first is that CLPD will have direct control
over the quality of the work performed and can ensure it is always done according to
specifications. This quality control issue is of utmost importance to managing the trees
and land. The second is that market rates for contracted work are currently at an alltime low due to the tree pruning and removal market being saturated from the impact
of Emerald Ash Borer. Rates had dropped over 200% during the EAB era, and they are
slowly back on the rise.
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Objectives and Goals

Administra
tive

2025
Milestone
1
Hire
additional
forestry
staff,
either part
time or full
time

2030
Milestone
2
Train full
time staff
member
to work
25% in
forestry
alongside
forester
and
seasonal
staff
Maintain
trim
capacity
at 600
trees/year
using inhouse
and
contract
labor

Pruning

Increase
trim
capacity
to 600
trees/year
by using
forestry
interns

Removals

Increase
removals
to 120 per
year.

Maintain
100
removals
per year

Planting

Change
nursery
stock
standard
to 1.75”
and begin
training
crew on
proper
planting
and care
practice

Plant 160
1.75”
trees/year
using 75%
in house
labor

2035
Milestone
3
Increase
full time
staff
member’s
% of time
worked in
forestry

2040
Milestone
4
Increase
capacity
via
increased
staff time
and
additional
equipmen
t
purchase

2045
Milestone
5
Increase
capacity
via
increased
staff time
and
additional
equipmen
t
purchase

2050
Final
Goals
Goal:
Maintain 2
full time
forestry
staff, 1
part time
forestry
person,
and
seasonal
staff
Maintain
Maintain
Maintain
Goal:
trim
trim
trim
Maintain
capacity
capacity
capacity
600
at 600
at 600
at 600
tree/year
trees/year trees/year trees/year pruning
using inusing inusing incapacity
house and house and house and using incontract
contract
contract
house
labor
labor
labor
and
contract
labor
Maintain
Maintain
Maintain
Goal:
100
100
100
Maintain
removals
removals
removals
capacity
per year
per year
per year
to remove
100 trees
per year.
Plant 175
Plant 185
Plant 185
Goal:
1.75”
1.75”
1.75”
Maintain
trees/year trees/year trees/year the ability
with using with using with using to plant
80% in
85% in
90% in
and care
house
house
house
for 185
labor
labor
labor
1.75” trees
per year
using 95%
in house
labor
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Section 4 – State of the Urban Forest
According to the 2016 Tree Inventory, the population stands at more than 4,000
established trees. Average tree condition is “3-average” and some trees require
maintenance within the next 5 years, including pruning and removal. Species diversity is
also moderate overall, with a significant number of trees concentrated in Maple genus,
and in Norway Maple specifically. This is examined in greater detail below and a
specific plan is provided to change the species composition over time.
Basic Statistics – Managed Trees
Total Number of Managed Trees
Total Number of Species
Total Diameter Inches
Average Tree Diameter
Average Tree Condition
Average Mature (8" and up) Tree Condition

4,161
98
45,374"
10.90"
3.02 (Average)
2.99 (Average)

Condition Curve
During the tree inventory, each tree was rated using a 1-5 rating system. The rating criteria
is as follows:
Condition 1

Condition 2

Condition 3

Condition 4

Condition 5

Specimen – Tree has no observable defects, wounds, diseases, and
has textbook perfect form for the species. In addition, since young
trees have a tendency to be trouble free, a condition 1 tree must by
definition be greater than 16” DBH. These are legacy trees and as
such are rare.
Above Average – Tree may have a small amount of deadwood, or a
very limited number of nonthreatening defects. The overall form of
the tree must be good, and consistent for the species in question.
These trees must be larger than 8” DBH for the reason listed above.
Often the difference between condition 2 and 3 is growth habit.
Average – Tree has moderate amounts of deadwood, wounds, or
other deficiencies, but is generally healthy. A wide variety of forms is
acceptable for this group, which is meant to define the middle
ground around which better or worse trees can be defined and
identified.
Below Average – Tree has defects, deadwood, wounds, disease, etc.
that are in imminent danger of causing a need for removal. Very
poor form or architecture can put an otherwise healthy tree in this
category as well, though generally it is reserved for health defects.
Very Poor – Tree must be removed. Physical or health defects are too
far advanced for the tree to be reasonably saved. Like condition 1
trees, these are relatively rare, as generally trees approaching this
level are removed before they can get there.
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The chart above represents the distribution of trees in each of the 5 categories. The
green line represents what was observed in the field, and the grey line represents a
“normal” or average expected tree population.
The number of “specimen” trees is less than predicted by statistics, but this is not
surprising. As noted above, specimen trees must be 16” DBH or greater and in perfect
form with no defects to be considered for this status, and as such are fairly rare. The
“above average” tree count is slightly below average, but the reason for this is simple.
Trees must be 8” DBH or larger to be eligible for “above average status” and a
significant portion of CLPD’s trees are smaller than this threshold, leading to fewer trees
in above average condition. As these trees age and are appropriately cared for, they
can move into the higher condition categories.
The number of “average” condition trees is significantly higher than predicted. Given
the younger tree population, this is expected due to the criteria for the higher tree
ratings. As these trees age and are properly cared for it is common for some to move
into the higher condition rating categories.
The number of “below average” trees is significantly below what the bell curve would
predict which indicates a high level of care. Since the 2016 inventory CLPD staff have
been diligently removing not only poor condition Ash trees, but also other trees which
were identified as being in poor condition during the inventory. This illustrates the
importance of an updated tree inventory and assessment.
The number of “very poor” condition trees is higher than expected by a significant
amount, however 65 of these 74 trees are located in Lippold Park bordering a natural
area, and are not in manicured areas of the park. This reduces the number of trees in
the “very poor” category to only 5 in the main park areas, which creates a significant
difference. It is recommended that the “very poor” trees be addressed with in house
labor first, and then moving on to contract the larger and more hazardous removals. 22

Going forward, CLPD has an opportunity to even further improve the overall condition
of its tree population. The identification and pruning or removal of existing poor
condition or high-risk trees, while planting a diverse group of species in open planting
spaces or to replace removed trees will aid in achieving this goal. In the future, as the
tree inventory data is updated, the average condition rating of 2.99 can serve as a
metric by which CLPD can benchmark its success in the maintenance strategies that
result from the implementation of its Urban Forest Management Plan. As poor condition
trees are removed and higher quality trees grow and are planted, this number will
continue to decrease, corresponding to an increase in overall tree condition.
Age Class Analysis

In terms of the ages of trees in CLPD, the tree population is divided into eight “classes”
of 6” diameter increments. This illustrates the number of trees in each age class. Since
trees are measured by diameter at breast height (DBH), this breakdown can help show
where trees are in their life cycles. Some trees like Cottonwood and Silver Maple grow in
diameter quite quickly, up to 1” per year or possibly more. Other slower growing trees
such as Oak and Hickory may only add ¼” or less every year. As a broad generalization,
it can be said that most trees on average, grow at around ½” per year.
The Crystal Lake Park District has a much younger age class
distribution than a typical park district. Crystal Lake is a
younger community than many with serious expansion
beginning after 1960 (see population chart at right). The
geographical boundaries have expanded, and the park
district has annexed more land during that time. The oldest
trees from some of those original parks from 1960 or so may
only be about 30” DBH right now.
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The vast majority of CLPD’s trees have been planted during the expansion era of the
1980’s until present, and therefore are significantly younger. It is important to note that
although this predominantly younger population is providing fewer ecological benefits
currently, as the population matures and continues to be well cared for, the benefits it
provides will increase dramatically.
Additionally, many of the larger Elm and Ash trees which were among the earlier
planted trees are likely now gone, resulting in a vacuum of larger trees. It has very little
to do with level of care. A significant increase in the tree planting budget is
recommended so that CLPD can not only continue to replace trees as fast as they are
lost, but also to achieve Goals 2 and 3 of the UFMP. As shown in a series of maps of
several parks in the appendices there is ample opportunity for planting of new trees in
many areas and which is why CLPD can easily increase its overall tree population by
nearly 50%. This CLPD population increase will be an integral part of Goal 2 of this UFMP
which aims to increase the total urban forest canopy in the Crystal Lake/Lakewood
area (on both public and private land) from 27% to 30%.
This situation presents management opportunities. An increased number of trees in the
older age classes will benefit the community because larger trees provide greater
benefits including shade, air quality improvements, and storm water absorption. With
proper care of the large number of trees in the younger age classes, CLPD can expect
an increase of trees in the 25” DBH and greater ranges within the lifetime of this UFMP.
This is illustrated in a projected DBH range table above.
Trees in the 13-25” age range can often be the most difficult to provide better care for
to allow them a longer life. By this stage, they are either well established and bound for
a long life or already in decline. Trees in the younger classes respond much better to
pruning, soil amendments and chemical treatments which can aid in a longer life.
As older trees die and new trees are planted, it will take many years for the new
plantings to equal the impact of the larger age classes. As will be discussed below,
many new trees need to be planted which requires manpower and financial resources.
The Tree Planting recommendations of the UFMP will account for a large share of the
overall tree care budget for years to come.
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Maintenance Needs Status

During the 2016 inventory, field staff recorded a basic maintenance status for each tree
which broadly outlines what work needs to be performed in the coming years. These
generalizations supply enough data to begin creating work orders. During the inventory,
3,354 trees (81%) were identified as “cyclical prune” meaning these trees have no
immediate maintenance needs, but need to be pruned on the park district’s TBD
pruning cycle as detailed below.
430 trees (10.4%) fell into the “monitor” category meaning that the tree had some
defect or emerging condition that needs further observation before it could be
categorized elsewhere. Ash trees with some EAB damage but not yet requiring removal,
or trees with inconclusive symptoms of Dutch Elm Disease are examples. These trees do
not need to be physically monitored constantly, but just checked on periodically.
Essentially, they were trees that did not rightfully belong in any other category.
There were 189 (4.6%) trees listed as “priority prune”. These trees either had excessive
deadwood, were overgrown, or required more immediate pruning, typically defined as
within 1-3 years. There were also 3 trees listed as “hazard prune”, and CLPD has already
pruned these trees. In the Pruning section below, trees have been prioritized for pruning.
The trees in the “remove” category were those beyond retaining, but do not pose a
high risk. These trees should be removed within 1-5 years. Additionally, there were 9
“hazard remove” trees. Most of these trees have been removed already but have not
been updated in the inventory.
There were no trees listed as needing a formal risk assessment at the time of the original
inventory. Risk assessment will be addressed later in greater detail.
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Finally, the 52 trees in the “priority maintenance” category are those which require
cabling or bracing, chemical treatment, or other non-pruning or removal-related care.
A large number of trees were identified during the inventory that were planted within
the past 5 years and still had staking materials attached to them. These materials should
be removed as soon as possible, as they were beginning to girdle the tree.
In summary, there are many trees in the cyclical prune category, and a low number in
the hazard remove and risk assessment categories. This indicates that a majority of park
district trees are in good to fair condition and will not require immediate budget
allocation. Also encouraging is the relatively low number of trees in the removal and
priority prune categories. These trees will require budget allocation in the short term.
Cost projections and procedures are provided below so that CLPD can start the
process of budgeting for care and maintenance as soon as possible.
Diversity Analysis
Taxonomy is the method by which scientists classify plants, animals, and other life forms
into distinct categories. A species is unique. There is only one type in that category, such
as Burr Oak (Quercus macrocarpa), which refers to only one specific type of tree. A
genus, however, is a group that may contain multiple species. All Oak trees, for
instance, are in the genus Quercus. The further down the taxonomic ladder, the more
similar things become. A graphic illustration of this is given here.

The more similar tree species are to each other, the higher the likelihood that an insect
or pathogen is able to exploit every species of that genus. EAB is a classic example of
this, as it affected every tree species in the Ash genus. The best prevention of tree loss is
to limit the number of trees that a new pest or pathogen can affect. While diversity of
species is important (such as white oak, red oak, bur oak, and pin oak), it is also
important to achieve diversity on the genus and family level, so that Oaks, Hackberries,
Hybrid Elm, and a large variety of trees are planted.
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A “20-10-5” rule for CLPD’s future tree plantings is recommended, meaning that no
more than 20% of any one family, 10% of any one genus, and 5% of any one species
shall be planted during any one planting cycle. It is a long-term goal of the forestry
program to also have the tree population as a whole in compliance with the 20-10-5
rule. This level of taxonomic diversity is consistent with arboricultural industry standards
(see above graphic).
The old paradigm of Urban Forestry was to create tree lined streets and parks in which
every tree was the same type, shape, age, and height. Although this obtained a
symmetrical and uniform appearance, urban foresters have now learned that once a
pest or pathogen is introduced into a monoculture planting, an epicenter of infestation
is created that may cause serious damage, both ecologically and financially. Diversity
in the urban forest helps to prevent and reduce the impacts of pests and pathogens.
There are three aspects of diversity in the urban forest: taxonomic, spatial age class.
These are examined in detail below.
Diversity of Current Tree Population
The current breakdown of the CLPD tree population, including species, average
condition rating, average size (DBH), average height and spread (in feet)is supplied
below:
SPECIES

COUNT

AVG DBH

13
31

% OF
TOTAL
0.31%
0.75%

13.54
4.16

AVG
HEIGHT
27.69
11.13

AVG
SPREAD
16.92
9.03

AVG
COND
3.00
3.03

ALDER-SPP
AMERICAN
HORNBEAM
AMERICAN
REDBUD
APPLE-CRAB
SPP
APPLE-EDIBLE
ARBOR VITAE
ASH-GREEN
ASH-WHITE
BALDCYPRESS
BEECHAMERICAN
BIRCH-RIVER
BIRCH-SPP
BIRCH-WHITE
BLACK LOCUST
BOXELDER
BUCKEYE-OHIO
BUCKEYEYELLOW
BUCKTHORN

43

1.03%

3.87

8.95

7.79

3.09

306

7.35%

8.21

13.37

14.23

3.00

14
46
76
42
8
2

0.34%
1.11%
1.83%
1.01%
0.19%
0.05%

7.21
5.61
10.21
11.33
5.13
1.00

11.07
9.88
34.61
30.95
13.13
7.50

11.43
6.55
25.99
22.98
8.13
5.00

3.14
3.07
4.57
3.10
2.88
4.00

54
3
16
1
53
10
2

1.30%
0.07%
0.38%
0.02%
1.27%
0.24%
0.05%

15.44
3.67
10.69
24.00
16.23
4.40
5.00

27.22
13.33
23.75
40.00
31.15
13.50
15.00

22.31
10.00
18.44
30.00
22.60
10.50
10.00

2.76
3.00
3.13
4.00
3.32
3.30
3.00

1

0.02%

12.00

10.00

15.00

5.00
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CATALPA
CHERRY-BLACK
CHERRY-SPP
COTTONWOO
D
DOGWOODCORNELIAN
DOGWOODPAGODA
DOGWOODSPP
DOUGLAS FIR
EASTERN
REDCEDAR
ELMAMERICAN
ELM-ENGLISH
ELM-HYBRID
ELM-SIBERIAN
ELM-SPP
FIRCONCOLOR
GINKGO
HACKBERRY
HAWTHORNCOCKSPUR
HAWTHORNSPP
HAWTHORNWASHINGTON
HAZELNUT-TREE
HEMLOCKEASTERN
HICKORYSHAGBARK
HONEYLOCUST
HORSECHESTN
UT
KATSURA
KENTUCKY
COFFEETREE
LARCH
LILAC-IVORY
SILK
LILAC-SPP
LILAC-TREE

5
63
4
41

0.12%
1.51%
0.10%
0.99%

15.20
16.46
5.25
26.88

32.00
35.00
13.75
59.27

25.00
25.16
10.00
36.95

3.20
3.43
3.00
3.10

14

0.34%

5.22

10.00

6.79

3.00

1

0.02%

2.00

10.00

5.00

3.00

5

0.12%

3.75

10.00

7.50

2.60

26
37

0.62%
0.89%

7.23
8.38

21.54
18.38

12.12
10.00

3.00
3.00

35

0.84%

12.49

38.43

23.71

3.17

1
45
74
1
2

0.02%
1.08%
1.78%
0.02%
0.05%

5.00
4.55
14.61
27.00
6.00

20.00
17.44
43.24
50.00
20.00

10.00
9.77
29.53
40.00
12.50

3.00
2.87
3.46
3.00
3.00

17
45
37

0.41%
1.08%
0.89%

4.88
7.71
6.89

16.47
19.78
12.03

10.00
12.89
12.97

2.76
2.93
3.14

31

0.75%

9.87

12.74

14.68

3.00

1

0.02%

4.00

10.00

10.00

4.00

11
1

0.26%
0.02%

12.00
10.00

20.91
40.00

11.36
20.00

3.00
3.00

33

0.79%

10.58

39.39

20.76

3.09

168
1

4.04%
0.02%

11.81
7.00

29.52
15.00

23.86
15.00

2.94
3.00

1
22

0.02%
0.53%

3.00
3.00

10.00
14.55

10.00
8.41

3.00
3.00

6
33

0.14%
0.79%

16.33
6.73

43.33
10.76

23.33
9.85

2.50
3.09

18
4

0.43%
0.10%

6.72
1.75

11.94
10.00

8.61
6.25

3.00
3.00
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LINDENAMERICAN
LINDENLITTLELEAF
LONDON
PLANETREE
MAGNOLIASHRUB
MAPLE-AMUR
MAPLEAUTUMN BLAZE
MAPLEKOREAN
MAPLEMIYABEI
MAPLENORWAY
MAPLEPAPERBARK
MAPLE-RED
MAPLE-SILVER
MAPLE-SUGAR
MAPLETRIFLORUM
MULBERRY-SPP
OAK-BLACK
OAK-BURR
OAKCHINKQUAPIN
OAK-ENGLISH
OAK-PIN
OAK-RED
OAK-SHINGLE
OAK-SPP
OAK-SWAMP
WHITE
OAK-WHITE
OTHER
PEACH
PEAR-CALLERY
PEAR-EDIBLE
PINE-AUSTRIAN
PINE-RED
PINE-SCOTCH
PINE-SPP
PINE-WHITE
PLUM-SPP

72

1.73%

8.35

21.81

13.06

2.94

39

0.94%

9.00

20.26

14.62

2.92

5

0.12%

2.40

12.00

8.00

3.00

2

0.05%

4.50

10.00

10.00

3.00

15
124

0.36%
2.98%

16.47
7.27

19.00
26.13

23.00
15.36

3.00
2.91

2

0.05%

1.00

5.00

0.00

3.00

12

0.29%

4.75

15.42

8.75

3.00

242

5.82%

11.65

28.68

21.59

3.07

1

0.02%

1.00

15.00

5.00

3.00

89
169
95
1

2.14%
4.06%
2.28%
0.02%

7.06
21.90
7.76
15.00

18.26
48.08
23.56
20.00

14.78
37.28
18.51
15.00

3.10
2.90
2.82
3.00

23
1
412
3

0.55%
0.02%
9.90%
0.07%

13.30
25.00
13.89
3.67

27.83
60.00
31.76
16.67

22.17
40.00
23.19
10.00

3.39
3.00
2.95
3.00

2
42
72
3
15
26

0.05%
1.01%
1.73%
0.07%
0.36%
0.62%

3.00
11.48
9.01
3.00
2.85
3.92

10.00
35.71
22.78
10.00
13.93
13.27

5.00
23.33
16.25
10.00
7.86
8.08

3.00
2.79
2.94
3.00
2.87
2.96

30
2
1
31
6
266
46
208
6
100
3

0.72%
0.05%
0.02%
0.75%
0.14%
6.39%
1.11%
5.00%
0.14%
2.40%
0.07%

15.87
2.00
1.00
7.97
8.83
11.87
11.46
11.24
9.83
9.48
2.67

42.00
10.00
5.00
21.13
15.00
24.59
29.67
22.40
25.83
26.90
11.67

27.83
5.00
5.00
13.71
11.67
18.23
19.57
17.12
18.33
15.20
8.33

3.07
3.00
3.00
3.03
3.33
3.09
3.15
2.87
2.33
2.81
3.00
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POPLAR-WHITE
SERVICEBERRYSPP
SEVENTH SON
FLOWER
SMOKETREE
SPRUCE-BLUE
SPRUCENORWAY
SPRUCE-SPP
SWEETGUM
SYCAMORE
TULIPTREE
UNKNOWN
WALNUTBLACK
WILLOW-SPP
WILLOWWEEPING

7
54

0.17%
1.30%

15.86
8.48

42.86
13.24

25.71
12.50

3.14
3.02

3

0.07%

2.00

10.00

5.00

3.00

3
167
106

0.07%
4.01%
2.55%

2.67
9.13
9.58

8.33
21.77
26.32

5.00
12.37
15.80

3.00
2.88
2.70

103
3
4
1
3
11

2.48%
0.07%
0.10%
0.02%
0.07%
0.26%

6.90
2.00
2.00
2.00
7.33
17.18

19.81
11.67
11.25
10.00
15.00
44.55

11.17
5.00
6.25
5.00
10.00
30.91

3.08
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.33
2.91

6
20

0.14%
0.48%

15.50
42.42

26.67
50.56

20.00
46.11

3.00
3.30

As previously noted, the CLPD tree population consists of 98 distinct tree species in
managed areas with a total of 4,161 trees. The above table shows a breakdown of
species, average condition, trunk diameter and height. Trees with a condition rating of
less than 3 and with a relatively large DBH and/or height and spread, are considered to
be performing well. This population is shown graphically below:
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Taxonomic (Species) Diversity
As shown in the bar chart above, the CLPD tree population is fairly diverse. The chart
shows all tree genera with over 1% of the population. There are also many unexpected
species in the breakdown table which are illustrated as the “remaining 40 spp” bar on
the far right of the bar chart. The existence of 98 different species is commendable,
meaning that the Crystal Lake Park District is only 2 species away from being able to
apply for Level 2 Arboretum status through the ArbNet Program. That said, there are a
few key issues towards the left hand side of the chart which need addressing.
Maples, which are universally overplanted in the Midwest, make up for 16.25% of the
overall tree population, which is far above the 10% Genus threshold. One of the goals of
the UFMP’s Diversity Vision is to begin targeting older and poor condition Maples for
removal now that EAB has ebbed. Going forward, as the overmature and
underperforming Maples are removed, CLPD may opt to select species such as
Paperbark Maple, Miyabei Maple, Three Flowered Maple, and other less common
species or cultivars, to be planted in limited numbers.
Pines and Spruces are also overplanted in the Crystal Lake Park District. These two
evergreen genera account for 24% of the total tree population. This is not uncommon
for park districts, where evergreen trees are often used as screening. Some of the older,
diseased, and underperforming Pine and Spruce trees should be removed and
replaced with Douglas Fir, Concolor Fir, Eastern Redcedar, and other conifers. Pine and
Spruce in particular are prone to many foliar fungal diseases in our area, particularly in
the cool, wet springs. It is recommended that CLPD review these Pine and Spruce trees
and begin a program to remove, treat, and ultimately diversify the evergreen
population. This will be discussed more below.
Although Oaks are overrepresented, this is not cause for concern. 60% of the Oak
population is in only four parks, and most of them are in large, mature stands in or near
natural areas. Planting of additional Oaks in all parks is still encouraged, with emphasis
on diversification beyond Bur, Red, and White Oaks with less common species such as
Chinquapin Oak, Shingle Oak, and Black Oak. Because Oak is on a general population
decline in Illinois and the Midwest, continued planting of Oaks is an integral part of the
UFMP’s Diversity Vision. That said, a slight decrease in Oak plantings in the short term is
recommended going forward, particularly in parks where their numbers are already
high.
The number of Crab Apples is also high, which is a common occurrence in public parks.
Small ornamental trees are attractive and flowery and provide park patrons with
enjoyment. However, Crab Apples are very prone to apple scab, a fungal pathogen
which can entirely defoliate these trees by July each year. A wide variety of trees is
recommended to begin replacing these Crab Apples, including Tree Lilac, Dogwood,
Tree Form Hydrangea, Red Buckeye, Magnolias, and Smoketree.
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Finally, there are a large number of undesirable species in the parks (Boxelder,
Buckthorn, Black Cherry, Siberian Elm, Cottonwood, Mulberry, Willow, etc). These trees
are undesirable because they are ecologically threatening, have extremely weak
wood or poor architecture, have very messy fruits, or are otherwise undesirable in our
urban forest. While these trees do provide benefits, they generally present more of a
liability than they do a benefit. Siberian Elm and Cottonwood can grow to be 80 feet
tall, with extremely weak wood that is prone to failure and can cause public safety
concerns. Species such as Black Cherry and Mulberry may be native trees, but they are
very aggressive, produce messy fruits, and have very poor architecture making them
unsightly and potentially hazardous. Undesirable species should be a focus for future
removal and replacement efforts, as detailed further below.
In contrast to these fairly common problem areas, there are significant numbers of Birch,
Hawthorn, Serviceberry, Hackberry, Hybrid Elm, and Redbud, which is a positive trait of
a robust park district tree population. These trees are excellent choices for public parks
and are within diversity thresholds. Although not specifically illustrated in the bar chart
above due to their lower numbers, the “remaining 40 spp” are an excellent starting
point for selecting future species to plant in order to achieve even greater diversity.
Species recommended for new plantings will be discussed further below. Examples such
as Yellowwood, Hickory, Blackgum, Sweetgum, Concolor Fir, London Planetree, Eastern
Redcedar, Ironwood, Catalpa, and Ginkgo are all very desirable choices. These trees
number less than 30 in the total population, and can be planted without fear of
surpassing diversity standards.
In summary, the overall species diversity in the Crystal Lake Park District is strong. As
discussed above, the genera and species that exceed the “20-10-5 Rule” limit are quite
common in park district populations. As will be examined in the UFMP’s Diversity Vision,
opportunities exist for reducing the overall number of Maples, Pines, Spruces, Crab
Apples, and undesirable species, while planting more native species and
underrepresented species, and therefore increasing the urban tree canopy. This
detailed plan is included later in this report.
Spatial Diversity
Spatial diversity is the concept of mixing tree species evenly to increase distance
between potential host organisms. The easiest way to slow the spread of any new pest
or pathogen is to increase the distance between potential host trees. Every pest or
disease, such as EAB), has a limited area in which it can spread. The more difficult it is to
get to the next host tree, the less of a problem the pest or pathogen becomes.
In addition to the functional benefits provided by increasing spatial diversity,
communities and neighborhoods that have implemented diverse planting have
demonstrated that such diversity yields an arboretum-like landscape that is both
functional and aesthetically pleasing. A long-term tree planting plan based on this
UFMP would be a valuable tool to ensure that new plantings would be designed in a
manner that a highly spatially diverse tree population will be created, and the creation
of areas of low spatial diversity (monocultures) will be avoided.
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Age-Class Diversity
Age-class diversity is important
for a healthy urban forest. A
mixture of tree species,
locations, and ages lead to the
greatest diversity, which
insulates the urban forest
against pest and pathogen
outbreaks. The current
approach in forestry is to
strategically plant trees in parks
over a longer timeframe. With
this strategy, trees will grow to maturity in different stages and decline at different times.
When declining mature trees are removed, semi-mature and young trees will continue
to grow and move into higher age classes, and very young trees will be planted,
therefore there will always be a variety of age classes in a park. This reduces the
pressure to reforest a particular area immediately after removals occur, helping to
manage costs and maintain budget cycles. A mixed age-class stand planting will also
help to ensure that mature trees are always present in a park.
Some trees have a longer lifespan than others. Crab Apples, Serviceberries, and Tree
Lilacs (most of the smaller ornamentals) are examples of short lived trees. Oaks and
Hickories with lifespans of 100 years or more should be planted to balance the shorter
lived trees. A long term planting strategy has been developed to accommodate the
planting of shorter and longer lived trees.
A benefit of mixed-age plantings is the ability to plant shade-loving trees as well as sunloving trees. When a park is newly planted with trees of the same age, all the trees are
essentially in full sun. This precludes the ability to plant shade loving trees. With mixedage stands, shade-tolerant, medium height trees may be planted underneath the
canopy of larger, mature trees. This calculated approach should be utilized for future
tree removal and replacement, and will help to create a more “staggered” urban
forest; one that has mature trees, middle aged trees, and young trees in similar
quantities.
iTree Report / Urban Tree Canopy Assessment
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Total Standing Value of Crystal Lake Park District Trees (Per 9th Guide to Plant Appraisal)

$ 3,958,602
iTree Eco Analysis Results

Summary of iTree Streets and Eco Values:
Annual Values
Benefits to Residents
Benefits to Environment

$262,499.00
$17,090.00

Total

$279,589.00

Standing Values
As a Commodity
As an Ecological Resource

$3,958,602.00
$5,283,000.00

Total

$9,241,602.00

iTree Report
i-Tree is a state-of-the-art, peer-reviewed software suite from the USDA Forest Service
that provides Urban Forestry analysis and benefits assessment tools. The i-Tree Tools help
communities of all sizes to strengthen their forest management and advocacy efforts by
quantifying the structure of trees and forests, and the environmental services that trees
provide.
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The iTree suite calculates hard dollar values that trees provide to communities. Trees
provide “ecological services” that save residents money, such as in heating and
cooling costs, where large trees help shade houses in the summer, saving on air
conditioning related electricity bills, and provide windbreaks during the winter, saving
on heating costs. They also provide CO2 uptake, reducing the effects of climate
change, as well as air quality improvements and the absorption of urban pollutants.
Trees also absorb water, which reduces demand on stormwater infrastructure, and
saves money in replacement costs or drains and stormwater lines. Finally, trees
contribute up to 15% of the total value of a property, so they have monetary aesthetic
benefits as well.
Using the data from the tree inventory, an i-Tree report has been prepared for CLPD.
The table above summarizes the net annual benefits of the tree population. These are
also included in long form in Appendix. Park districts differ from a municipality since
trees in parks do not directly benefit homes in the same way as street trees. For this
reason, an iTree Eco report is also included which takes into account these variables.
As shown above, the tree population in CLPD currently provides its residents with
approximately $262,499 in benefits per year. These benefits can be viewed as free
income to the CLPD’s residents, and so long as the trees are maintained well, they will
continue to provide these benefits, and more. As trees grow in size, their benefits also
grow. For example, a 3” diameter tree provides less than $50/year in benefits, whereas
a 20” tree can provide up to $500 per year. The CLPD tree population provides enough
benefits to entirely offset its annual costs associated with tree care.
The replacement value of trees was also calculated. Currently, the standing value of all
trees in the CLPD population is $3,958,602. This value is calculated using the industry
standard reference, the 9th Edition Guide to Tree and Landscape Appraisal, which is
published by the Council of Tree and Landscape Appraisers. A goal of this Urban
Forestry Management Plan is to create a tree population which maximizes all of these
ecological services to the community by increasing the number of trees in the parks,
and how long they live, while minimizing costs in order to create a healthy, well
maintained, and beneficial tree population. The complete i-Tree Reports can be found
in the appendices.
Urban Tree Canopy Assessment
Based on data from the University of Vermont, US Forest Service Northeast Research
Station and Morton Arboretum, the Urban Tree Canopy of the CLPD geographical area
can be calculated. This is expressed as the percent of the geographical area covered
by tree canopy from an aerial assessment (2 dimensions). This assessment included six
additional land cover types, including grass and shrub, bare soil, water, buildings, roads
and railroads, and other miscellaneous paved surfaces. Since the 2016 inventory only
recorded trees located on CLPD property, aerial images were used to estimate tree
cover on all private property and other public lands. The result of this tree canopy
assessment is that the Crystal Lake Park District geographical area contains 26.55% total
tree canopy. The map of the canopy assessment appears at the end of this section.
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Goal 2 of the Urban Forest Management Plan is to increase the total tree canopy in the
Crystal Lake Park District geographical area to 30% by 2050, working in partnership with
municipalities within the park district boundaries, the public, and other stakeholders. This
goal was established by analyzing data from a variety of urban tree populations in the
Chicago and Northwest Illinois regions, and is based on preliminary data from the
Chicago Region Trees Initiative’s (CRTI) Forest Composition Workgroup. This is an
attainable goal and can be accomplished through increasing the number of trees in
the parks, municipal campuses, schools, and on the parkways and boulevards.
It will also be accomplished by continuing to maintain the existing tree population in a
proactive fashion. This will ensure that existing trees will live longer and provide greater
benefits. Tree planting and maintenance will also be encouraged on private property
by educational campaigns and outreach through social media and events such as
Arbor Day and Earth Day celebrations. The urban tree canopy will continue being
monitored using aerial imagery analysis.
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Current Budget Table
Below is the current forestry budget for major activities in CLPD forestry. This table serves
as the basis for the financial analysis in all future sections the Urban Forest Management
Plan.

2019
Budget $
Avg / Tree $

CLPD Trimmed
Contractor Trimmed
275
70
4,000.00 $
8,000.00
14.55 $
114.29

CLPD Removed
Contractor Removed
CLPD Planted
50
70
60
$
5,200.00 $
84,000.00 $
10,400.00
$
104.00 $
1,200.00 $
173.33

Section 5– The Future of the Urban Forest
A vision of the 2050 tree population of the Crystal Lake Park District is presented below.
Using the existing data and a long-term vision based on best management practices
and tree biology, a custom forestry program has been created to guide the park district
forward.
Change in Diversity Projections 2020-2050

Key

Actively Remove
Maintain Current Population
Plant in Limited Quantities
Plant in Abundance
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Change in Species Composition 2020 - 2050
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The tree population information presented above in a variety of graphs and charts
depicts how the 2050 tree population will be more diverse and balanced than
currently. The Maple population will be reduced from 750 to 675, a reduction of only 75
Maples. The number of Oak plantings will be increased over the same time period,
although it should be noted that as Oaks are disappearing in native Illinois communities,
the effort to plant more has more to do with balancing the Oaks across the taxonomic,
age class, and spatial diversity as a whole. This will push the number of Oaks even
further above the 20-10-5 Rule limit, but they will be planted in parks deficient in Oaks
now and lesser common species will be selected. A majority of undesirable species
such as Cottonwood, Box Elder, Mulberry and Black Cherry will be removed by 2050.
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Increases in nearly every other species across the population are recommended.
Among the largest increases in number are Hybrid Elm, Hackberries, Kentucky
Coffeetree, London Planetree, Blackgum, Catalpa, and Tree Lilac. These are all very
hardy, inexpensive, and common trees which are proven performers in parks, and
tolerant of urban conditions. In addition, significant increases are recommended in
species such as Ginkgo, Dogwood, Tuliptree, Buckeye, Horsechestnut, Hawthorn, and a
variety of evergreens. These are also proven urban performers, but less commonly
available in high quantities form the nurseries. Finally, many more species have been
recommended such as Larch, Pagodatree, Zelkova, and Golden Raintree. These
species are also proven performers in parks when properly selected for the proper sites.
To arrive at these recommendations the existing tree population was analyzed first for
how many of each tree species would require removal based on the 2016 inventory,
plus natural aging and decline over the coming 30 years. The quantity of each species
required to replace the removed trees and fill planting spaces was then estimated. A
15% new planting failure rate (standard) was factored into the projections for accuracy.
The managed tree population of CLPD will increase from the current number of 4,161
trees to approximately 6,125 trees by 2050. This is an attainable goal and represents a
nearly 50% increase in the total numbers of trees in the Crystal Lake Park system. The
stocking density of the tree population is examined below.
For the 2050 vision of the Crystal Lake Park District tree population, a variety of factors
were studied to arrive at the proper age-class distribution:
● Projected survival rates of the existing tree population
● Projected growth, survival, and tree losses of current population
● Projected new plantings following the reforestation recommendations in
this plan
Using this data, a GIS file was created to display the projected tree population in 2050
and to generate the chart and iTree Benefits summary below.
The Benefits of Larger, Healthier Trees
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As previously discussed, larger trees provide greater benefits to the community. They
create more shade to reduce cooling costs, absorb more storm water for infrastructure
cost savings, create greater buffers against cool winter winds to reduce heating costs,
and absorb and sequester more carbon than smaller trees.
As shown in the DBH Breakdown Change
chart above and table to the right, the
Crystal Lake Park District has many trees
in the smaller ranges, and few trees in
the larger diameter ranges. As previously
mentioned, this is likely due to the
relative youth of the park district system
and the “newness” of its parks. The
recommendations in this plan involve
not only replacing trees being lost to old
age or disease, but also increasing age
and species diversity and tree canopy
coverage.
As the level of tree care increases over time, the survival rates of trees will increase.
There will be a steep drop in the 13-18” age class as shorter-lived trees die. Newly
planted trees will show decreased mortality due to improved planting and care
techniques. These numbers are projected based on experience of the forestry
consultant preparing this plan.
To project the future age classes of trees, a ½” per year growth rate was estimated by
assuming that it will take an average tree 10 years to go from one age class to the next
(6” = appx 10 years growth). The tree projections also reflect the number of trees to be
planted and removed annually, as calculated below in the Tree Planting and Tree
Removal sections. These projections can be updated over time as new data becomes
available.
Value Benefit Projections 2020-2050
2019
Annual Benefits
Replacemet
Value

$279,589
$9,241,602

2050 (2019
Dollars)
$410,995
$13,585,154

% Change
+47 %
+47 %

In 2050 Dollars
(Projected)
$625,075
$20,661,320

Currently, the tree population provides $279,589 in annual benefits. With simple changes
introduced in this plan in terms of proper reforestation planning for new trees, mulching,
proper water management, and pruning, benefits can be increased by $131,000 with
only minimal additional investment, and simple attention to tree maintenance. This gain
of $131,000 per year (in 2019 dollars) will be come with substantially increased benefits
for residents and businesses. Adjusting for Consumer Price Index (3% per year increase),
it can be seen that this broadly translates into approximately $625,070 in 2050 dollars.
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In the budgets that are discussed below, it will be shown that this increase will cover
over 100% of the costs associated with trees in most budget years, many times over. In
this case, the tree population will actually become a net “provider” of “income” to the
community, covering its own cost of care, and then providing additional benefits in
terms of ecological services. The replacement value of the tree population will nearly
double, increasing 47% to approximately $20 Million dollars in 2050 dollars.
It is often easy to view the ecological services provided by trees as being strictly
theoretical, and not a provider of actual hard dollars. However, the value provided by
trees is concrete and actually very easy to conceptualize:
Energy Savings
During the summertime when temperatures are warm, large trees create shade where
temperatures are cooler. Cooler temperatures cause air conditioners to have to work
less, reducing the amount of energy a household utilizes. During the winter when
temperatures are cold, winter winds cool a home resulting in a need for increased
interior heat. Trees block winter winds by up to 30%, causing heating systems to use less
natural gas, saving energy and money. Open park areas do not benefit from wind
breaks but park recreation buildings can take advantage of energy savings.
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)
The amount of CO2 put into the atmosphere each year has a direct correlation with
global climate change. More severe storms, greater droughts, loss of species, and many
other costly outcomes are directly related to climate change. Reducing CO2 from the
atmosphere can lessen these effects. Trees uptake CO2 and act as a sink, putting
carbon into long term storage in its woody tissues. The reduction of CO2 creates a
financial benefit to society.
Air Quality
Many industrial processes and vehicle emissions put harmful chemicals into the air.
These chemicals can cause or worsen poor health conditions such as heart disease,
asthma, and lung disease. In addition, these airborne pollutants can mix with water in
the atmosphere and create nitric and sulfuric acid, causing acid rain, which can
destroy fisheries and contaminate water supplies. Trees absorb these compounds with
their leaves and other tissues and prevent them from remaining ambient in the
atmosphere. Reductions in these chemicals results in overall better health, reducing the
cost of healthcare to society.
Storm Water
Municipal water systems are often taken for granted. The cost of delivering fresh water
to homes, as well as removing and treating wastewater and storm water is immense.
Costs increase greatly when these systems are overwhelmed. Flooding can cause
millions of dollars of damage to homes and vehicles. Replacing municipal systems to
increase capacity costs millions of dollars. Trees take water from the soil and return it to
the atmosphere through transpiration. Tree canopy slows down rainfall’s effects on
flooding by intercepting water through its leaves and branches. The more trees and
other green infrastructure elements within a community, the less strain is put on
infrastructure.
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Aesthetic/Other
Up to 15% of the value of a property can be attributed to its trees and other
landscaping. Tree lined streets are much more appealing to homebuyers than streets
devoid of trees, resulting in increased home values and increased property tax revenue.
This increased revenue can be returned to the community by improving quality of life
amenities like parks, schools, and businesses.
Return on Investment
It should also be mentioned here that the Return On Investment (ROI) for an individual
tree is strongly favorable over the life of a tree in terms of investment in planting, care,
and removal vs the benefits the tree provides. On the following page, we have
provided an ROI calculation sheet. This sheet breaks the tree’s lifetime down into three
phases, based on the anticipated costs of pruning in the budgets section(s) below.
These phases are the young (3-12” DBH), mature (13-24” DBH), and full grown (25-36”)
ranges shown below.
Data was taken from the iTree algorithm, and applied towards the average benefits
provided by a tree at each of these life stages, and multiplies it out over the 20 year
period each phase accounts for. We also looked at costs for planting, watering, routine
maintenance, emergency
$4,150.00
maintenance, and eventual removal of Total Investment
that tree over 60 years. The results are
Total Return
$8,585.00
pictured to the right, with the
Total ROI Over 60 Years
106.87%
calculations on the following page.
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Section 6 - Tree Removals
Tree Removal Needs and Projections
Projected Removal Budget 2020-2050
Milestones
Trees Removed

2020
120

2021
100

2021
100

2023
100

2024 2025-2030
100 100/year

2031-2040
100/year

2041-2050
100/year

14 Hazard
Removals +
Update
Update
Update
Update
Update
Update
Removals from Removals from Inventory for Inventory for Inventory for Inventory for Inventory for Inventory for
Notes
Inv
Inventory Data New Removals New Removals New Removals New Removals New Removals New Removals
Removal Cost (2019)
$89,200
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
Removal Cost (CPI)
$89,200
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$74,300
$85,445
$98,262
$113,001

The first step toward attaining CLPD’s forestry goals is to remove diseased, dying, and
hazardous trees. The inventory currently identifies 100 trees for removal. Nine of these
are hazard removals and are recommended to be taken down in 2020 if they have not
already been removed by the time this plan is adopted. It is recommended that all
trees identified as removals be removed by 2021 or within two years of the adoption of
this plan.
After the initial 2-year period focusing on very poor condition or hazardous trees, it will
be necessary to increase the number of trees removed each year to attain the diversity
recommendation. This is due to remaining Ash trees, underperforming Maples, Pine, and
Spruce suffering from fungal and disease issues, undesirable trees, and the poor
condition of short lived ornamentals. Starting around 2024/2025, it is anticipated that the
tree removal rate will steady out at 100-115 or less per year. Continual reevaluation of
the tree population on an annual or semiannual basis by the park district Arborist or
Forestry Consultant will specify which trees require removal. These numbers, detailed
above, are meant to be placeholders for budget calculations and diversity standards.
Costs have been estimated using real time rates of in house and contracted services for
tree removal and stump grinding, based on current market pricing and in house record
keeping. No cost increase is assumed for the first 5 years, and a 3% annual cost increase
is assumed thereafter. This is an estimate based loosely on the Consumer Price Index,
but actual costs may likely be lower than projected. These numbers were calculated for
budget forecasting only and may vary significantly, especially in the later years of this
plan as variables change.
Tree Removal Activity Descriptions
Safe Removal of a Tree to an Appropriate Flush Cut
Tree removal can be a very dangerous activity putting
people, property, and workers in harm’s way. Thus, all
tree removal activities on CLPD’s public property shall
be performed under the guidance of a Certified
Arborist or Arborist Trainee whether in house or
contracted. The safe removal of a tree involves the
removal and safe lowering of all portions of the
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secondary branches, scaffold branches, and finally the trunk of a tree by either a tree
climber or a bucket truck operator. The stump must be flush cut so that the highest
portion of the cut is no greater than two inches from the highest part of the ground
surface to prevent a tripping hazard on public property.
Stump Grinding
Within a reasonable amount
of time following the removal,
stumps and roots shall be
removed using an approved
stump grinding machine, so
that the stump is ground to a
minimum depth of 6 inches,
and no surface roots are
visible to the naked eye. If the
site is to be planted with a
new tree, that depth shall be
increased to 12 inches below the soil surface. This will ensure that a new tree may be
successfully planted near the site of the removed tree, and that no re-sprouting will
occur from the old stump. The depths to which the stump must be ground may be
altered by CLPD depending on individual management needs for specific
circumstances or contracts. If the area of removal is not to be immediately restored
with new landscaping. the stump hole must be filled and compacted to ground level
using the debris resulting from the stump removal.
Planting Site Restoration
Once the tree has been safely removed and the stump has been ground out, the open
planting space must be fully restored if a tree is not scheduled to be planted in or
adjacent to the old hole within six weeks. Site restoration consists of removing a portion
of the stump chips from the hole, mixing with a quality mineral topsoil, tamping down to
match the surrounding grade, spreading grass seed over the top of the topsoil, and
securing green turf blanket over the topsoil. This will ensure that grass grows back to
restore the aesthetics and function of the park, and prevent tripping hazards from the
removal scar. It should be noted here that given the nature of parks, it is not always
recommended nor feasible to put a tree back where one was removed, and often a
better site can be selected for a new plant than one which was removed. That said,
restoration of the removal site to either turfgrass or native vegetation cover is of great
importance.
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Reasons for Tree Removal
Removal of trees in public parks is never
taken lightly, but it is an unavoidable
reality when managing large tree
populations. When the trunk, branches
or roots fail, a standing tree can cause
personal injury or even fatality. Even
small dead trees can be an eyesore and
increase risk to park patrons. Old trees
can hold great sentimental value and
many people become attached to
these neighborhood icons. When an
iconic tree has become a hazard,
action must be taken to ensure public
safety. The public can be reminded that
the removal of a tree today is the promise of a new tree for tomorrow!
Removal of trees on CLPD property shall always be at the discretion of the park district
Arborist, Director of Park Development and Interpretive Services, Superintendent of Park
Services and/or Forestry Consultant. Trees will never be removed without sound reason
and will never be removed based solely upon the request of a resident with no
evidence of a need for removal. Residents may request a tree to be assessed by park
district staff and/or forestry consultants. Requests will be evaluated based on tree
condition, safety implications, nuisance factors and budget. The Crystal Lake Park
District will not remove trees on private property. Determination of tree ownership will be
made by property boundary lines. The park district can cut back nuisance branches
that overhang park district property of trees on private property.
Dead or Dying
Trees that are standing dead, have approximately 70 percent dead crown or greater,
or have less than approximately 40 percent sound wood in the cross-section of the trunk
shall be removed as expediently as practical. The exact determinations of these
quantities shall be at the discretion of the Park District Arborist or Forestry Consultant.
Diseased or Infested
Diseases are caused by viral, fungal, or bacterial pathogens such as Dutch Elm Disease
and Oak Wilt. Infestations are caused by insects or other small animals such as Emerald
Ash Borer. The prompt removal of diseased or infested trees limits the exposure of other
nearby trees. The removal of one tree may save dozens of others. Trees deemed to be
diseased or infested by park district staff or Forestry Consultant shall be removed as
expediently as possible in order to slow the spread of insects and diseases.
High or Extreme Risk
“Tree risk” is the potential of a tree or tree part to impact a nearby person or piece of
property and cause damage, injury, or fatality. This topic is of great interest in
Arboriculture today and the insurance industry is becoming increasingly involved in
assessing and managing the risk posed by trees. Litigation involving trees is also on the
rise. Trees identified as being in elevated risk categories will be subject to removal to
maintain public safety.
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The park district staff, Forestry Consultant or any other TRAQ Qualified Risk Assessor must
assess the tree and prepare a Tree Risk Assessment Report which will document the
details of the situation, prior to removal. Risk can often be mitigated by removing a
portion of the tree, restricting access to the tree, or other corrective measures. If the
entire tree is deemed to be at high or extreme risk of failure, however, the entire tree
shall be removed as a means of reducing its residual risk to zero.
Emergency / Storm Damage Removals
A tree shall be removed if it has been severely damaged and/or compromised by
lightning, wind, or another such natural disaster. “Severely storm-damaged” shall be
generally defined as a tree that has lost 33% or more of its crown due to wind damage,
has a large crack or other wound in the trunk resulting from high winds, has a lean of
greater than ten degrees from vertical, or has sustained a lightning strike. The park
district staff or Forestry Consultant shall determine the need for removal of a tree based
on storm damage, although in an emergency situation when a tree impacting a
person, vehicle, home, power lines, or other emergency, CLPD reserves the right to
perform any actions necessary to abate public hazards so long as they are in
compliance with all relevant Arboricultural standards and practices.
Damage from Construction or Vehicle Strike
The park district staff or forestry consultant shall assess trees that have been impacted
by a vehicle or large piece of construction equipment. If the tree has suffered physical
damage or extreme root compaction and is likely to decline and become high risk, it
will be brought to the attention of the proper park district authority for approval before
being scheduled for removal.
Reasonable Resident Request
If a tree has non-terminal pest or pathogen issues, moderately poor structure, or is in
somewhat poor condition, a resident may inquire about the removal of the tree. Such
requests will be reviewed by the park district and/or forestry consultant, and evaluated
on a case-by-case basis. If the tree shows significant potential to decline or pose a
threat in the near term, CLPD may agree to the removal within a reasonable time
frame. Note that young and/or healthy trees will generally not be considered eligible for
this program. Priority will always be given to trees in danger of threatening public safety.
Overplanted and Underperforming
No healthy tree shall be removed for the sole reason of having been overplanted. Upon
adoption of this Urban Forest Management Plan, CLPD will adopt industry best
management practices for diversity in the urban forest with the goal of building a
diverse urban forest. Overplanted species listed as being in “poor condition” during
their most recent visual assessment will be reviewed to assess further decline or
recovery. Those trees in noticeable decline shall be removed at the discretion of the
park district staff and/or Forestry Consultant. This will only be used as a preventative
measure so that these trees do not continue to decline to a point where they become
hazardous, and not used as a reason to remove an otherwise healthy tree.
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Tree Removal Requirements and Standards
The following requirements and standards shall be met during tree removal activities:
1. All personnel directly involved with chainsaw operation, both in house and
contracted staff, shall be provided sufficient training and experience to perform
such duties while employed by CLPD.
2. Only qualified utility arborists may perform tree removal operations within ten feet
of an electric utility line. CLPD employees or contractors may complete the
process of trunk removal and stump grinding only if the remaining portion of the
tree is greater than ten feet from a transmission line. When higher voltage lines
are encountered, the ANSI Z133 standard for minimum approach distance shall
be referenced.
3. The park district will not remove healthy trees in order to meet diversity goals
unless the tree poses a risk to persons or property. or deemed necessary by our
staff or arborist.
4. CLPD shall not perform or assist, programmatically or financially, with the removal
of trees on private property. Public ownership is defined as having 51% or greater
of the trunk diameter on public property. CLPD reserves the right to prune
overhanging limbs from private property back to the property line.
ANSI Z133.1 Arboriculture Safety Standards
ANSI Z133.1 safety standards shall apply to all tree care operations outlined in the
remainder of the Urban Forestry Management Plan. A full text of this manual will be
made available to all CLPD employees and contractors involved with tree care
operations.
1. All tools and equipment utilized during tree care operations, including those not
specifically mentioned below, shall be inspected and maintained by qualified
personnel in accordance with the manufacturer’s care instructions.
2. All staff shall be trained in the proper use, inspection, and maintenance of said
equipment.
3. Certified arborists or arborist trainees shall conduct job briefings daily prior to tree
care operations of any kind and the information shall be communicated to all
workers.
4. All activities performed on any job site for any activity outlined in this Urban
Forestry Management Plan shall comply with all applicable OSHA guidelines and
standards.
5. Traffic and pedestrian control shall be established around the job site prior to the
beginning of tree care operations.
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6. Emergency contact information and a safety kit conforming to the ANSI Z308.1
standards shall be made available to all workers. All employees shall have basic
instruction on the use of CPR and First Aid.
7. Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) shall be required when there is a reasonable
probability of injury or illness on the job site. Such a determination will be made by
the Certified Arborist or Arborist Trainee prior to the beginning of tree care
operations each day, and PPE shall be made available. PPE shall be wellmaintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements.
8. Head protection shall conform to ANSI Z89.1, face and eye protection shall
conform to ANSI Z87.1, respiratory protection shall comply with ANSI Z88.2, and leg
protection shall always be worn when using a chainsaw.
9. Flammable liquids shall be kept a minimum of ten feet from open sources of
flame or high heat and shall be stored in approved containers.
10. All park district staff and contractors working near electrical hazards shall be
qualified to do so and shall be educated in the full ANSI standards for Electrical
Hazards and Line Clearance.
11. Vehicles and mobile equipment shall be inspected and maintained by qualified
personnel in accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements and shall be
equipped with all standard safety devices, decals, and instructions, and shall be
operated within all federal, state, and local motor vehicle codes and ordinances.
12. Aerial devices shall be inspected and maintained by qualified personnel in
accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements, and shall be equipped with
all standard safety devices, decals, and instructions.
13. Aerial devices shall be stabilized by wheel chocks, outriggers, or stabilizers as
necessary for the device, and shall never be used to lift, hoist, or lower logs or
equipment unless specifically designed to do so.
14. Aerial devices shall be equipped with fall protection devices and permanent
load ratings, both in accordance with ANSI/SIA 92.2 or 92.5, as applicable to the
specific aerial device.
15. No aerial device shall be allowed to make contact with electrical conductors,
and minimum approach distances shall be maintained in accordance with the
ANSIZ133.1 Standard.
16. All brush chippers shall be inspected and maintained by qualified personnel in
accordance with the manufacturer’s requirements, and shall be equipped with
all standard safety devices, decals, and instructions.
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17. Sprayers and related plant health care equipment shall be inspected and
maintained by qualified personnel in accordance with the manufacturer’s
requirements, and shall be equipped with all standard safety devices, decals,
and instructions
18. Sprayer tanks or other similar enclosed spaces shall not be entered unless
performed through a confined-space entry plan in accordance with OSHA
1910.46 Requirements, including air-quality testing, training, and PPE.
19. Chain saws and other similar portable power tools shall not be operated unless
the manufacturer’s safety devices are in proper working order. Such safety
devices shall not be removed or modified.
20. Forestry staff shall have a minimum of two points of attachment to the tree or
aerial device while operating a chainsaw at all times unless the hazard posed by
the second point of attachment poses a greater hazard than utilizing one point
of attachment.
21. A visual hazard assessment, including a root collar inspection, shall be performed
by a certified arborist or arborist trainee prior to climbing, entering, or performing
work in or on any tree, and a second crew member shall be within visual or voice
communication at all times during arboricultural operations that are in excess of
12 feet from the ground surface.
22. All ropes, saddles, carabiners, and other similar climbing equipment shall be: a)
approved for use in the tree care industry by the manufacturer, b) have a
minimum breaking strength or load capacity of 5,000 lbs., c) be inspected before
each use, d) Equipment shall be removed from service when it shows signs of
excessive wear or deterioration.
23. All pruning, removal, and rigging operations shall have a designated drop zone
where limbs, trunks, and tools can be dropped from aloft without impacting
pedestrians or passersby. A visual or verbal communication system between the
employee aloft and the employee(s) on the ground shall be established to
determine when the employee aloft will safely drop tree parts or tools.
24. Any tree parts which cannot be safely dropped or controlled from aloft shall have
a separate rigging line tied to them to help control their fall. The tree shall be
inspected for structural stability prior to the establishment of a rigging system in
the tree. When trees appear to have defects that could jeopardize the ability to
safely use a rigging system to drop or control a limb, an alternate plan shall be
implemented.
25. All equipment utilized in rigging shall meet the load ratings for the limb being
rigged, and a qualified employee, trained in proper rigging procedure shall
determine the rigging procedure and equipment to be utilized. Any equipment
which has been damaged or overloaded shall be removed from service.
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26. When felling (removing) a tree, a crew leader shall make the determination of
what equipment is necessary, and how many crew members are to be directly
involved in drop zone operations. A well-established escape route shall be
planned for involved workers prior to the beginning of felling operations. Any noninvolved workers shall be beyond twice the height of the trunk or tree being
removed during felling operations.
27. Notches shall be used on all trees and trunks greater than five inches in diameter
during felling operations and should conform to the standards set forth in the
ANSIZ133.1 Standard.
28. Loose clothing, ropes, lanyards, and saddles shall not be worn during any tree
care activity where the risk of entanglement with tools or machinery is possible,
particularly with brush chippers.
Section 7 – Tree Planting
Projected Planting/Reforestation Budget 2020-2050
Milestones
Trees Planted
Planting Cost (2019)
Planting Cost (CPI)

2020
60
$28,000
$28,000

2021
80
$32,000
$32,000

2021
100
$36,000
$36,000

2023
120
$40,000
$40,000

2024
2025-2030
2031-2040
2041-2050
140 160/year
175/year
185/year
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$46,000
$52,900
$60,800

Planting of new trees will increase diversity and canopy cover. CLPD currently has
ample space for new plantings in its parks. To help achieve the Crystal Lake
geographical area urban forest tree canopy goal of 30% and to increase overall
diversity in CLPD, this plan calls for the addition of over 1,950 trees over the coming 30
years. Many of these will be replacements for existing trees which are expected to be
removed during that time period. Others will fill sites never occupied by trees before. As
mentioned earlier, a 15% failure rate or 750 trees was projected. These trees will be
planted by park district staff, contractors, and even volunteers who have been properly
trained. Below, the UFMP will discuss a Master Reforestation/Planting Plan which is
specifically designed to plant trees where they will have the best chances to establish
based on their planting sites and species requirements.
For the goals and milestones shown above, the program began with planting the 70
trees, similar to the park district’s current operations. Each year thereafter, a gradual
increase in new plantings is recommended,
until by 2025 the park district is planting
nearly 160 trees per year. This strategy will
offset the number of removals suggested
each year while also growing the total tree
population. $400 per installed tree has
been used which is a conservative cost
estimate. The actual cost will vary with the
type and size of tree, where it is purchased,
and labor rates.
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The number of trees planted will also vary depending on the number of trees removed.
Conservative estimates have been used to determine projections. Money saving
proposals, including the establishment of an in-house tree nursery will be examined later
in this UFMP.
Reforestation/Planting Planning
A Master Reforestation Plan for Crystal Lake Park District will make a noteworthy
investment in the future so that wise decisions regarding manpower and budget can
be made. Each park will be visited and assessed. GPS locations will be added where
forestry consultants see a need for a tree. First priority will be given to areas that need
shade, such as near seating areas, playgrounds, and sports fields. Secondary
recommendations will be for aesthetic purposes, such as near park entrances or other
highly visible areas. After that, screening from nearby residences should be considered,
and finally, strictly ornamental trees are placed. The goal of the Reforestation/Planting
Planning project is to select the right tree for the right location and increase diversity
while achieving the overall goal of increasing the urban canopy.
Reforestation Data Collection
The following data is collected during the reforestation planning process:
Soil Volume
Soil volume is an approximate measure of the below ground growing space at the
planting site.
Small
Soil volume less than approximately 25ft3
Medium
Soil volume between approximately 25 ft3 and 500 ft3
Large
Soil volume greater than approximately 500 ft3
Prohibitive
Soil volume is insufficient to support tree planting
Growspace
Growspace is evaluated based on the proximity of the planting site to structures, other
trees, power lines, and other such potential obstacles. An attempt was made to
determine what the site conditions might be as the tree matures.
Small
Tree has (or will have) 40 feet or less of available growspace
Medium
Tree has (or will have) 40 – 60 feet of available growspace
Large
Tree had 60 feet or more (unlimited) growspace
Prohibitive
Site did not have enough growspace to justify a new
planting
Light Level
Light level is based on the amount of sun or shade that a planting site is currently
experiencing or is anticipated to experience in the future. Site conditions have to be
relatively constant to make this determination, and are subject to future storm damage,
construction, tree removals, etc.
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Full Sun
Partial Shade
Full Shade

Tree has access to abundant sunshine
Tree is (or will soon be) in shade for at least 25-50% or more
of the daylight hours
Tree was in full shade for at least 75% of the daylight hours

Soil Moisture
Soils will be evaluated by use of GIS data layers of hydric soils, FEMA floodplain, and NWI
Wetlands data, as well as in person observation.
Dry
Soils are in a high elevation area on the landscape or far
from water sources
Mesic
Soils are of moderate moisture during an average growing
season
Hydric
Soils are wetter throughout most of the year during an
average growing season
Poor
Soils are rocky, compacted, or otherwise of very low
quality
Prohibitive
Soils are not adequate to support a viable root system
Loading
Loading of either salt pollutants or nutrients is assessed. High salt areas are generally
along major roadways, in plowed and salted parking lots, near low spots in the terrain,
near retention basins, or near intersections. High nutrient areas are generally near
facilities such as sports fields that require frequent fertilization, stormwater retention
ponds, or near floodplains.
None
No significant salt or nutrient loading was observed
High Salt
Significant amount of road salt (or similar) was observed or
inferred
High Nutrient
Significant amounts of Nitrogen, Phosphate, etc were
inferred
High Salt and
Significant Salt and Nutrient loads were observed or
Nutrient
inferred
Low Nutrient
Site was in a location where access to nutrient would be
very limited
Shelter
The degree of which a tree is protected from prevailing winds, snow, and other coldweather elements.
None
Planting site is 0-10% sheltered
Low
Planting site is 10-25% sheltered
Moderate
Planting site is 25-50% sheltered
High
Planting site is 50-75% sheltered
Very High
Planting site is 75-100% sheltered
Recommended Form
Recommended form is based upon general terms describing the shape and habit of
mature tree’s canopy. Often there are situations in which particular tree forms would be
better suited to complement the existing landscape and/or hardscape, such as
columnar trees in narrow parkways or spreading trees in wide parkways.
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Any
Globose
Spreading
Columnar
Vaselike
Pyramidal
Small

Any tree form would be suitable for the site
Large, regular and rounded canopy, resembling a globe
Horizontal branching resulting in a large and wide canopy
Column shaped canopy where horizontal growspace is less than
20’
Higher branching form where branches grow at sharp angles
from the trunk, flaring outward
Broad, cone-shaped or triangular canopy
Small mature height (<30’)

Planting Site Assessment
The Park District Arborist, Landscape Architect, or Director of Park Development shall
assess planting sites not included in a Reforestation/Planting Plan before trees are
purchased and installed, to ensure the correct tree is being planted at the correct site.
Each tree planted represents a 25 – 75-year commitment or more, and due diligence
shall be performed before making that commitment. A list of acceptable species to be
planted for all land use types appears as Appendix A at the end of this report. Species
diversity, spatial diversity, and age-class diversity should all be taken into account when
conducting planting site assessment. Diversity standards should also be reviewed
annually to determine how much closer CLPD is getting to compliance with the 20-10-5
Rule. Strategic goals to increase that ability to meet that criteria shall continually be set.
These benchmarks can be monitored with each passing season. Most importantly, the
success of a tree depends on where and how it is planted.
Nursery Stock Procurement
Nursery stock quality is a key to a tree’s long-term success. No amount of planning can
help a tree which was purchased in poor health. Every tree to be planted on park
district property should be visually inspected prior to planting. Specifications shall be for
material no smaller than 1.75” caliper, with good form for the species, planted as either
balled and burlapped, or minimum 5-gallon containerized stock. Currently there is a
shortage of good nursery stock available from growers due to the high numbers of trees
being sought to replace Ash trees lost to Emerald Ash Borer. For this reason, inspection
of all nursery stock prior to planting is recommended.
Development of an in-house liner nursery is recommended to provide the park district
with high quality stock that meets the established diversity needs. Several Illinois
communities and park districts have successful nursery operations. Although there are
start-up costs and manpower needs, a well-established nursery will decrease costs in
the long run.
Trees planted too deeply will suffer from root compaction and trunk decay. Trees
planted without properly dug holes may suffer from stunting. Trees planted without
proper removal of packaging materials may develop girdling roots. Trees planted too
high may have surface root desiccation. Trees improperly staked or with improper trunk
protection may suffer from trunk wounds or girdling of the entire trunk. The standards
and Best Management Practices for tree transport and planting are detailed later in this
section.
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Tree Transport and Planting
Proper transport and planting procedures are
factors affecting a tree’s success after
planting. Trees with leaves shall be transported
with a fabric tarp to minimize desiccation and
have had their root balls wetted prior to
transport. Trees with root balls shall be handled
by the ball, not the stem, to ensure no
damage occurs to the root-soil interface or to
the stem itself.
Tree Spacing and Visibility Requirements
Minimum tree spacing between deciduous shade trees shall be no less than 40 feet on
center in any direction. This will allow trees to grow to their full potential without heavy
competition for water and nutrients and crown growth with neighboring trees. No tree
shall be planted within 10 feet of a driveway, intersection, traffic control device, or
known below ground utility. Trees may be planted under above ground power lines but
must be from the “Small” selections listed in the Acceptable Species list below.
Evergreens are acceptable for parks, schools, municipal campuses, and waterways,
but should be avoided when adjacent to a road due to visibility issues. In certain
circumstances tree spacing guidelines may vary depending on the specific
circumstances, such as an area where an immediate screen is needed.
Watering
Proper watering of trees is essential to their establishment, growth, and survival,
particularly during the first 2 years of their lives. The cost of watering a new tree for two
years is included in the $400 per tree budget discussed in the reforestation section. It is
recommended that when a tree site is selected for planting, that it is also planned for a
2 year watering program to avoid the tree desiccating before it is able to properly
establish. CLPD might opt to have watering performed by in-house crews, but
contracting this work out could also be considered.
Challenges of Urban Plantings
Urban planting sites are a difficult environment for a tree to thrive. Therefore, it can be
expected that approximately 10%-15% of new plantings fail each planting cycle.
Contracts for tree planting should include a one or two-year replacement warranty for
any new trees that fail to thrive in their new environment. For trees grown in-house at a
liner nursery, the same failure rate should also be expected. Although trees planted in
parks stand a better chance of survival than street trees or other urban plantings, new
planting mortality is to be expected.
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Tree Planting Requirements and Standards
1. Planting sites shall be determined and monitored using the park district’s tree
inventory, in conjunction with an assessment of needs including shade,
aesthetics, screening, windbreaks, etc.
2. New planting sites shall be ten feet away from utility structures and a minimum of
six feet from manholes and utility structures, driveways, and hardscapes.
3. Choice of species for planting over the next 30 years shall be done so according
to the park district’s taxonomic, spatial, and age-class diversity goals. A diverse
and resilient urban forest shall be created, to minimize exposure to financial,
environmental, and health risks while maximizing aesthetics, environmental
benefits, and ecosystem services to its residents.
4. All planting stock shall be grown within 150 miles of the planting site. As much
stock as possible should be sourced from the park district’s in-house nursery once
it is established and productive.
5. Acceptable nursery stock shall conform to the following standards:
A. Minimum of 1.75-inch caliper, measured at six inches from the trunk flare
B. Root ball conforms to ANSI Z60.1 Standards for Nursery Stock
C. Less than 10% deadwood in the crown
D. Architecture consistent for the species, cultivar, or variety in question
E. No included bark or other such narrow branch attachments, unless consistent
with species or variety
F. Free of pests or pathogens
G. Approved species list for CLPD
6. Planting and digging of certain species shall only occur at certain times of year,
in accordance with nursery industry best management practices and
professional judgement. These times are subject to the professional opinions of
both CLPD and its approved contractors.
7. JULIE shall be contacted, and all utilities located a minimum of three days before
planting is scheduled to begin.
8. A minimum of a one-year replacement guarantee shall be extended from
approved nurseries and plantsmen for all new contracted plantings rated to
hardiness zone five or lower.
9. All donated plant material shall conform to all aspects of the UFMP.
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ANSI Z60.1
1. All root ball and container sizes for all balled and burlapped stock shall conform
to the Z60.1 standards for width and depth, such that they encompass enough of
the fibrous root system as necessary for the full recovery of the plant upon
installation.
2. All bare root stock shall conform to ANSI Z60.1 standards for minimum root spread.
3. All containerized stock shall conform to ANSI Z60.1 standards for plant and
container size, as specified by the park district, and shall be healthy, vigorous,
well-rooted and established in the container in which it is growing. The root system
shall reach the sides of the container but shall not have excessive growth
encircling the inside of the container.
4. All collected plants (those grown on unmanaged land) shall be so designated,
and shall be considered to be nursery-grown stock when they have been
successfully reestablished in a nursery row and grown under regular nursery
cultural practices for a minimum of two growing seasons.
5. The trunk or stem of the plant shall be in the center of the ball or container, with a
10% overall variance in location.
6. The use of digging machines in both the packaging and installation of trees is
considered an acceptable nursery practice.
ANSI A300 – Part 6
1. Planting sites and work sites shall be inspected for hazards by the Park District prior
to the beginning of work each day. If portions of the work site are outside of the
original scope of work, the controlling authority shall be notified immediately.
2. Location of utilities, obstructions, and other such hazards above and below
ground shall be taken into account prior to planting and transplanting
operations. These include, but are not limited to, gas, electric, sewer,
communication, drainage, and signage.
3. The following shall be taken into consideration prior to transport and planting:
Requirements of individual trees, compass orientation of field-grown trees, site
feasibility assessments, soil assessment, and drainage assessment.
4. Tools for planting and transplanting shall be properly labelled or purchased for
their intended use, and be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations
5. The system used to move and store the plant shall minimize desiccation and other
damage to the crown, trunk or root ball, and the health and vigor of the plant
shall be maintained during these periods.
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6. The hole to be dug for all new plantings shall be a minimum of 150% larger than
the root ball or container diameter, as deep as the root flare of the tree to be
planted, and shall have sides from which soil has been loosened in order to aid in
root penetration.
7. For balled and burlapped trees, all rootball supporting materials shall be removed
from the upper third of the rootball and removed from the planting hole prior to
final backfilling.
8. Prior to planting, container root balls shall be managed by approved methods
such as, shaving the root ball, slicing the root ball, and redirecting or removing
encircling roots.
9. Backfill shall comprise of either the same soil created when the hole was
excavated, or a similarly amended mixture to meet a specific objective and shall
be applied in a layered fashion to reduce future settling and prevent air pockets.
10. Mulch shall be applied at a depth of two to three inches, near - but not touching
- the trunk of the tree and extending to the perimeter of the planting.
11. Support systems such as guywires or stakes shall not be installed except where
needed and shall be removed when no longer required for stability in the hole.
ISA BMP Manual – Tree Planting
1. Timing of planting shall be determined based on the species, and the best
professional opinion of the employees of or contractors working for CLPD.
2. All employees and contractors employed by or working for the park district of
CLPD shall be familiar with the following types of planting types, and when it is
appropriate to use each:
A. Bare-Root: Field-grown, and dug without soil during the dormant season
B. Balled and Burlapped: Field grown and packaged with a soil ball, using
burlap, twine, and a retaining basket of some kind
C. Tree Spade: Transplanted using a mechanical tree spade to hold the soil ball
during transport
D. In-Ground Fabric Bag: Field grown with the root mass contained in a semipermeable fabric bag
E. Container Grown: Grown above ground in containers of various shapes, sizes,
and materials
3. Trees packaged with root balls must have their first structural root within two
inches of the soil surface. Trees with deeper structural roots will not perform well
when transplanted and should be avoided when selecting nursery stock.
4. Trees with root balls shall be handled by the ball, not the stem, to ensure no
damage occurs to the root-soil interface or to the stem itself.
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5. Trees with leaves shall be transported with a fabric tarp to minimize desiccation
and have had their root balls wetted prior to transport.
6. Sites shall be tested for drainage, nutrient levels, and pH prior to planting (or prior
to species selection, if possible).
7. Container stock shall be removed from its container. For balled and burlapped
trees, wrappings shall be left on until the tree is in the hole; wrapping shall then be
removed from the 1/3 to 1/4 of the wire basket and burlap from the top of the
ball. For all types, ensure any encircling (girdling) roots are removed, and the root
ball is shaved as necessary.
8. As soil is added, wet and tamp each layer down to ensure good moisture and
reduction of air bubbles.
9. Do not prune trees at time of planting, unless to remove dead, dying, diseased, or
cracked branches, as it may take away from root development to have the tree
attempt to heal these above-ground wounds.
10. The use of trunk wrap may be considered in areas with harsh winters, specifically
on trees with thin bark, such as London Planetree and certain Maple species.
Section 8 – Tree Pruning
Average Cost of Eventual Seven Year Cycle Prune – Drives Second table

This table depicts what an average cost per year will be to prune CLPD’s trees based on a 7-year cycle. It depicts
the differing cost to prune different tree types, and what the number of the expected tree types will be in 2050

Projected Pruning Budget 2020-2050 – Based on Above Projection Table
Milestones
Trees Pruned

Notes
Cost (2019)
Cost (CPI)

2020
350

2021
2021
2023
2024
400
450
500
550
Priority Prune
Hazard and
identified in
Increase pruning Increase pruning Increase pruning
Priority Prunes +
inventory +
capacity based capacity based capacity based
Standard Prunes Standard Prunes on manpower
on manpower
on manpower
$12,000
$13,700
$15,400
$17,150
$18,850
$12,000
$13,700
$15,400
$17,150
$18,850

2025-2030
600/year avg
Cycle pruning
based on
inventory
updates
$20,575
$23,661

2031-2040
600/year avg
Cycle pruning
based on
inventory
updates
$20,575
$27,210

2041-2050
600/year avg
Cycle pruning
based on
inventory
updates
$20,575
$31,292

When maintaining a tree for its greatest benefits and lowest risk, tree pruning is one of
the most cost-effective maintenance activities to be performed. Pruning accomplishes
several very important things for a tree. It reduces the risk of failure, provides clearance
for utilities or other structures, reduces wind resistance and wind damage, maintains
overall tree health, and improves overall aesthetics.
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As discussed in Section 3, trees identified as hazard prunes and priority prunes should be
of highest priority. It is anticipated that all trees in these two categories can be pruned
over the next four years, with an eventual goal of pruning 600 trees per year on a
regular seven year cycle.
To forecast the costs associated with future pruning activities as shown above, the
following values were used and a seven year pruning cycle was assumed. For small
trees (<12” diameter), $50 per tree is estimated, which covers basic staff time to make a
few pruning cuts on younger trees. For medium (12”-24”) and large (24” +) trees, actual
Illinois bid results were used to determine average costs of $100 and $150 per tree (see
table above). These are conservative estimates and no cost increase was factored in
for the first 5 years. A 3% annual increase was added for every year thereafter.
As stated in the Goal 4 of the Urban Forest Management Plan, it is recommended that
the Crystal Lake Park District employ two full time and one part time staff members
devoted to forestry and have an internship program for seasonal laborers who focus on
forestry. It is also recommended to make a small investment in additional equipment.
This will improve capacity to prune, remove, and plant trees using almost entirely in
house labor, where quality is maintained, and costs are not subject to market forces.
Pruning Activities
Refining of Pruning Cycle
Currently, the Crystal Lake Park District is behind schedule on its cycle pruning program
due to Emerald Ash Borer related activities absorbing a disproportionate amount of
time and resources in recent years. In the last year, the park district has been working to
catch up and return to its cycle pruning program. Currently the park district prunes 170
mature trees per year, on a needs-based basis.
It is recommended to move away from a strictly zone-based approach to cycle
pruning, and instead pursue a hybrid approach. In a zone based pruning program,
trees that do not need pruning may end up being pruned. This is not only a waste of
funds but is not in the best interests of the trees. By keeping the tree inventory up to
date, the costs for pruning can be controlled and efficiently dedicated. The hybrid
approach where we update the inventory periodically to locate trees in any park in
need of pruning, combined with some cyclical 7-year approaches, will help maintain
public safety as well as a more manageable bottom line for costs.
Pruning of Young Trees
For the purposes for this plan, a young tree will be considered
to be 12” DBH or smaller. Young trees are still trying to
acclimate to their sites. The pruning of young trees has different
goals and outcomes than the pruning of larger, mature trees.
The standard nursery stock has been meticulously pruned for
four to ten years to have a single trunk, and the specific
branching patterns which are considered common to the
various tree species. Without proper establishment pruning,
these trees might have multiple trunks, poor branch structure,
and overall poor form and architecture.
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Pruning of young trees to establish proper form is one of the most cost-effective
maintenance activities. It is an inexpensive task that does not require a great amount of
time and saves thousands of dollars in pruning and maintenance costs later in the tree’s
life. Because of size and equipment requirements, young trees may be pruned
economically by park district staff.

Pruning of Mature Trees
For the purposes of this Plan a mature tree is considered to be greater than 12” in
diameter. Mature trees are established in and acclimated to their sites. The pressure
these trees face from their environment generally comes from above-ground factors
such as pests, pathogens, man-made structures, other trees, windstorms, or lightning
strikes. Pruning is performed to abate or mitigate these above-ground issues. Natural
aging and/or death are additional reasons these trees are pruned. Pruning of mature
trees may mitigate a short-term risk, such as after a storm; or pruning may be done to
maintain a tree’s long-term health and structure. In the wild trees lose limbs to wind and
disease frequently. Allowing trees to self-prune over time is not advisable in a managed
park district setting. Safety factors may arise, and the process of self-pruning may bring
up aesthetic issues in a park district environment. Mature public trees should only be
pruned by Certified Arborists.
Private Property Trees
The Crystal Lake Park District is not responsible for pruning of trees located on private
property. Per the proposed policy, this would mean that trees with 51% or greater of
their trunk diameter on private property are privately owned trees. The park district
reserves the right to prune portions of trees overhanging public property but is under no
obligation to do so.
Reasons for Pruning
Establishment Pruning
Establishment pruning is the single most cost-saving measure in tree care as it establishes
good form and branch structure for the life of the tree. Establishment pruning of newly
planted trees should be performed a minimum of one time prior to the tree reaching six
inches in diameter. Once established, the tree will only require periodic cycle pruning to
maintain an appropriate form for the urban forest. Because establishment pruning can
be done without the use of dangerous equipment, this can be efficiently handled by inhouse staff.
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Cycle Pruning
As noted above, trees should be pruned on a cyclical basis as preventative
maintenance. The tree inventory should be updated regularly to identify specific trees
to be pruned. To estimate costs, a hybrid 7-year geographic zone based approach was
used, but trees are to also be evaluated yearly in “out of cycle” parks.
Emergency / Storm Damage Pruning
Emergency pruning is nearly always necessary to mitigate severe risk, such as limbs that
have fallen, present an imminent hazard, have impacted a structure, are interfering
with a utility, or are hanging. Emergency and storm damage pruning shall be
conducted at the discretion of the park district with the best interests of the public in
mind. When life or property are in imminent danger due to conditions associated with a
downed tree or tree part, the park district may take whatever remedial action is
practical and reasonable to mitigate such imminent risk.
Sanitation Pruning
When a tree has been diagnosed as having been diseased or infested, depending on
the disease or pest, sanitation pruning may be employed to maintain the tree while
removing the diseased or infested portions. Complete removal is usually the most costeffective and safest option, but trees with Black Knot fungus, Apple Scab, and Fire Blight
may be aided by sanitation pruning. See the appendices for a more formal discussion
of these pests and pathogens.
Removal of High-Risk Limbs
At times, a tree as a whole may not pose a high risk, but a single limb may have defects
that make it hazardous. The removal of these limbs or parts may render the tree as low
risk again, without causing permanent damage to the tree. This option may also be
considered when a privately owned tree is overreaching the park district property. In
this circumstance, the at-risk limbs may be pruned back to the property line.
Pest or Pathogen Outbreak
When a tree becomes diseases or infested, complete removal of the tree may be less
expensive than sanitation pruning or chemical treatment. The specific scenario should
be analyzed before determining a course of treatment or remediation.
Tree Pruning Requirements and Standards
1. All activities directly related to the operation of a chainsaw, bucket truck, limb
rigging, or tree climbing shall be performed by a qualified employee, or under
the supervision of a certified arborist or arborist trainee.
2. No pruning or maintenance activity that takes place within ten feet of a power
transmission line shall be accomplished by a park district employee unless
certified as a qualified Utility Arborist.
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3. No cabling, bracing, or other such support systems should be installed in park
district-owned trees, either by the CLPD, its residents, or any contractors.
Exception may be made by obtaining prior written approval of the park district,
or by park district staff if the tree has historic or ecological value.
4. No heading, pollarding or espalier pruning shall be conducted on park districtowned trees, and no wound dressings shall be used under any circumstances,
without a permit and prior written approval of the park district.
5. The need for pruning and maintenance of individual trees and parkways shall be
at the discretion of the park district and its designated contractors.
6. The park district shall maintain at all times a Certified Arborist or Certified Arborist
Trainee, and preference shall be given to in house, qualified labor for tree pruning
activities
ANSI A300 - Part 1
1. A designated Arborist or Arborist Trainee shall visually inspect each tree before
beginning work. If any condition is observed above and beyond the original
scope of work, said condition shall be reported to the controlling authority before
any work begins.
2. Pruning cuts which remove a branch at its point of origin shall be made close to
the trunk or parent branch without cutting into the branch-bark collar or leaving
a stub.
3. Pruning cuts made to reduce the length of a limb or parent stem shall be made
at a slight angle relative to the remaining stem, and not damage the remaining
stem. If pruning to a lateral branch, the lateral should be large enough to assume
the terminal role.
4. Final cuts shall be made such that the result is a flat surface, with the adjacent
bark firmly attached.
5. Not more than 25% of the foliage shall be removed during an annual growing
season, depending on the tree species, size, age, and condition. If more frequent
pruning due to utilities, vistas, or health considerations is necessary, removal of the
tree should be considered as an alternative to pruning.
ISA BMP Manual
1. All employees or contractors directly involved with the pruning of trees shall be
familiar with the following pruning types and how they are to be used in
conjunction with one another:
1. Pruning to Clean: Selective removal of dead, diseased, detached, cracked,
and broken branches
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2. Pruning to Thin: Selective removal of small live branches to reduce crown
density
3. Pruning to Raise: Selective removal of branches to provide vertical clearance
4. Pruning to Reduce: Selective removal of branches and stems to decrease the
height or spread of a tree or shrub
5. Structural Pruning: Selective removal of live branches and stems to influence
the orientation, spacing, growth rate, strength of attachment, and ultimate
size of branches and stems
6. Pruning to Restore: Selective removal of branches, sprouts, and stubs from
trees and shrubs which have been topped, severely headed, vandalized, liontailed, storm damaged, or otherwise damaged
2. Every effort shall be made to time pruning of individual tree species in
accordance with best management practices for the specific tree species. All
pruning work shall be done so at the discretion of CLPD and its approved
contractors.
Section 9 – Other General Maintenance
Maintenance Activities
Retaining a Consultant
The task of updating an Urban Forestry program presents new challenges - contracts to
negotiate, bids to let, handling resident concerns, and many
other experiences which may require the assistance of a
professional. It is highly recommended that CLPD retain an
Urban Forestry consultant who can assist the park district in
navigating this unfamiliar territory and help to advise CLPD
staff in their new roles as urban foresters.
The forestry consultant may assist with sourcing contractors
and vendors for tree pruning, removal, and planting
operations. The consultant may assist in maintaining the tree
inventory, coaching staff on tree health and risk assessments
and communicating with residents.
Chemical Applications
Pests and pathogens can often be controlled with a simple chemical application,
known as Plant Health Care. When financially practical, chemical control for common
pests or pathogens may be utilized as a preventative or curative method for certain
ailments and increase the aesthetics and benefits of the tree population.
Plant Health Care applications are a very high priority for CLPD and are included as a
line item on the budget sheets. Repeated treatments against Emerald Ash Borer have
been an annual investment in the tree population. Recent weather events such as
drought and prolonged cool and wet temperatures have exacerbated many fungal
diseases such as Apple Scab, Diplodia Tip Blight, and Rhizosphaera Needlecast,
resulting in tree deaths from these pathogens. Moving forward, it is suggested that the
park district be more proactive about the Plant Health Care program, including using
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Mycorrhizae and organic materials such as BioChar in
order to be giving trees proper access to nutrients and
water. Although the best management tool is to select
the right tree for the right location, funds must always be
allocated toward reactive treatments as well. A Plant
Health Care appendix is included in this plan.
Residents are not allowed to chemically treat any trees
on park district property. Treatments shall be at the
discretion of the Crystal Lake Park District and be performed by a staff member or
contractor holding an Illinois Pesticide Applicators license.
Water Management
Water is a critical element in the establishment, growth, and survival of trees. Most trees
adapted to the climate zone (USDA Zone 4) are also adapted to the amount of
precipitation in an average year. However, younger trees with less extensive root
systems are susceptible to prolonged drought. Young trees often need additional
watering to survive. An increase in the number of trees planted each year will increase
the staff time needed to water. As discussed in Section 7, a watering program should
be an integral part of the tree planting program. Estimated costs have been factored
into the tree planting budget.
Mulch
Proper applications of mulch are necessary and cost-effective maintenance activities.
Mulch has many benefits, including eliminating weed growth in the root zone,
protecting the tree trunk and root flare from lawn maintenance equipment, allowing
water to percolate into the soil thereby reducing evaporation rates and drought stress,
and creating a naturally acidic and fertile soil environment. Turf grass competes for
resources such as water and nutrients and mulch eliminates this competition. But not all
mulching is beneficial. The practice known as “volcano mulching” is the poor practice
of piling mulch against the trunk of the tree in excess of 3” deep. This causes moisture
build up against the trunk, which is not adapted to wet environments, and can cause
severe decay of the trunk tissue and ultimately death. Material such as crushed
limestone, red volcanic rock, or rubber pellets can alter the soil chemistry in an
undesirable way and cause dieback or tree death.
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Fortunately, mulch is a commodity most park district entities can get for free so long as
they are pruning and removing a fair number of trees each year. It is recommended
that CLPD establish a marshalling yard within park district limits where pruning and
removal contractors can dump wood chips. These chips can be made available for
free to the district. All newly planted trees should have mulch applied appropriately. A
longer-term goal for CLPD should be to mulch all trees 12” DBH and smaller but the
immediate recommendation is to mulch all newly planted trees and prevent volcano
mulching.
Section 10 - Tree Preservation and Management During Construction
Many municipalities have ordinances that protect trees and shrubs from construction
activities to protect the benefits that trees and shrubs provide to the community. The
Crystal Lake Park District has the power to protect trees and shrubs via approved
procedures for in-house staff and specifications for outside contractors. Ensuring the
protection and preservation of these assets while minimizing burdens to the park district
is essential. The requirements and standards below are consistent with many similar
communities in the Midwest.

Tree protection and preservation during periods of construction involves protecting
trees from damage caused by construction activities. This damage includes physical
and chemical damage to the trunk, branches, and roots. Damage may be caused by
equipment such as backhoes, skid steers, or other appendage-type equipment.
Tree Preservation Requirements and Standards
1. A tree survey shall be performed by a qualified individual prior to the beginning of
any development activities on park district owned land. The survey shall detail the
size, species, and condition of each tree six inches DBH and greater or managed
landscape tree of any size.
2. Location of existing trees shall be submitted to the project designer. Designer shall
indicate the following on plans:
A. Trees to be removed
B. Trees to be preserved
C. Location and size of the tree protection zone (TPZ) for each tree
D. Method of tree protection to be used
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3. In the absence of a project designer, the project specifications shall include the
following:
A. Trees to be removed
B. Trees to be preserved
C. Location and size of the tree protection zone one for each tree
D. Method of tree protection to be used.
4. The tree protection zones for each tree shall be visibly delineated by the
contractor, site engineer, park district project manager or other party as
designated by the park district, using orange snow fencing or other material
specified by the park district. When such a delineation is not possible, all workers
on site shall be made aware of the TPZ verbally.
5. In the absence of a certified arborist, the park district reserves the right to
determine the trees to be protected and method of protection.
ANSI A300 – Part 5
1. Management plans and specifications for tree management shall be written and
administered by a certified arborist qualified in the management of trees and
shrubs during site planning, development, and construction. Such activities may
include, but are not limited to demolition, grading, building construction,
walkway or roadway construction, excavation, trenching and boring, or other
such activity which has the potential to negatively impact trees.
2. The management of trees and shrubs shall be incorporated into the following
phases of the site development process:
A. Planning
B. Design
C. Pre-Construction
D. Construction
E. Landscape
F. Post-Construction
3. During the planning phase, an assessment of tree and shrub resources on the site
shall be performed by a certified arborist. The assessment shall identify the
species, condition, and size of each tree and shall be incorporated into the site
design. Trees to be retained or protected shall appear on site design maps. Trees
on neighboring property which could also be impacted should also be
considered.
4. During the design phase, a tree management report shall be developed for trees
to be conserved on the site, and shall be included in the construction plans and
specifications, which may include, but are not limited to:
A. Trees to be retained
B. Tree and root protection zones
C. Tree protection zone barriers
D. Tree protection plans
E. Soil erosion control
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F. Soil compaction controls
G. Staging and storage areas
H. Other relevant on-site activities
5. Grading and demolition plans shall include all trees to be retained and removed,
as well as the tree protection plans for working around trees to be retained. Plans
shall also include equipment routes for avoiding the TPZ. Consequences for noncompliance shall be specified.
6. During the pre-construction phase, all tree protection plans shall be effectively
communicated to all parties involved with the site development, and tree
protection zone barriers shall be in place prior to the beginning of any
construction activities.
7. The TPZ shall be delineated around all trees to be protected and shall be based
on the size, species, and condition of the tree and its root system. Six to 18 times
the diameter of the tree is generally considered to be acceptable. Deviations
from this diameter may be made at the discretion of a certified arborist or other
qualified individual as determined by the park district. Activities which could
damage tree roots or compact soil should be avoided in the TPZ.
8. Fencing or other visible barriers to the TPZ shall be installed prior to site clearing,
grading, and demolition, and maintained throughout the construction and
landscaping phase. When this is not feasible, alternate methods may be
considered but require the prior approval of the park district.
9. During the construction phase, compliance with tree protection plans shall be
monitored by a certified arborist or other qualified individual as determined by
the park district. Damage to tree barriers or trees, or non-compliance shall be
reported to the project manager or owner’s representative or other controlling
authority.
10. When removing vegetation or pavement during demolition, equipment used
adjacent to the TPZ shall be specified to avoid damage to the tree and the
surrounding soil and soil protection measures shall be in place prior to vehicle or
heavy traffic in or near the TPZ.
11. Storage or disposal of construction materials or hazardous materials shall not
occur in the TPZ.
12. Fill within the TPZ shall not be permitted without mitigation to allow for proper air
and water availability to existing roots. If fill cannot be avoided in the TPZ,
compaction of fill shall be avoided and consideration shall be given to a
permanent well installation or other approved method of remediation to protect
the tree and its roots.
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13. During the landscape, irrigation, and lighting phase, levels of compliance shall be
documented and reported by a certified arborist or other qualified individual as
determined by the park district. Non-compliance shall be reported to the project
manager or owner’s representative.
14. During the post-construction phase, a remedial and long-term maintenance plan
shall be specified for existing and new landscaping, to ensure success of
preservation efforts and newly planted landscaping.
15. Pruning shall be considered to reduce wind sail when necessary. It should not be
considered to compensate for root loss.
16. Mulch shall be applied to as much of the tree protection zone as possible, in
order to create a favorable soil environment for root recovery after construction
activities.
ISA BMP Manual
1. A cost-benefit analysis shall be conducted during the planning phase. In some
cases, money may be better invested in tree planting post-construction.
2. The species and age of tree shall be evaluated by a certified arborist, so that
trees in good condition with desirable characteristics are preserved, but those in
poor condition or with undesirable characteristics are not.
3. A tree inventory and tree management report shall be conducted during the
planning phase, and a certified arborist shall work closely with developers to
ensure best management practices are being met for both parties.
4. Effort shall be made to retain groups of trees, such that there is a wind and solar
buffer around the highest quality trees if possible.
5. The critical root zone (CRZ) is the area around the tree trunk where roots essential
for tree health and stability are located. A tree protection zone (TPZ) is an arboristdefined area around the tree which should include the CRZ, as well as additional
space to ensure future stability and growth. The TPZ is subject to the professional
opinion of the certified arborist or other qualified individual as determined by the
park district.
6. An attempt shall also be made to preserve native soil for landscape planting as
native soil with horizons and development is preferred over fill or black dirt.
7. If a sufficient TPZ cannot be established, a 6-12” layer of hardwood mulch, 3/4inch plywood mat over a four-inch layer of hardwood mulch, or other such
measures shall be temporarily installed over the CRZ in order to prevent root and
soil compaction.
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8. Trunk protection shall be installed on trees very close to construction activities,
and should consist of 2x4 or 2x6 planks, strapped snugly to the tree trunk with wire
or other strapping, preferably with a closed-cell foam between the trunk and the
planks.
9. When roots over one inch cannot be avoided, they shall be pruned, not left torn
or crushed. Acceptable methods of pruning are:
A. Excavation using supersonic air tools, pressurized water, or hand tools, followed
by selective root cutting
B. Cutting through the soil along a predetermined line with a tool specifically
designed to cut roots
C. Mechanically excavating the soil (backhoe or similar) and selectively pruning
remaining roots.
10. Wells, tree islands, retaining walls, and other such structures or strategies shall be
considered as alternatives to any cut/fill work in the CRZ or TPZ.
11. Monitoring shall take place during construction and post-construction phases,
and any non-compliance should be reported to the proper controlling authority
right away, so that timely remediation or mitigation efforts may be undertaken.
Section 11 - Tree Risk Assessment
Whether they are healthy, unhealthy,
structurally sound, or in imminent danger
of failing, all trees pose some degree of
risk. Determining the acceptable level of
risk, along with effectively managing that
risk, is a key priority for forestry operations.
As a manager of the urban forest, the
Crystal Lake Park District must track risk to
determine mitigation needs that are
responsible and economical and in the
interest of public safety.
Levels of Risk Assessment
Risk assessment levels are based on the International Society of Arboriculture (ISA) Tree
Risk Assessment Qualification (TRAQ) protocols, as well as the ANSI A300 Part 9 (Tree Risk
Assessment) standards. These levels are general guidelines. The TRAQ forms can be
found in Appendix F.
All trees in CLPD were rapidly assessed for risk during the 2016 inventory and, as such, do
not represent any formal level of TRAQ risk assessment. Therefore, the assessments are
not legally binding descriptions of risk. They are intended to provide CLPD with data
showing a need for a more detailed assessment on trees that were casually observed
to be at an elevated risk level.
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Level 1 Assessment
Also called a “limited visual assessment”, which is the typical assessment performed
during a tree inventory. A basic analysis of obvious physical defects and conditions is
performed and recorded. The assessor walks to or drives by the tree, assesses it for
defects, evaluates the risk posed by the subject tree, and reports the results of the
assessment to the tree owner. Often, prior to a recommendation, a more detailed
(Level 2 or Level 3) assessment will be required to gather additional data.
Level 2 Assessment
A Level 2 Assessment, also called a “basic assessment”, is
a synthesis of the information collected during a detailed
visual inspection of the tree and the surrounding site. This
inspection requires a 360 degree walk around, and may
include the use of simple tools, such as binoculars,
magnifying lenses, mallets, probes, and trowels or shovels.
A complete picture of the tree in its environment is
gathered.
Level 3 Assessment
A Level 3 Assessment, also called an “advanced assessment”, provides detailed
information about specific tree parts, targets, and risk associated with each potential
interaction. It typically requires specialized training and equipment, such as bucket
trucks, resistographs, tomographs, and other equipment. This is the most detailed and
time-intensive type of assessment.
Considerations in Assessing Risk
Likelihood of Tree Failure Impacting a Target
A large part of determining the likelihood of a tree failure is ascertaining the occupancy
rate, or the amount of time that people or objects are within the target zone with the
potential to be impacted by a tree failure. For example, a large tree in the middle of a
corn field could fail with little impact, but that same tree in a playground will have
significant impact. In many roadways, motor traffic is present day and night. A number
of the park district’s 4,161 trees are located in proximity to playground equipment, play
fields, benches, picnic areas or other areas where people congregate. This makes the
likelihood of a failed tree impacting a person is fairly high. Though parks are generally
vacant at night and during the winter months, their level of occupancy is higher during
daylight hours in the warmer months.
Consequences of a Tree Failure Impacting a Target
The potential consequences of the tree failure impacting a target are a cumulative
function of both the value of the target and the characteristics of the tree and the type
of failure it is likely to experience. While the previous step was concerned with
occupancy rates of an impact area, this step examines the consequences of the
impact on a target and assumes that the target is always present. Occupancy rate is
not considered. For example, it is assumed that if a parkway tree were to fail, that a car,
utility line, and person (anything that likely could be there) are all underneath it at the
time of failure, and the consequences to those targets are evaluated.
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Consequences are generally considered to be “minor” for
targets that can be easily replaced or repaired, such as
outbuildings, tool sheds, and other similar targets. When
tree failure can cause injury, fatality, power outage, or
other similar outcomes, the consequences are considered
“severe” (see the table below).
For the consequences of failure to be considered as part
of this risk assessment system, the branch must have a
minimum of a 3” diameter at the base. A smaller size
would present an unrealistic and burdensome standard for inspection.
Weather
Every tree can fail from wind velocity or other impacts such as lightning damage, ice
loading or soil saturation. Normal weather events generally cause tree failures or tree
part failures for trees that have pre-existing defects. Extreme weather events, by
contrast, can cause the failure of healthy trees. In all tree risk assessments, risk shall be
assessed assuming “normal” weather conditions which in northeastern Illinois can
include gusty winds, thunderstorms, heavy snow, and even ice storms. It is the extremes
of these events that should be considered “abnormal”.
Crystal Lake Park District Tree Risk Assessment Plan
Crystal Lake Park District has created this plan in order to maintain an acceptable level
of risk from the park district owned tree population. To maintain a high level of public
safety, while mitigating undue burden, the park district shall adopt the following risk
assessment protocols:
1. Crystal Lake Park District maintains a tree inventory detailing the species, size, and
condition of all trees on its property, as well as the level of risk posed by each
tree. This UFMP recommends that the trees listed as being in elevated risk
categories during the initial inventory be audited. During these audits, the park
district arborist and/or forestry consultant, or other qualified individual as
determined by the park district, shall inspect these trees, and shall identify trees
potentially posing an unacceptable level of risk. Such trees identified shall either
be scheduled for a more detailed risk assessment (Level 2 or 3), or shall be
mitigated, either by pruning, bracing, or removal, as soon as possible.
2. During subsequent years, staff shall perform limited visual assessments by
inspecting trees during the normal course of daily operations. Trees that present
an elevated risk level shall be scheduled for a more detailed risk assessment
(Level 2 or 3), or shall be mitigated, either by pruning, bracing, or removal, as
soon as practical following the assessment.
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3. Upon notification from a resident of a concern about a potentially high-risk tree,
the park district arborist and/or Urban Forestry consultant shall perform a Level 2
or Level 3 Risk Assessment within ten business days of the notification by the
resident. If the tree is determined to have a risk rating above “Moderate” (as
determined by TRAQ and ANSI A300 part 9 Standards), a decision shall be made
by the park district arborist and/or forestry consultant, or other qualified individual
as determined by the park district, regarding appropriate mitigation measures, if
any.
4. All trees deemed to be in need of mitigating actions (removal, pruning, etc.) shall
be documented in writing. Documentation shall include the date the assessment
was performed, the species, size, and condition of the tree, and a brief narrative
detailing which parts of the tree are likely to fail, the likelihood of failure, the
likelihood of impacting a target, the consequences of tree or tree part failure,
and the overall tree risk rating, per the ISA’s TRAQ system of risk assessment.
5. A minimum branch diameter of 3”, by ocular estimate, shall be the standard to
which this risk assessment policy applies. TRAQ Forms can be found in Appendix F
at the end of this report.
TRAQ Tree Risk Assessment Matrices
Likelihood of Tree Failure Impacting Target
Likelihood of
Tree Failure
Imminent

Very Low
Unlikely

Probable

Unlikely

Possible

Unlikely

Likelihood of Impacting Target
Low
Medium
Somewhat
Likely
Likely
Unlikely
Somewhat
Likely
Unlikely
Unlikely

Improbable

Unlikely

Unlikely

Unlikely

High
Very Likely
Likely
Somewhat
Likely
Unlikely

Risk Rating Matrix
Likelihood of
Failure and
Impact
Very Likely
Likely
Somewhat
Likely
Unlikely

Consequences
Significant

Negligible

Minor

Severe

Low
Low
Low

Moderate
Moderate
Low

High
High
Moderate

Extreme
High
Moderate

Low

Low

Low

Low
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Section 12 - Strategic Partnerships
Opportunities for partnerships are an effective means of getting important forestry
projects funded when tax funding may present a shortfall, or when additional volunteer
labor is needed. These typically involve either public-private partnerships or partnering
with other public entities. The following are groups which will be strategic partners of
Crystal Lake Park District in enacting the goals of this plan.
City of Crystal Lake
The City of Crystal Lake has a substantial forestry program and existing set of ordinances
regarding forestry operations. The Crystal Lake Park District is subject to these
ordinances for all properties located within the city boundaries. Also, after storm events,
having a memorandum of understanding between the city and the park district would
enable both groups to share resources and staff to efficiently complete clean up after
weather events.
Village of Lakewood
The Village of Lakewood has a forestry program and existing set of ordinances
regarding forestry operations. The Crystal Lake Park District is subject to these
ordinances for all properties located with the village boundaries. A strategic partnership
with the village will be beneficial to both agencies. Coordination after storm events, as
described above, would be an efficient use of resources.
Crystal Lake Garden Gate Club
The Crystal Lake Garden Gate Club is an existing partner by providing plant material
and garden maintenance at the Colonel Palmer House. There are several other garden
clubs in Crystal Lake and Lakewood that could also be good partners. Staff is
encouraged to reach out to the leaders of these organizations.
Living Lands and Waters
Living Lands and Waters is a nonprofit group based out of Moline, IL with the mission to
clean up the Mississippi River and other Illinois waterways. Additionally, they promote
large scale tree plantings. With seedlings provided by this group and in partnership with
District 47 schools, CLPD has been able to distribute over 800 seedlings to plant on
private and public property. Seedlings are generally very small trees, but smaller trees
grow and establish faster than larger stock. This partnership will increase the ability to
achieve an increased tree population in parks, schools, and on private property.
Openlands TreeKeepers
Openlands is an organization devoted to preservation and enhancement of natural
resources in the Chicagoland area and Illinois in general. One of their primary programs
is known as “TreeKeepers”, where Openlands staff train volunteers on basic tree pruning
and maintenance, so that this volunteer pool can be used to assist public organizations
in maintaining their trees. Though TreeKeepers generally only operates in the City of
Chicago proper, there have been recent talks with them to see if they would be willing
to run this course and get a trained pool of volunteers in the western suburbs, including
Crystal Lake. This would be a tremendous benefit to CLPD, as trained volunteers could
assist in pruning of young trees, which as mentioned above is one of the best cost
savings measures in Urban Forestry, as it prevents small issues form becoming larger
issues later in a tree’s lifespan. Currently, the process of developing a Memorandum of 76

Understanding with the TreeKeepers program is occurring, and they are mutually
looking forward to educating and developing a local group of volunteers to assist with
Urban Forestry endeavors.
McHenry County Forest Preserve District
The McHenry County Conservation District owns and maintains 25,500 acres of public
land in McHenry County. Several conservation district sites are located near or adjacent
to Crystal Lake Park District properties. MCCD and CLPD have been strong partners for
many years and supported the conservation and restoration efforts of each other. Both
entities would benefit from this continued alliance and the exploration of new
partnerships to improve the community and public lands.
Local Schools
As mentioned above, CLPD has partnered with Living Lands and Waters as well as
Elementary District 47 schools in order to plant 800 seedlings in past years. The
continuation of this partnership will help to achieve an increased canopy cover, as well
as educate elementary and middle school aged children about the benefits of trees.
The Environmental Defenders of McHenry County
EDMC is a non-profit organization dedicated to the protection and stewardship of the
natural environment throughout McHenry County. The park district and EDMC have
worked together for many years on natural area restoration projects, watershed based
planning, and public education. With many overlapping missions and goals, this
organization is a valuable partner for the park district now and in the future.
The Land Conservancy of McHenry County/Project Quercus
The Land Conservancy has helped protect over 2,500 acres of McHenry County's
prairies, wetlands, and woodlands by working with private landowners, communities,
and other partners. This is accomplished by accepting donated conservation
easements and direct acquisition of property (through purchase or donation). The Land
Conservancy founded Project Quercus to explore options to protect, preserve, and
regenerate the Oak woodlands. Project Quercus is a diverse coalition that brings
together public and private, government, corporate and non-profit interests, working
collaboratively to create solutions to the problem of Oak woodland loss. The park
district has worked closely with Project Quercus on Oak tree planting initiatives for many
years.
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Section 13 - Additional Goals
The following additional goals do not have a specific timeline. They are to be explored
as time and budgets permit. Many of these programs represent the most progressive
urban policies in the industry and should be considered seriously for implementation.
CLPD Tree Stewards Program / Resident Education
Although the park district currently does not use volunteers for tree care activities, well
trained citizens are often valuable assets to the existing labor force. Residents interested
in becoming forestry volunteers would be required to participate in training exercises. A
graduated series of classes would provide training to qualify residents in a variety of
activities, from simple plantings to more advanced pruning.
TreeKeepers is a program that has been instituted successfully in several Illinois
communities to train and utilize volunteers for tree care activities. As the interest in
Urban Forestry spread in northern Illinois, TreeKeepers is a successful model for the
development of citizen stewardship programs.
For residents not interested in joining a formal program like TreeKeepers, it is
recommended for the park district to hold spring and fall education sessions for the
public. These sessions could be taught by the park district arborist, other qualified staff,
or the Forestry Consultant, and would cover tree planting, watering, fertilization,
pruning, and the basics of insects and diseases.
Additionally, basic tree care pamphlets can be made available at the park district
offices and recreation buildings. The park district can utilize its printed newsletter, online
platforms, and social media to provide educational tools to residents.
Establishment of CLPD Propagation Nursery
Consideration should be given to the establishment of a small propagation nursery on
CLPD owned land. The park district can grow a share of its own trees, using seedlings
from local nurseries. Small trees (“whips”) can be purchased wholesale and then grown
to maturity by the park district. These programs have been successfully instituted in
many communities and it represents a quality investment that results in significant cost
savings over the long term. It is recommended that a parcel be designated for this
purpose and the nursery established in 2020, with a goal of having a functional nursery
by 2030. The amount of time required for the care of young trees is minimal, and at an
average cost of $250 per tree, the park district could save a significant amount of
money in their tree planting program by pursuing this goal.
Suburban Tree Consortium / Contract Growing Arrangement
One of the keys to a successful reforestation plan or tree planting program is the
availability of high-quality nursery stock from local sources. The presence of a program
does not guarantee the availability of the trees recommended to be planted. Besides
developing an in-house nursery, another way to assure availability of high-quality
planting stock is to have plants contract grown by local nurseries. Trees are ordered in
annual increments, typically following a “fifth year out” model. Initially, trees are
reserved for the current year and each subsequent year up to five years in the future.
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Each year, trees that were previously ordered are purchased and a new order is placed
for the fifth year out. This gives the supplying nursery time to procure, plant, and bring
the agreed upon trees to the size and branching habit specified.
Memorial Program for Tree Purchase
The Crystal Lake Park District currently provides a tree donation program. An order is
placed for a Memorial Tree that is purchased, planted, and maintained by the park
district. Park district staff works with the donor to determine the size and exact location
of the tree, although the location is usually limited to one or two parks which change
from year to year. It is recommended that the program be expanded to encourage
more donations that are planted in a wider variety of parks. This can be accomplished
through more staff time being devoted to the program.
Use of Permaculture Guilds and Food Forests in Tree Plantings and Landscape Design
Permaculture is the concept of using communities of plants that all work well
ecologically or chemically together to enhance the overall area. This stands in stark
contrast to the view of plants solely from an aesthetic standpoint where each plant
contributes to the whole, but is not necessarily functionally related to its fellow plants
and trees. These groupings are often referred to as “guilds” and there are several wellestablished guilds that can be taken advantage of by CLPD. A simple example of a
guild would be planting legumes as a soil stabilizer near fruit trees (instead of mulch) so
that the legume provides nitrogen to the fruit tree, increasing its yield and making it
healthier overall. This very progressive approach to planting communities of plants and
trees vs just standalone plants is a very interesting concept, and one that CLPD should
take advantage of.
A large part of building permaculture guilds is to have food plants as part of the guild in
additional to other types of functional plants. To this end, there has been a small uptick
in the planting of Apple, Edible Pear, Peach, and some nut producing species in parks.
For a long time, such species were not traditionally planted in parks due to the fruits
attracting undesirable insects and being relatively messy. However, as society has
become more focused on local food production, the popularity of these “food forests”
have flourished, and their popularity with residents has overcome their downsides. Parks
are now doubling, in some respects, as mini orchards, and the fruit trees have become
an attraction. Again, it is believed that both a part of permaculture guilds, as well as
being standalone trees. However, many species of fruit and nut trees are hardy to our
area, and will increase overall species diversity, and will make for attraction to the
parks.
Though the concept of permaculture and food forests will not work for every park or
certainly for every tree planting, there will certainly be areas which can be used as test
cases for both of these concepts. Integrating these concepts with community gardens
in the parks is another avenue of urban agriculture and permaculture that could be
very popular with residents. The use of guilds will become very important as well, where
there has been development of native communities. There is a major difference
between those concepts. Even without food-producing plants, it should still be the goal
of CLPD to try and build multilayered canopies and forest communities to try and
emulate the natural order of our native Illinois plant communities.
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Increase Diversity of Evergreen Plantings
White and Austrian Pines, as well as several Spruce species, have been overplanted
throughout northern Illinois. These trees are inexpensive, grow quickly and provide winter
interest. Evergreen trees provide buffering between the park and the neighboring
properties. They provide excellent habitat for birds and other wildlife. The 2016 tree
inventory shows that diversity in evergreen plantings is needed.
Emphasis on the Planting of Native Species
When possible, native plants should be chosen for new plantings. Native plants are
those that occur naturally in northeastern Illinois so the need for intensive management
is decreased. They are well suited to the soils, climate and pests that are present locally.
Native plants provide shelter and habitat for beneficial insects, birds, and animals.
Because they are better suited for their environment than exotic and non-native
species, they require less water and chemical treatment. This helps to improve quality
and saves on maintenance costs.
Reductions in Use of Small Short Lived Ornamental Trees
The overuse of short-lived ornamental trees such as Crab Apple and Callery Pear is
common throughout northeastern Illinois. Although these trees are aesthetically
pleasing and fit in smaller spaces, they are prone to diseases such as apple scab and
fire blight. Most live 25 years or less and do not grow to their full potential. Callery Pear is
overplanted and has aggressive qualities that will soon place it on the Illinois Invasive
Plant List.
It is recommended that these trees be replaced with a diverse group of smaller trees
that are better suited for the local environment. When appropriate, large shade trees
should be specified instead of small, short-lived ornamentals.
Creation of a Small Arboretum and Tree Walk / Obtain Arboretum Status
According to the 2016 tree inventory, the Crystal Lake Park District has 92 different
species throughout its parks. This is good variety but the creation of an arboretum would
expand the number of species and have an educational component. It is suggested
that an area in one park be set aside for planting a wide variety of trees, including
some exotic species. Interpretive signage, maps and digital tools can be used to
identify and describe each tree.
It is also suggested that the park district become certified through the Morton
Arboretum’s ArbNet Certification program as a Level 1 or Level 2 arboretum. Digitally
tagging trees and linking the information to web pages provides the user with a great
deal of information about each tree. This would be a great achievement and would
provide an easy tool to help improve knowledge of the urban forest in the community.
Incorporate More Tree Plantings into Natural Areas, Remove Non-Native and Aggressive
Trees
Crystal Lake Park District currently owns and manages approximately 38 acres of land
where the dominant species are either invasive species (such as European Buckthorn)
or very aggressive natives (such as Cottonwood, Black Cherry, and Black Locust). These
areas would be greatly enhanced by the removal of undesirable species and the
planting of native grasses, wildflowers, and trees.
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As mentioned above in the section on permaculture it is recommended to mimic the
natural ecosystem as much as possible. Tree planting plans should include diverse
canopies, with herbaceous vegetation, understory trees, and canopy trees. Diverse
native plantings attract diverse wildlife, including many pollinator species such as bees
and butterflies that have been on the decline in recent years.
Use Trees as Wildlife Habitat (Pollinators and Birds)
Evergreen trees are a safe haven for birds and owls during all seasons of the year in
Illinois, as are standing dead trees (“snags”). Certain snags can be cut back but
retained for bird nesting as elements of a native landscape plan although they must be
monitored to prevent hazardous conditions. Tree species such as Apple, Basswood,
Cherry, Black Locust, Catalpa, Horsechestnut, Tuliptree, and Willow are all insect
pollinated and attract beneficial insects. Installation of bat and owl boxes attract
beneficial wildlife.
Attempts should be made to reduce nuisance wildlife, such as deer, possums, and
squirrels because of their tendency to harm trees and post health hazards. The planting
of deer resistant native species may help achieve this goal.
Wood Utilization Program
As undesirable trees are removed, a considerable amount of material will be
generated that may be suitable for use as urban timber. Urban timber is defined as
sawn logs generated from urban tree removal operations. Larger and longer logs are
suitable for dimensional lumber production (such as 2x4’s, etc.), and smaller material
may be used to produce many other products. Forming strategic partnerships with local
sawmills, woodworkers, and carpenters would be the first step in developing a wood
utilization program. In addition to logs, wood chips are valuable for use throughout the
park district.
Urban timber can be milled into a large variety of products including pallet planks,
shipping material, dimensional lumber, fine furniture, and artisan pieces. In order to
successfully upcycle urban timber into usable lumber, several steps must be followed in
order to produce logs suitable for milling. A sample Urban Timber Harvesting
specification in appendix H
OAKtober Event
The Chicago Region Trees Initiative has created the OAKtober program, which brings
awareness to oak ecosystem recovery. OAKtober events are held in the fall to
encourage the planting of oak seedlings and is often held in conjunction with a
seedling giveaway or plant sale.
Fall Plant Sale
As a prelude to the OAKtober event, it is suggested that the CLPD consider holding a
fall native plant sale. Revenue from the sale would be dedicated to the management
of the urban forest.
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Section 14 - Projected Budget
Milestones
Trees Removed
REMOVALS

PLANTINGS

2020
120

2021
100

2021
100

2023
100

14 Hazard
Removals +
Removals
Notes
from Inv
Removal Cost (2019)
$89,200
Removal Cost (CPI)
$89,200

Removals
from
Inventory
Data
$74,300
$74,300

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$74,300

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$74,300

2021
80
$32,000
$32,000

2021
100
$36,000
$36,000

2023
120
$40,000
$40,000

Milestones
Trees Planted
Planting Cost (2019)
Planting Cost (CPI)

Milestones
Trees Pruned

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$74,300

Notes
Cost (2019)
Cost (CPI)

2021
400
Priority Prune
identified in
inventory +
Standard
Prunes
$13,700
$13,700

2021
450
Increase
pruning
capacity
based on
manpower
$15,400
$15,400

2023
500
Increase
pruning
capacity
based on
manpower
$17,150
$17,150

2024
550
Increase
pruning
capacity
based on
manpower
$18,850
$18,850

Milestones

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Notes
Cost (2019)
Cost (CPI)

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$85,445

2031-2040
100/year

2041-2050
100/year

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$98,262

Update
Inventory for
New
Removals
$74,300
$113,001

2024 2025-2030
2031-2040
2041-2050
140 160/year
175/year
185/year
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$40,000
$46,000
$52,900
$60,800

2020
350
Hazard and
Priority
Prunes +
Standard
Prunes
$12,000
$12,000

PRUNING

FORESTRY
CONSULTANT

2020
60
$28,000
$28,000

2024 2025-2030
100 100/year

Inventory
Inventory
Inventory
Inventory
Inventory
Updates / Risk Updates / Risk Updates / Risk Updates / Risk Updates / Risk
Management Management Management Management Management
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000

2025-2030
2031-2040
2041-2050
600/year avg 600/year avg 600/year avg
Cycle pruning Cycle pruning Cycle pruning
based on
based on
based on
inventory
inventory
inventory
updates
updates
updates
$20,575
$20,575
$20,575
$23,661
$27,210
$31,292

2025-2030
Reporting
Updates /
Inventory
Overhaul
$20,000
$23,000

2031-2040

2041-2050

Inventory
Inventory
Updates / Risk Updates / Risk
Management Management
$10,000
$10,000
$11,500
$13,225

TOTALS - 2019 $

$149,200

$130,000

$135,700

$141,450

$143,150

$213,375

$205,375

$207,375

TOTALS - CPI 3%

$149,200

$130,000

$135,700

$141,450

$143,150

$236,606

$250,372

$280,818

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024-2030

2031-2040

2041-2050

TOTALS

Milestones

ADMINISTRATIVE
(ONE TIME COSTS)
Notes
Cost (2019)
Cost (CPI)

Hire more
seasonal
forestry staff,
begin forestry
internship
program

Provide
Increased
Training for
staff to
increase
capacity

Provide
Increased
Training for
staff to
increase
capacity

Provide
Increased
Training for
staff to
increase
capacity

Provide
Increased
Training for
staff to
increase
capacity

$10,000
$10,000

$2,500
$2,500

$2,500
$2,500

$2,500
$2,500

$2,500
$2,500

Purchase
Hire second
additional
full time
bucket truck,
forestry staff chipper, and
Replace old
member to
other
equipment
work with
equipment to with newer,
seasonal and
increase
more efficient
part time staff
capacity
equipment

$40,000
$46,000

$70,000
$80,500

$100,000
$100,000
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Section 15- Summary / Conclusion
The mission of this Urban Forestry Management Plan is to create a more robust, diverse,
and resilient tree population within the Crystal Lake Park District system over a 30 year
time span. Throughout this document, the current status of the park district’s forestry
program has been discussed. Goals and milestones, both financial and programmatic
have been developed. These goals include high levels of species diversity, maintaining
a forestry program which decreases costs and maintains public safety, and involving
the public and other partner organizations in higher-level programs which benefit both
the urban forest, and the residents and businesses which reside within the park district.
This document is meant to be adaptively managed and will be reviewed and updated
as new information becomes available. As new pests and pathogens are introduced,
new trees are available for planting, new organizations and partners become
available, and staff changeover occurs, the goals will be reevaluated and adapted as
needed.
The effort that Crystal Lake Park District has put into community trees over the past 100
years has been considerable. Development, adoption, and implementation of this
Urban Forest Management Plan demonstrates a high level of commitment to the urban
forest, therefore to the health and welfare of park district residents.
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Appendix A: Acceptable and Unacceptable Species
Species not appearing on this list can be approved or disallowed by consensus of the
Tree Advisory Board, acting under the supervision of the Park District Arborist and/or
Forestry Consultant
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Appendix B: Balled and Burlapped Planting Detail
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Appendix C: Container Planting Tree Detail
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Appendix D: Tree Pruning Detail
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Appendix E: Tree Protection Detail
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Appendix F: ISA TRAQ (Tree Risk Assessment Qualification) Form
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APPENDIX G: Contract Formulation
Tree Maintenance Contract Formulation
Large-scale tree maintenance tasks will primarily be performed by a tree care
contractor. The following are guidelines to develop efficient and cost-effective
contractors for park district-wide tree trimming, tree removal, and stump
removal operations. Minimum requirements and capacities for contractors,
equipment, and employee qualifications will be established as part of the bid
documents for the various tasks and addressed by specific contract language.
Sample contracts are attached.
Tree Pruning
Contracts for pruning park district tree populations that have not been
maintained on a regular basis should concentrate on that segment of the
population that poses the most potential risk and/or that segment that will
benefit most from pruning operations. Once those situations have been
resolved, a cycle-pruning program should be established in order to improve
and maintain the urban forest. Updating the inventory regularly will identify trees
needing the most maintenance and in what year that maintenance should be
performed. This approach is a wise use of park district funds and manpower.
Contract Timing
While some trees respond best to pruning in a specific season, all trees may be
safely pruned during the dormant season. Dormant season pruning is usually
defined as December 1st through the end of March. Dormant season pruning
reduces the amount of material generated, minimizes the potential spread of
communicable disease, and allows superior access to trees by equipment and
workers. Contract completion may be extended or reduced depending on
weather conditions and response of trees to weather patterns.
Contract Length
Contracts may be let on an annual or multi-year basis. Each public agency will
have purchasing guidelines and procedures to determine what is allowable.
Multi-year contracts tend to provide greater efficiencies and therefore cost
savings to the park district. When managing multi-year contracts, the first year is
awarded to the lowest responsible bidder and subsequent years are awarded
after successful completion of the previous year.
Contract Specifications
All pruning shall follow the ANSI A300 (Part 1) - 2008 Pruning Standard and the
ISA’s Best Management Practices: Tree Pruning (2008) for crown cleaning, crown
thinning, crown raising, and structure development, or as amended. Contractors
will be supplied with lists of trees to be pruned based on information generated
by the inventory. Minimum numbers of trees pruned in given time frames, size
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class definition, and overall completion dates will be addressed by specific
contract language.
Tree Removal
Tree removal contracts are structured in a similar way to tree pruning contracts
but will address timing for completion of the work. Trees that pose the highest risk
should be addressed as a priority. These trees have been identified earlier in the
UFMP.
Budget
The budget for tree removal should ensure that sufficient funds are allocated to
remove high risk trees. These trees have been identified earlier in the UFMP. If
additional funds are available, priorities for removal should be guided by the
UFMP.
Contract Timing
High risk trees should be removed as soon as possible, providing that the
purchasing requirements of the park district have been met and all insurance
and signed contracts have been received. Specific time frames for removal will
be described in the contract documents.
Contract Length
AS discussed in the tree pruning section, contracts may be let annually or on a
multi-year basis. Purchasing guidelines of the park district will determine the most
appropriate contract length.
Contract Specifications
All equipment to be used and all work to be performed shall be in full
compliance with the most current revision of the ANSI Z133.1-2012 Safety
Requirements for Arboricultural Operations, or as amended. Minimum numbers
of trees to be removed, specific time frames, and overall completion dates will
be quantified, and addressed by specific contract language.
Stump Removal
Stump removal contracts are structured in a similar manner to tree pruning and
tree removal contracts. Stump removal and restoration should occur as close to
the date of removal of the tree as possible and are often part of the tree
removal contract. The Contract will specify the removal all tree stumps and
buttress roots to a point eight inches (8") below the adjacent ground level. and
removal of all surface and sufficient subsurface roots as may be necessary to
eliminate "humps" in the area adjacent to the stump. The area then shall be
restored with topsoil to the level of the adjoining grade and seeded.
Budget
The budget for stump removal should ensure that sufficient funds are allocated
to remove stumps as the trees are removed.
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Contract Timing
Existing stumps should be removed as soon as possible, and those generated by
the removal contract shall be ground and restored as the removal contract
progresses.
Contract Length
Contracts may be let on an annual or multi-year basis. The stump removal and
restoration contract may be let in conjunction with, or separate from, the
removal contract. If a single contractor submits the low quote on both
operations, that contractor may be awarded both contracts. Park district
purchasing guidelines and procedures will dictate the contract details.
Contract Specifications
All equipment to be used and all work to be performed shall be in full
compliance with the most current revision of the ANSI Z133.1-2012 Safety
Requirements for Arboricultural Operations, or as amended. Site appearance,
disposal of grindings, backfilling, and seeding specifications will be addressed by
specific contract language.
APPENDIX H: Urban Timber Harvesting
Log Removal Specification for Urban Timber Harvesting
This tree removal standard shall not take precedence over applicable
industry safe work practices and shall be implemented by a qualified arborist,
urban forest manager, and /or practitioner who, through related training or
on-the-job experience, or both, are familiar with the standards, practices and
hazards of recovering urban forest products and the equipment used in such
operations. Additionally:
-

-

-

-

Logs shall be felled to obtain minimum 8’, 10’, or 12’ lengths with an
additional 6” of trim on each log to a minimum diameter of 11” inside the
bark. Maximum log length shall be 20’6”.
If a tree must be removed in sections, every effort should be made to
retain the lowest log, at the longest possible length that can be safely
felled.
Branches should be trimmed flush with the bole/trunk, root flares should be
trimmed flush with the bole/trunk, and the ends of the log should be
square.
Logs shall be flush cut with no crotches or splits. All obvious defects such as
decay, large holes, and rot shall be removed.
Logs with significant sweep shall be cut in order to eliminate as much
sweep as possible while yielding the longest possible straight logs to
ensure logs are flush for proper milling.
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APPENDIX I: PLANT HEALTH CARE APPLICATIONS AND SAFETY
Pests and Applications
The Crystal Lake Park District recognizes the following pests and pathogens to be
among those which may warrant treatment during the growing season to
maintain trees health, aesthetics, and benefits provide to the community.
Emerald Ash Borer (EAB)
EAB is an insect pest that affects all species of the Ash tree genus (Fraxinus) in
the United States. The insects kill the tree by chewing through the It kills the tree
cambium tissue which effectively girdles the tree, causing it to not be able to
get nutrients and water up to its leaves. This results in tree death several years
after infestation.
Treatment for Emerald Ash Borer involves either a direct trunk injection of
insecticide concentrate or a soil drench (root application) with insecticide and
fertilizers or at times a combination of both. This insecticide in combination with
fertilizer both kills the larval stage beetles, as well as provides the tree with
additional nutrients to be able to heal the beetle damage.
Zimmerman Pine Moth
Zimmerman Pine Moth (ZPM) attacks most Pine species, but Austrian and Scotch
Pines are particularly susceptible. The female ZPM lays eggs in midsummer near
the edges of previous wounds. The larvae overwinter and begin feeding the
following spring. They first feed on the bark and then bore into the cambium. The
tunneling girdles the branches and causes dieback. After several years of
damage, the trunk may weaken and break off. Signs of infestation include large
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masses of frass and resin in the branch whorl area on the
trunk. These masses are often off-white or yellowish (see
photo).
To control ZPM, apply an insecticide to the trunk and
branches in early spring during larval activity and again
in midsummer during egg-laying. Remove dead trees
promptly, as they can serve as hosts and a center of
infestation.
Diplodia Tip Blight
Many Pine species can be infected by Diplodia Tip Blight
(DTB), but in our region Austrian and Scotch Pine are the
most susceptible. DTB is more likely to occur when trees
are stressed and near infected susceptible species. The
disease first appears as browning of needles at the tips of
shoots (see photo). Needles are often shorter than
normal, and sometimes droplets exude from infected
needles. Small black fruiting bodies of the fungus can be
seen at the base of needles. Fruiting bodies also form on scales of seed cones
and on bark of infected shoots. Often the damage appears in the lower part of
the tree but shoots throughout the tree may show damage. Repeated infection
of branch tips results in deformed tree growth and loss of vitality. The fungus can
also cause cankers, with excessive and obvious sap exudate.
Management of DTB includes not planting susceptible trees near mature
infected Pines. On infected trees, remove any dead or cankered wood and
cones. Mulch and water as needed to reduce stress. Fungicide spray requires
three timely applications: 1) when buds begin to elongate/swell 2) just before
the new needles begin to emerge from the fascicle sheath, and 3) 10 to 14 days
later. Lastly, consider avoiding the use of the most susceptible Pines in
landscape plantings.
Apple Scab
Apple Scab is a complex fungus that affects most species of Crab Apples, as
well as some Serviceberries, Hawthorns, and Pears. It is often found alongside a
very similar and related fungus called Cedar Apple
Rust. This fungus infects the leaves and fruits of these
trees and often they lose their leaves and become
entirely defoliated by the early summer. Though rarely if
ever fatal, CLPD parks contain many of all of these
species, resulting in a very poor aesthetic when there
are many small ornamental trees that appear nearly
dead in the middle of August.
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Control of Apple Scab is very similar for control of Diplodia Tip Blight and involves
3 applications of fungicide: 1) When buds begin to break in spring 2) Two weeks
later when tree has half of its leaf emerged 3) Two weeks after that just before or
during flowering. Cultural treatments are also effective such as raking up dead
leaves so spores have nowhere to live.
Other Potential Pests and Disorders May Include
PEST/PATHOGEN
Dutch Elm Disease
Thousand Cankers
Disease
Japanese Beetle
Iron / Manganese
Chlorosis
Scale Insect
Bur Oak Blight
Oak Wilt

AFFECTED
SPECIES
American Elm
Walnut Species
Linden, Birch,
Others
Maples, Birches,
Others
Many
Burr Oak
Red Oak Family

TREATMENT
Fungicide infusion at the root flare with large
water volume
None known yet, possible fungicide injection
Leaf spray of diluted insecticide during flight
season
Soil or trunk injection of Iron and Manganese
Spray or trunk injection with insecticide
Fungicide injection in trunk
Root trenching / fungicide injection

Pesticide Safety
When applying any Plant Health Care application to any public site, Crystal
Lake Park District shall observe the following:
1. Marking of the site to be sprayed or applied to with white flags or other
signage clearly allowing park patrons to know what is being applied.
2. Chemicals shall only be applied by a licensed Illinois Department of
Agriculture Operator or Applicator, who is wearing the appropriate
personal protective equipment based on the label of what is being
applied to the site.
3. Chemicals shall be applied at the label rate for the pest or pathogen
being controlled, and in keeping with the manufacturer’s instructions, and
shall be stored in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.
4. Aerial sprays shall not be applied when the wind speed or wind gusts
exceed 15 miles per hour during the day, in order to avoid overspray
5. No chemical applications shall be performed when temperatures exceed
85 degrees Fahrenheit, in order to avoid volatilization of chemicals
resulting in non-target organisms being affected.
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6. All personal protective equipment and application equipment shall be
maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and
applicable ANSI standards for such equipment.
7. Tanks shall be triple rinsed when switching between applications and only
approved tank mixes shall be acceptable when multiple chemicals are
being mixed.
8. Care shall be taken by all employees to wash hands and clothes as
needed to avoid unnecessary exposure to any chemicals.
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Report to the Board From: Jason Herbster
Date: June 9, 2020
FOIA Requests
The below FOIA requests were received this past month and fulfilled with the exception
of the last one. Staff was not able to locate any documentation regarding the request
for information on the Little League PA system.
Jason,
I hope you and your family are in good health. My name is Rick Polster with Regal Business Machines
and I'd like to request copies of current copier contracts for both the lease and the maintenance as well
as any recent maintenance invoices. I’m also looking for any IT contracts as well.
This helps us see current costs & estimated end of term dates so I know when to reach back out to you
as well as to be able to calculate in advance an approximate savings to see how much money we can
save you at the proper time.
Thank you very much.
You can reach me at 847-217-8782 or via email at polsterr@regal-biz.com.
Much appreciated!
Rick Polster
Regal Business Machines
847-217-8782
Name

Mary Beth Euker

Address

895 Interlaken Dr.
Lake Zurich, IL 60047
United States

Email

Marybetheuker@gmail.com

Daytime Phone Number

2242134983

Phone

(224) 213-4983

Description of Request

Any and all documents regarding the snow fencing installed at the
Crystal Lake Beaches in 2020 including but not limited to:
Discussion/Voting at any meeting/Meeting minutes
Complaints issued regarding beaches
Complaints made regarding breaching the snow fencing to enter
the lake

Email

marybetheuker@gmail.com

Name

Dianne Miller

Address

1274 Thornwood Lane
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
United States

Email

dianne.keith@sbcglobal.net

Daytime Phone Number

8474771037

Phone

(847) 477-1037
I would like a copy of the Park Board January 16, 2020 meeting
minutes please.

Description of Request

Also I would like copies of any and all correspondence or
communication between the Crystal Lake Park District and the
Crystal Lake Soccer Federation regarding the overnight annual
soccer tournament the Soccer Federation has proposed. Their
proposal is dated January 3, 2020 and was part of the January 16,
2020 Crystal Lake Park District Board meeting.

Email

dianne.keith@sbcglobal.net

Name

Dianne Miller

Address

1274 Thornwood Lane
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
United States

Email

dianne.keith@sbcglobal.net

Daytime Phone Number

8474771037

Phone

(847) 477-1037

Description of Request

I would like any and all information regarding the approval of the
PA system at the baseball fields in Lippold Park.
Thank you!

Email

mrsdianne.miller@outlook.com

Follow Up/Outstanding Items
 The Racket Club opened on June 7 and lessons and open play are under
way. So far, so good.


Boat rentals at Main Beach began June 8. A new on-line reservation system was
implemented and handled 12 rentals on opening day.



Camps – District 47 has allowed the CLPD to use two schools for camps giving us
a total of 4 sites. Camps will take place at Woodscreek, Glacier Ridge, Rotary
Building and Main Beach. Camps will begin on July 6.



Boncosky complex – baseball teams eager to get back to playing are now
practicing at Lippold Park’s Boncosky complex, practicing proper social

distancing, etc. These are all rental groups, so we are able to generate some
revenue during a time we did not think we would be able to.


Nature Center – While the Nature Center must remain closed, staff will be hosting
some pop up events this week in the parks. These events will be promoted
through social media.



Family Golf Learning Center – Staff is in the process of preparing the Family Golf
Learning Center for a June 15 opening. The ability to cut grass on the driving
range still presents a challenge due to excessive amount of water.



Main Beach – early Friday June 5, 2020, the County Health Department informed
us that it was likely we could open the beach during phase 3 and that the details
would be available later in the day. At 11pm Friday, we received the specifics
from the IDPH and beaches are NOT able to open during phase 3. We are
anticipating that beaches will be able to open during phase 4 so we are
planning accordingly. Staff will be hired and training will begin shortly with an
anticipated opening date of June 29 – a week earlier than we originally
planned. Much is still unknown such as can we have more than 50 people in the
swim area, etc. This type of information will likely be given to us right as we move
into phase 4 and we will have to respond accordingly.

Back to work Procedures
Staff have spent a considerable amount of time developing back to work procedures
based on the Restore Illinois Plan and guidelines, as well as CDC, IDPH, and County
Health Department guidelines. Best practices from PDRMA, numerous Human Resource
Management Resources, the American Camping Association and the United States
Tennis Association have also contributed to the process. The leadership team meets
two times a week to specifically cover this topic to share ideas, learn of the latest
developments and provide updates specific to their area. Each area of the Park
District has developed a written plan for their area to open to include things like social
distancing, ratios of people allowed and for what purpose, cleaning, etc. that has been
reviewed by their Department Head, Human Resources and the Executive Director. The
plans have been excellent and well thought out. Areas that have put together these
plans are Park Services, Administration, The Racket Club, Camps and the Nature
Center. The beaches and Family Golf Learning Center plans are in the process of being
developed.
Back to Work Training
As staff prepare to come back to work, they will be trained on new items specific to
COVID-19. Human Resources Manager Olas has put together a training that is general
for all staff coming back to work at the CLPD. Each area will have some detailed
training for their areas. This past Sunday, The Racket Club staff were trained and the
process went very smooth.

NISRA Board Meeting
I attended the monthly NISRA Board meeting via zoom on May 20, 2020. Topics of
interest included the election of officers for fiscal year 20/21(Dave Peterson of Dundee
Township Park District will serve as President), fiscal year 20/21 committee work plans,
approval of the updated agency organizational chart, review of the ADA transition
plan and review of the Agency Articles of Agreement.
Webinar - Rules for Holding Virtual Open Meetings During Phase 3
On June 4, 2020, I attended an IAPD webinar on the rules of holding virtual meetings
during Phase 3 of the Restore Illinois plan. It was an informative webinar but much of it
reviewed Open Meeting Act items that we currently practice and must abide by.
There is pending legislation on the Governor’s desk pertaining to this topic and there will
be more information on changes to come in the near future.
Legislative Update
#28-2020 -- May 26, 2020
TO: IAPD Members
FROM: Peter Murphy, Esq., CAE, IOM, IAPD President and CEO
Jason Anselment, IAPD General Counsel
RE: Spring Session Concludes

The General Assembly returned to Springfield last week for an unusual special session where
the Senate met at the Capitol and the House met down the street from IAPD’s offices at the
convention center. The session was originally scheduled for three days, but business spilled
into a fourth day until lawmakers adjourned in the early morning hours on Sunday.
Although the number of bills that were under consideration was very limited due to the
unusual circumstances, there is still plenty of news to report.
State Budget
As you know from our first Legislative Update on Sunday morning, with your help we were
able to save the OSLAD grant program from a total sweep of funds for the upcoming fiscal
year that begins on July 1.
We want to congratulate all of you again for your efforts and for having your voices heard. A
sweep of OSLAD funds would have been devastating to the long-term viability of the OSLAD
grant program and would have left no opportunity for OSLAD grants during the upcoming
fiscal year.

Instead the capital budget, HB 64 (Hoffman, J. / Harmon, D.), includes $29 million for new
OSLAD grants and the necessary reappropriations for existing OSLAD grants as well as other
programs like PARC and the Public Museum grant program.
All new and existing member initiative money is also contained in HB 64 (Hoffman, J. /
Harmon, D.). SB 264 (Harmon, D. / Harris, G.) contains the state operations budget, and HB
357 (Harris, G. / Harmon, D.) is the budget implementation bill (BIMP).
Eligibility for Federal Pass through Funds
Your efforts in response to our Legislative Alert on May 15 resulted in language within HB 357
(Harris, G. / Harmon, D.). that makes all units of government, including park districts and
forest preserves, eligible for future state programs that pass through federal funding.
This was a critical first step for eligibility for any possible future funding as this legislation
simply provides a mechanism for passing through federal funds. DCEO is given the authority
to set emergency rules to administer the programs to distribute these funds subject to existing
and future federal restrictions. As we have previously reported, federal funding does not
currently allow the state to utilize any of its pass-through funds for units of local government to
replace lost revenues as the funds are restricted to necessary expenditures incurred due to
the COVID-19 public health emergency.
As we have previously indicated, future federal funding for special districts like park districts
cannot be guaranteed, however, we will continue to do all we can to advocate on behalf of the
membership and urge NPRA to ensure funding for special districts for lost revenues and other
programs.
It is important that you continue to communicate with your legislators about your
agency’s financial needs and urge them to insist that the Governor’s Office and DCEO
include park districts (or your agency type) when distributing funding for which all
local governments are eligible. The discussion points in our May 15 Legislative Alert
will assist you in your conversations.
As the Governor’s proposed OSLAD sweep indicates, it is critical that your legislators
serve as a check and balance on the executive branch even when lawmakers are not in
session.
We encourage you to track your agency’s COVID-19 related expenses for purposes of any
future DCEO program or eligibility under the IEMA Public Assistance Program that we have
discussed in prior updates.
Property Taxes
The issue of property tax relief received much discussion during the special session, with a
number of detrimental ideas being floated. Ultimately, only one bill was approved.
SB 685 (Koehler, D. / Zalewski, M.) clarifies that county boards outside of Cook have the
option to approve a waiver of some or all of the interest penalty for delinquent tax payments
except the final installment of property taxes that are payable this year. The bill restricts the
waiver to a period of (i) 120 days after the bill becomes law or (ii) until the first day of the first
month during which there is no longer a statewide COVID-19 public health emergency, as
evidenced by an effective disaster declaration of the Governor.

The bill also automatically extends certain exemptions for persons with disabilities and seniors
for one year without the need for those persons to re-apply and delays the annual tax sale that
would ordinarily be held in calendar year 2020 in counties other than Cook to no earlier than
(i) 120 days after the date the bill becomes law or (2) until the first day of the first month during
which there is no longer a statewide COVID-19 public health emergency, as evidenced by an
effective disaster declaration of the Governor covering all counties in the State.
Open Meetings Act
SB 2135 (Sims, E., Jr. / Burke, K.) makes a number of important changes to various laws.
First, the bill amends the Open Meetings Act and sets new statutory rules for how an open
meeting may be conducted by audio or video conference, without the physical presence of a
quorum of the members, during certain disaster declarations.
If signed by the Governor as expected, the Open Meetings Act will specifically allow public
bodies to meet remotely without the physical presence of a quorum of the members if:
(1) the Governor or the IDPH Director has issued a disaster declaration related to public
health concerns, and all or part of the jurisdiction of the public body is covered by the disaster
area;
(2) the head of the public body as defined in the Freedom of Information Act determines that
an in-person meeting under the Act is not practical or prudent because of a disaster;
3) all members of the body participating in the meeting, wherever their physical location, are
verified and can hear one another and can hear all discussion and testimony;
(4) for open meetings, members of the public present at the regular meeting location of the
body can hear all discussion and testimony and all votes of the members of the body, unless
attendance at the regular meeting location is not feasible due to the disaster, including the
issued disaster declaration, in which case the public body must make alternative
arrangements and provide the required notice of such alternative arrangements in a manner
to allow the public access to contemporaneously hear all discussion, testimony, and roll call
votes, such as by offering a telephone number or a web-based link;
(5) at least one member of the body, chief legal counsel, or chief administrative officer is
physically present at the regular meeting location, unless unfeasible due to the disaster,
including the issued disaster declaration; and
(6) all votes are conducted by roll call, so each member's vote on each issue can be identified
and recorded.
(7) Except in the event of a bona fide emergency, 48 hours' notice must be given of a meeting
to be held pursuant to this Section. Notice shall be given to all members of the public body,
shall be posted on the website of the public body, and shall also be provided to any news
media who has requested notice of meetings. If the public body declares a bona fide
emergency: (A) Notice shall be given pursuant to the Act, and the presiding officer shall state
the nature of the emergency at the beginning of the meeting; (B) The public body must comply
with the verbatim recording requirements set forth in Section 2.06 of the Act.

(8) Each member of the body participating in a meeting by audio or video conference for a
meeting held pursuant to this Section is considered present at the meeting for purposes of
determining a quorum and participating in all proceedings.
(9) In addition to the requirements for open meetings under Section 2.06, public bodies
holding open meetings under this subsection must also keep a verbatim record of all their
meetings in the form of an audio or video recording. Verbatim records made under this
paragraph (9) must be made available to the public under, and are otherwise subject to, the
provisions of Section 2.06.
(10) The public body must bear all costs associated with compliance.
Free Museum, Aquarium and Zoo Days
SB 2135 also temporarily changes the annual free days under the Park District Aquarium and
Museum Act and the Cook County Forest Preserve District Act by aggregating the total
number of free days that must be offered between the effective date of the Act and June 30,
2022 to a total of 52 free days during that period, with 6 being provided during the period from
June through August, 2021. The Forest Preserve Zoological Parks Act contains a similar, but
not identical, change that reduces the number of free days from the current one a week to one
for every two weeks.
Statements of Economic Interest
SB 2135 also temporarily suspends the May 1 deadline for filing Statements of Economic
Interest until August 1, 2020.
Changes to Labor Laws
HB 2455 (Hoffman, J. / Holmes, L.) makes a number of important changes to labor laws
including the Workers' Occupational Diseases Act and the Unemployment Insurance Act that
are related to COVID-19-related claims, benefits and employer contributions, including some
changes that were required to allow the State to access $2.2 billion in federal funding. The bill
was agreed to by both business and labor.
The Governor is expected to sign all of these measures, but he must do so before they
become law.
__________
As the state begins the process of reopening, we remain steadfast in our efforts to support our
member agencies. Developments in recent days demonstrate that your advocacy efforts
matter, and we encourage you to stay in touch with your legislators throughout the summer
months.
IAPD continues to work behind the scenes to make recommendations and provide input on
reopening guidance. As we indicated in our second Legislative Update on Sunday morning,
while the new Phase 3 Guidance provides the most specific details to date, it does not
address every scenario imaginable.
We continue to work with the Governor’s Office, DCEO, IDPH and other state agencies to
obtain clear and official guidance to address these topics. However, please continue to
understand that these are not normal times and patience is required as we work to get official
answers upon which you can rely.

Report to the Board from:
Jenny Leech, Marketing Manager, Jacqui Weber, Marketing Coordinator
Date: June 11, 2020
Media Releases
Much of the focus of communication in the absence of programming has been on
operation updates. Here are press releases from May 1 to date:
 Aquatic Herbicide Treatments of Non-Native Species on June 8
 Summer Day Camp Registration Now Open
 Operations Update June 1
 Summer Digital Activity Guide Released-Registration Now Open
 Operations Update May 21
 2020-2021 Proposed Budget Available for Review
 Operations Update: May 1
ADVERTISING
Staff made adjustments to planned ads with the Northwest Herald due to program/event
cancellations.
May-June 2020
NWH
May 26
June 2
June 9
June 16

Registration open
Wedding Ceremonies at West Beach
Tennis
Golf

DIGITAL MEDIA MONITORS
No new messages are running due to facility closures.

We have started messages back up at the Lippold Golf Center and The Racket Club in preparation
for reopening to limited public access.
PARK REPORT NEWSLETTER
The summer edition of the Park Report has been sent to the printer. The anticipated delivery date to
all residences in 60012 and 60014 zip codes. We hope that the Park Report continues to be an
excellent communication tool. We have found that people who may not think the activity guide
contains information relative will read the 4 page newsletter for updates about the Park District.

SUMMER CAMP GUIDE-DIGITAL ONLY
SUMMER ACTIVITY GUIDE –DIGITAL ONLY
The reformatted digital camp guide went live on June 2.
The digital only summer guide went live on May 22.
For comparison, here are the stats of the first month of the summer 2019 activity guide:

Launch Date: 12/1/19
Metrics Start Date
Metrics End Date

2020 SUMMER
LIFETIME
5/22/2020
6/9/2020

SUMMER 2019
MAY
5/1/2019
5/31/2019

SUMMER CAMP
LIFETIME
6/2/2020
6/9/2020

1,584
2,215
40,296
18
5 mins 18 secs
284
3
53

2,730
4,110
53,375
13
5 mins 09 secs
622
4
252

421
561
2,072
4
2 mins 47 secs
156
3

Unique Visitors
Issue Views
Page Views
Pages per Session
Average Session Duration
Links Clicked
Social Shares
Search Queries

Top Search Queries
dance
zumba
chess
senior
tennis
Top Traffic Sources
other
crystallakeparks.org
facebook
crystallakeparks.org/news/summerguide
theracketclub.org
crystallakeparks.org/registration
crystallakeparks.org/faq-covid-19operations
crystallakeparks.org/tennis

Sessions
869
754
301
85
49
23
22
12

PARK DISTRICT E-NEWS LETTER
Coronavirus Update emails
We continue to send operations updates to our enewsletter subscribers list. We are seeing an
open rate on each email of about 50-54% which is exceptional. Racket Club and Dance
are also staying in touch with their program participants and members via the enewsletter
system. We created individual sign up lists of customers who wished to be notified via email
of Day Camp updates and Beach updates. As soon as the digital camp guide was
available, a link was provided immediately to the camp subscriber list.
WEBSITE ANALYTICS
YEAR OVER YEAR STATS PLUS Jan 1 to Dec 31, 2018 & 2019
Sessions= 16.8275% increase from 2018 to 2019
Users= 20.1186% increase from 2018 to 2019
New users=15.3835% increase from 2018 to 2019
Jan 1, 2019-Dec 31, 2019

Sessions
219,853

Users
128,384

Page Views
467,849

Pages per sess.
2.13

Avg. Duration
02:05

Jan 1, 2018-Dec 31, 2018

188,186

106,881

405,473

2.15

02:06

% New user
126,136
79.5%
104,780
79.5%

WEBSITE ANALYTICS Month by Month
As we go into the 2nd period of Covid-19 operations, website traffic remained fairly stable April-current. This is
encouraging that people continue to visit during this time for information, despite the absence of programs
and events during this time. In 2019, the April-May time frame included the release of the summer activity
guide. The 2020 numbers below are significantly decreased from 2019 due to current operations and the
delayed release of the summer guide.
Sessions
18,384
17,554

Users
11,790
11,381

Page Views
41,526
39,361

Pages per sess.
2.26
2.24

Avg. Duration
02:25
02:16

% New user

Jan 1-Feb 12, 2020
Jan 1-Feb 12, 2019
Feb 1-Mar 12, 2020
Feb 1-Mar 12, 2019

17,505
16,953

11,373
11,095

39.023
38, 066

2.23
2.25

02:16
02:21

10,085 (76.3%)
9498 (74.5%)

Mar 1-Apr 7, 2020
Mar 1-Apr 7, 2019

12,571
18,744

8497
12,689

25,271
41,500

2.01
2.21

01:51
02:12

7525 (77.6%)
10895 (75.5%)

Apr 1-May 13, 2020
Apr 1-May 13, 2019

12,790
27,398

8978
17,552

24,959
59,748

1.95
2.18

01:42
02:16

8043 (81.1%)
15435 (76%)

May 1-Jun 10, 2020
May 1-Jun 10, 2019

23,294
34295

16,338
21,376

46,277
73, 534

1.99
2.14

01:42
02:19

15,430 (81%)
18,844 (74%)

10,606 (76.5%)
9,846 (75.3%)

Top 10 Page by Page views (May 1-June 10, 2020)

Website Search Terms (both website searches and Rec Trac searches),
Unique search is the total number of times site search was used. This excludes multiple
searches on the same keyword during the same session.
Site Search May 1-June 10, 2020

.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Crystal Lake Park District General Social Media
Facebook Likes: 8555 (up 99), Twitter Followers: 376(up 6), Instagram Followers: 1587 (up 40)
Crystal Lake Main Beach: up 37 to 2405
Veteran Acres: up 43 to 1206
Lippold Park: up 5 to 477
Barlina Likes: up 1 to 145
Colonel Palmer House Likes: up 4 to 137
The Nature Center Likes: up 47 to 593
Main Beach Pavilion: same at 499
The Racket Club Likes: up 5 to 578
The Racket Club Twitter: same at 104
COMPARISON TO OTHER FACEBOOK PAGES

Other Marketing – Programs
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Managing Coronavirus messaging
Updating website
Updating fluxuating seasonal brochure
Preparing Park Report for mid-June distribution
Created ads, slides and other messaging

Other Marketing – Facilities
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Managing Coronovirus messaging
Designed signs for various properties
Consolidating signage at Lippold Park
Started design of new trail post markers for VA Trail project
Order apparel for beach staff
Ordered apparel for Golf Center
Created new signage for Golf Center; updated Course signage etc.
Changed out marketing window box at Racket Club

Report to the Board from: Erik Jakubowski, Superintendent of Park Services
Date: June 5, 2020
Overview of park projects and work performed for the month of May:


Staff worked on the following as well as general custodial and
maintenance.

Grounds:





Mowing
Storm damage clean-up/broken branches and fallen trees
District wide grounds clean-up
Apply pre-emergent to perennial beds

Maintenance:






Check all buildings during COVID-19 shutdown
Fence off playground and beach areas at Main
Remove outdoor sign at Administration
Installation of sneeze guards at Facilities
Turn off all water fountains district wide

Break down of hours Park Services: May 2019 and May 2020
YEAR (NOTES APPLY TO 2019)
BUILDING MAINTENANCE: 2020 - COVID cleaning by custodians
MAINTENANCE:
GROUNDS:
CUSTODIAL:
MOWING:
TRASH PICKUP:
VANDALISM:
IRRIGATION:
WATER LEVEL READINGS: Lake sampling (Hey & Associates)
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE:
TRUCK MAINTENANCE:
MISCELLANEOUS: Hanging banners/All staff meeting/Picnic table
repairs & painting
RECREATION: Set up beaches/cardboard pickup/misc.
RECYCLING:
SPECIAL EVENTS: Stuff the duffle
AFFILIATE GROUPS:
SAFETY TRAINING:
Weekly Hours
Weekend / Holiday Hours / Includes weekend inspections
Custodial Weekend / Holiday
Weekend / Holiday hours
Inspection Hours: (week days only)
BUILDINGS
GROUNDS & DOG PARK GROUNDS
PLAYGROUNDS / TENNIS COURTS / EXERCISE EQUIPMENT/SPLASH
PADS
BATTING CAGES / DAILY
SKATE PARK
TOTAL INSPECTION HOURS
TOTAL HOURS / MONTH

2019
110.50
646.50
816.50
567.50
547.00
124.00
0.50
8.50
3.00
73.00
96.00

2020
34.00
655.00
378.00
348.50
850.50
134.00
0.00
35.00
0.00
69.00
52.00

116.50

35.00

239.00
11.00

0.00
0.00

5.00

0.00

0.00
8.00
3,372.50

0.00
1.00
2,592.00

97.00
95.50
192.50

51.50
37.50
89.00

34.50
30.00

48.00
35.00

36.00

36.50

11.00

0.00

11.00
122.50

10.00
129.50

3,687.50

2,810.50

BUILDING MAINTENANCE / CONSTRUCTION & PAINTING (Inspections & trash pick-up
hours are noted in black also)
MAINTENANCE: CUSTODIAL: GROUNDS: MOWING: VANDALISM: WEEKEND

ADMINISTRATION CENTER:

0.00

BUTTERNUT PRESERVE:

MAINTENANCE

96.50

MAINTENANCE

1.00

CUSTODIAL

57.00

GROUNDS

0.50

GROUNDS

4.50

MOWING

8.00

MOWING

9.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

Building inspection

2.00

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

Grounds inspection

0.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
0.00

169.50

ASBURY PARK:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

0.50

MOWING

4.00

Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

13.50
3.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

CANTERBURY:
0.50

MAINTENANCE

0.00

0.50

GROUNDS

3.50

TRASH PICK UP

3.00

MOWING

VANDALISM

0.00

Grounds inspection

15.00
0.50

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

8.50

4.50

2.00

TRASH PICK UP

1.00

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00
1.00

BRIGHTON OAKS:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.00

MOWING

13.00
0.50

Grounds inspection

Playground inspection

Playground inspection

1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

CRESS CREEK PROPERTY:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

MOWING

4.00

VANDALISM

0.00

Grounds inspection

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

4.00

24.50

22.00
3.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

5.00

DELLA STREET PARK:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.50

MOWING

9.00

FOUR COLONIES:

Grounds inspection

0.50

Playground inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

4.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

MAINTENANCE

2.50

GROUNDS

19.50

MOWING

27.00
0.50

Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

16.00
4.00

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00

1.00

54.00

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

2.00

GRAND OAKS:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

4.00

CUSTODIAL

8.00

GROUNDS

1.00

MOWING

5.50

0.00
0.00
0.50
1.00

FEINBERG PARK:
MAINTENANCE

3.50

GROUNDS

1.00

MOWING

17.00
0.50

Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

1.00

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
FETZNER PARK:
MAINTENANCE
GROUNDS
MOWING
Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

26.50
1.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

0.00
2.50
34.00
0.50
0.50
4.50
0.00

42.00
1.00
2.00
0.00
0.50
1.00

Building inspection

1.50

Grounds inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

24.00
3.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

HAMPTON PARK:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.00

MOWING

9.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

10.50

HIDDEN POND:

INDIAN PRAIRIE:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

MAINTENANCE

2.00

GROUNDS

1.00

GROUNDS

3.00

MOWING

0.00

MOWING
Building inspection

20.00
1.00

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

TOTAL HOURS:

1.50

TOTAL HOURS:

26.50

HILLFARM:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

3.00

KEN BIRD

GROUNDS

1.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

17.00
1.00

GROUNDS

5.50

MOWING

31.00
0.50

MOWING
Building inspection

Barn

Grounds inspection

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

0.50

Grounds inspection

3.00

Playground inspection

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

5.50

VANDALISM

0.00

25.50

TOTAL HOURS:
BARLINA HOUSE:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

6.50

CUSTODIAL

3.50

GROUNDS

0.00

Building inspection

1.50

Playground inspection

0.50

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

1.00

43.50
2.00
2.00
0.00
0.50
1.00

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

KNAACK PARK

VANDALISM

0.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.50

MOWING

14.00
0.50

TOTAL HOURS:

12.00

POLICE HOUSE:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

2.50

CUSTODIAL

5.00

GROUNDS

1.00

Building inspection

Playground inspection

1.00

TRASH PICK UP

1.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Grounds inspection

11.00

2.00

TRASH PICK UP

3.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

21.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
1.00

LADD PARK

LIPPOLD PARK

MAINTENANCE

2.00

MAINTENANCE

8.50

GROUNDS

2.50

GROUNDS

74.00

MOWING

17.00
0.50

MOWING / MISC. WEEK

105.00
1.00

Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

0.50

Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

2.00
0.50

TRASH PICK UP

2.00

Exercise equipment inspection

VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

5.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

24.50

TOTAL HOURS:

1.00
0.00

Trash pick up weekend hrs.

0.00

0.00

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00

1.00
0.00

LAPINS PARK
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.00

MOWING

14.00
0.50

Grounds inspection

211.00

Playground inspection

1.50

WEEKEND HRS.

0.00
3.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
15.00

LIPPOLD BATTING CAGES:

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

MAINTENANCE

17.00

VANDALISM

0.00

GROUNDS

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

20.50

Inspections

0.00

2.50

TRASH PICK UP

1.25

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

0.00
0.00
1.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

18.25
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.25
0.00

LIPPOLD BONCOSKY
COMPLEX

0.00

MAINTENANCE

12.00

GOLF LEARNING CENTER

6.00

CUSTODIAL

3.75

MAINTENANCE

35.50

GROUNDS

2.50

GROUNDS

12.00

MOWING

13.00
2.00

MOWING

7.00

Building inspection

IRRIGATION

4.00

IRRIGATION

16.00

0.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

0.00

Building inspection

TOTAL HOURS:

49.25

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
2.50

67.00

MINI GOLF

LIPPOLD DOG PARK:
MAINTENANCE

6.00

MAINTENANCE

3.50

GROUNDS

0.00

GROUNDS

5.00

MOWING

VANDALISM

0.00

Grounds inspection

2.00
14.50

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

20.00

DISC GOLF:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

0.00

MOWING

12.00

TRASH PICK UP

4.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

16.00

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

2.50

LIPPOLD FOOTBALL FIELDS
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
MOWING
Building inspection
IRRIGATION
TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
2.00
0.00
0.00
4.00

0.00
0.00
1.50
0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

8.50

LACROSS
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

0.00

MOWING

10.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00

10.00

LIPPOLD LITTLE LEAGUE

0.00

MAINTENANCE

1.00

GROUNDS

0.00

MOWING

10.50

IRRIGATION

0.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

0.50
0.00

Building inspection
TOTAL HOURS:

1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

7.00

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.50

12.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00

LIPPOLD MICKEY SUND
FIELDS

LIPPOLD STORAGE
COMPOUND

0.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

MAINTENANCE

11.00

GROUNDS

6.50

GROUNDS

37.50

MOWING

11.50

0.00

IRRIGATION

15.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

0.00

Building inspection

TOTAL HOURS:

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00

0.00
2.00

50.50

33.00

LIPPOLD SKATE PARK:

MAIN BEACH

2.50

MAINTENANCE

138.50

MAINTENANCE

0.00

CUSTODIAL

68.00

GROUNDS

0.00

GROUNDS

29.50

MOWING

5.00
10.00

MOWING

Inspections

Building inspection

24.50
1.50

TRASH PICK UP

1.25

Grounds inspection

0.50

VANDALISM

0.00

Playground inspection

1.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

TRASH PICK UP

6.00

1.00

VANDALISM

0.00

0.00

WATER READINGS:

0.00

16.25

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
0.25

Trash pick up weekend hrs.

0.00

0.00

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00

LIPPOLD SOCCER FIELDS

0.00

MAINTENANCE

2.00

CUSTODIAL

29.00

GROUNDS

0.00

MOWING

30.50

IRRIGATION

0.00

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM

1.50

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

0.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
1.00
7.00
7.00

0.00

Building inspection
TOTAL HOURS:

286.00

1.00

MAINTENANCE GARAGE

25.50

MAINTENANCE

0.50

1.00

GROUNDS

1.00

0.00

23.00

0.00

MOWING
VANDALISM

0.50

Building inspection

69.00

0.00
0.00
5.00

TOTAL HOURS:
SAFETY TRAINING:
EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE:
TRUCK MAINTENANCE:

0.00
2.00

52.00
1.00
69.00
52.00

NAOKI KAMIJIMA

RACKET CLUB

0.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

MAINTENANCE

45.00

GROUNDS

1.00

GROUNDS

40.00

MOWING
Grounds inspection

4.00

Playground inspection

MOWING

22.00

0.50

IRRIGATION

0.00

0.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

4.00

Building inspection

VANDALISM

0.00

Grounds inspection

TOTAL HOURS:

10.00

TOTAL HOURS:

2.00
0.50

109.50

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

3.00

NISRA

0.00

Playground inspection

MAINTENANCE

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

3.50

CUSTODIAL

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

GROUNDS

8.00

MOWING
VANDALISM

12.00

0.00

SAMUEL JOHNS:

0.00
0.00
1.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

2.00

MOWING

17.00
0.50

Grounds inspection

TOTAL HOURS:

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00

20.00

OAK HOLLOWS PARK
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

0.00

MOWING
Grounds inspection

6.00

Playground inspection

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.50

23.50
0.50
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00

SEMINARY:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

0.50

GROUNDS

1.50

0.00

MOWING

8.00

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

Grounds inspection

VANDALISM

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

4.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

6.50

TOTAL HOURS:
PALMER HOUSE
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
MOWING
VANDALISM
Building inspection
Grounds inspection
TOTAL HOURS:

0.00
5.50
1.00
2.00
12.00
0.00
1.00
0.50

22.00

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

14.00
1.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
1.00

SHAMROCK HILLS
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
MOWING
Building inspection
Grounds inspection

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
SPOERL PARK
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
MOWING
Building inspection
Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00
13.00
0.00
24.00
27.00
1.50
0.50
2.50
0.00

68.50
1.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
14.00
4.50
6.00
23.00
2.00
0.50
1.00
4.00
0.00

55.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

STERNES WOODS:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

2.00

CUSTODIAL

24.75

GROUNDS

8.50

MOWING

6.00

Building inspection

0.50

Grounds inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

5.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

TRASH PICK UP
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00
2.00
22.00
0.50
0.50
3.00
0.00

28.00
0.50
1.50
0.00
0.00
1.00

3.00
1.00
0.00
0.50
1.00
6.00
5.00

Beal's & Christ's Properties
SUNSET MEADOWS PARK:

0.00

MAINTENANCE

79.00

GROUNDS

17.00

MOWING
Building inspection

10.00
1.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:
STERLING MEADOWS PARK:
MAINTENANCE
GROUNDS
MOWING
Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

58.75

107.50

VETERANS ACRES PARK

0.00

MAINTENANCE

20.50

CUSTODIAL

47.25

GROUNDS

21.00

MOWING
Building inspection

46.00
1.50

Grounds inspection

1.00

Playground inspection

5.00

Splash Pad inspections

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

13.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

173.25

Trash pick up weekend hrs.

0.00

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00

WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

2.00

VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:
Trash pick up weekend hrs.

0.00
4.00
2.00
7.50
10.00

0.00

MAINTENANCE

18.00

CUSTODIAL

42.00

GROUNDS

1.00

Building inspection
TOTAL HOURS:

WEST BEACH
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
MOWING
Building inspection
Grounds inspection
Playground inspection

5.50

NATURE CENTER:

VANDALISM

OAKWOODS LODGE
MAINTENANCE
CUSTODIAL
GROUNDS
Building inspection
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

0.00
15.00
9.00
5.50
1.00
0.00

30.50
0.00
39.50
13.50
3.50
7.00
2.00
0.50
0.50
6.00
0.00

77.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
3.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
1.00
4.00
0.50

1.50
0.00

73.50

WEEKEND HRS.

6.00

CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

5.00

0.0

WILLOWS EDGE PARK:
MAINTENANCE

6.00

GROUNDS

1.50

MOWING

16.00
0.50

Grounds inspection
0.00

Playground inspection

MAINTENANCE

12.00

TRASH PICK UP

1.00

CUSTODIAL

9.00

VANDALISM

0.00

GROUNDS

0.00

ROTARY BUILDING

Building inspection
VANDALISM
TOTAL HOURS:

TOTAL HOURS:
1.50

0.00

22.50

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

1.00

26.00
0.50
0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00

WINDING CREEK PARK:
MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

2.50

MOWING

9.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

TRASH PICK UP

4.50

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

16.50
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

3.00

MOWING

28.00
0.50

Playground inspection

0.00

MAINTENANCE

24.50

CUSTODIAL

23.25

GROUNDS

5.00

MOWING
Building inspection

28.00
2.00

Grounds inspection

0.50

Playground inspection

3.50

Splash pad inspection

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

7.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

0.00

WOODLAND ESTATE PARK:

Grounds inspection

WOODSCREEK PARK

104.75

Trash pick up weekend hrs.

0.00

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

0.00

WEEKEND HRS.
CUSTODIAL WEEKEND HRS.

0.00
3.00
2.00
0.00
1.00
1.00
6.00
5.00

2.00

TRASH PICK UP

2.50

WYNDWOOD PARK:

VANDALISM

0.00

MAINTENANCE

0.00

GROUNDS

1.50

2.50

MOWING

0.00

Grounds inspection

22.00
0.50

0.00

Playground inspection

0.00

TRASH PICK UP

4.50

0.00

VANDALISM

0.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

36.00

TOTAL HOURS:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

1.00

29.50
2.50
1.00
0.00
0.00
1.00

MISCELLANEOUS:

35.00

AFFILIATE GROUPS
Weekly Hours

BUILDING MAINTENANCE:

34.00

MAINTENANCE

655.00

GROUNDS

378.00

CUSTODIAL
MOWING

348.50
850.50

TRASH PICK UP

134.00

VANDALISM

0.00

IRRIGATION

35.00

ICE RINKS

0.00

SLED HILLS

0.00

SNOW REMOVAL

0.00
0.00

WATER READINGS
SAFETY TRAINING

EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
TRUCK MAINTENANCE
MISCELLANEOUS
RECREATION

1.00
69.00
52.00
35.00

RECYCLING

0.00
0.00

SPECIAL EVENTS

0.00

0.00

2592.00

Weekend Hours
Weekend / Holiday Hours

51.50

Custodial Weekend / Holiday

37.50

Weekend / Holiday hours

Total Hours: Week

89.00
2808.00

Inspection Hours:
BUILDING

48.00

GROUNDS

32.50

PLAYGROUNDS
BATTING CAGES

36.50
0.00

SKATE PARK

10.00

SLED HILLS

0.00

ICE RINK

0.00

TOTAL INSPECTION HRS.

127.00

Report to the Board From: Dan Dziewior, Chief of Police
Date: June 11, 2020
Monthly police statistics
Statistical information is collected and reviewed monthly as a measure of performance,
to identify crime patterns and predictability of areas of attention for future police
patrols. The Park District Police Department compiles statistical information on both
criminal complaints/offenses and calls for service officers respond to or discover during
their patrols. Included please find the current statistics from which the following
observations can be made.
Calls for service
During the month of May, Park Police handled 52 calls for service. The following is a
summary from our CAD system, detailing those incidents and locations they originated.
Case Numbers

Problem

Address

Response Date

CP-20-000119

FOUND ARTICLE

431 N Walkup Av

5/2/2020 14:03

CP-20-000120

MOTORIST ASSIST

N Walkup Av / Crystal Ridge Dr

5/3/2020 11:41

CP-20-000121

ACCIDENT PRIVATE PROPERTY

330 N Main St

5/3/2020 13:55

CP-20-000122

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

1800 Thomasville Ln

5/3/2020 15:28

CP-20-000123

MOTORIST ASSIST

E Hillside Rd / Walkup Rd

5/6/2020 13:57

CP-20-000124

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 MIDLANE DR

5/7/2020 15:42

CP-20-000125

NUISANCE COMPLAINT

431 N Walkup Av

5/7/2020 16:02

CP-20-000126

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 Midlane Dr

5/7/2020 16:35

CP-20-000127

CITIZEN ASSIST

300 Lake Shore Dr

5/8/2020 12:41

CP-20-000128

CITIZEN ASSIST

2330 LAKE AV

5/8/2020 14:48

CP-20-000129

ALARM BURG

951 Route 176 Hy

5/8/2020 20:14

CP-20-000130

MINIBIKE COMPLAINT

5617 E Hillside Rd

5/9/2020 7:58
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CP-20-000131

FOUND ARTICLE

300 LAKE SHORE DR

5/9/2020 15:13

CP-20-000132

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 Midlane Dr

5/11/2020 14:23

CC-20-000062, CP-20-000133

OUTSIDE ASSIST POLICE

1540 BALLARD RD

5/11/2020 14:44

CP-20-000134

TRAFFIC STOP

431 N Walkup Av

5/13/2020 14:00

CP-20-000135

DRIVING COMPLAINT

2300 Lake Av

5/13/2020 15:11

CP-20-000136

STRAY ANIMAL

300 Lake Shore Dr

5/13/2020 15:59

CL-20-007143, CP-20-000137

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

1800 THOMASVILLE LN

5/13/2020 16:33

CP-20-000138

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

431 N Walkup Av

5/13/2020 17:04

CP-20-000139

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 Midlane Dr

5/13/2020 17:32

CP-20-000140

FOUND ARTICLE

1540 Ballard Rd

5/13/2020 17:38

CP-20-000141, CL-20-007193

TRAFFIC STOP

60 W Terra Cotta Av

5/14/2020 17:50

CP-20-000142

CITIZEN ASSIST

566 Coventry Ln

5/15/2020 14:48

CP-20-000143

MINIBIKE COMPLAINT

977 Route 176 Hy

5/15/2020 19:03

CP-20-000144

FOUND ARTICLE

431 N Walkup Av

5/16/2020 17:36

CP-20-000145

ASSIST FIRE

1209 Thornwood Ln

5/16/2020 18:40

CP-20-000146

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

2330 Lake Av

5/19/2020 10:16

CP-20-000147

FOUND ARTICLE

5617 E Hillside Rd

5/20/2020 18:34

CP-20-000148

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

431 N Walkup Av

5/21/2020 11:17

CP-20-000149

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 Midlane Dr

5/21/2020 17:05

CP-20-000150

CITIZEN ASSIST

6204 E Hillside Rd

5/23/2020 10:57

CP-20-000151

OUTSIDE ASSIST POLICE

2300 Lake Av

5/23/2020 14:56

CP-20-000152

OUTSIDE ASSIST POLICE

N Oak St / W Terra Cotta Av

5/24/2020 17:16

CP-20-000153

ABANDONED VEHICLE

1800 Thomasville Ln

5/25/2020 12:15

CP-20-000154

ACCIDENT PROPERTY DAMAGE

925 Sarasota Ln

5/25/2020 17:09

CL-20-007712, CP-20-000155

SUSPICIOUS AUTO

680 W TERRA COTTA AV

5/25/2020 21:41

CP-20-000156

ANIMAL OTHER ANIMAL COMPLAINT

851 Route 176 Hy

5/26/2020 9:52

CP-20-000157

CITIZEN ASSIST

2330 Lake Av

5/26/2020 13:40

CP-20-000158

MINIBIKE COMPLAINT

851 Route 176 Hy

5/26/2020 18:07

CP-20-000159

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

180 Midlane Dr

5/26/2020 19:33

CP-20-000160

CHECK FOR WELL-BEING

300 Lake Shore Dr

5/27/2020 15:08

CP-20-000161

CHECK FOR WELL-BEING

1540 Ballard Rd

5/27/2020 16:35

CP-20-000162

CRIMINAL DEFACEMENT

1540 Ballard Rd

5/28/2020 14:27

CP-20-000163

DUMPING/LITTERING

305 Lake Shore Dr

5/28/2020 15:02

CP-20-000164

BURGLARY FROM VEHICLE

951 Route 176 Hy

5/28/2020 20:22
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CP-20-000165

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

300 Lake Shore Dr

5/29/2020 16:01

CP-20-000166

CHECK FOR WELL-BEING

300 Lake Shore Dr

5/30/2020 18:16

CP-20-000167

STRAY ANIMAL

431 N Walkup Av

5/30/2020 18:17

CP-20-000168

STRAY ANIMAL

1151 Route 176 Hy

5/31/2020 14:05

CP-20-000169

CHECK FOR WELL-BEING

431 N Walkup Av

5/31/2020 14:59

CP-20-000170

INFORMATION FOR POLICE

9101 S Route 31 Hy

5/31/2020 19:41

Incidents of Note:
Multiple Calls for subjects in violation of Executive Order/Social Distancing. Throughout
the month of May, Park Police continued to respond to multiple calls for service for
reports of subjects on playgrounds, courts or fields or other conduct which was contrary
to the Executive Order issued by the Governor relating to COVID-19. To date, all
subjects have been compliant upon contact and no citations or arrests have been
necessary. Officers routinely check all park properties and the signage posted
regarding closures. There were many instances of signage being torn down, discarded
or soiled beyond re-use. Officers continued to re-post these areas with appropriate
signage. In addition, with the temperature rising, many instances of subjects swimming
at the beaches have occurred, while the beaches are not open and no lifeguards are
present. Officers have met with these subjects and corrected their actions, at times
asking them to leave the park for the day following numerous warnings.

Criminal Defacement – Butternut Preserve: On May 27th graffiti was
discovered on the rear of the park sign at Butternut Preserve. Images of
the graffiti have been shared with other local police agencies to assist in
identifying its significance and possibly lead to identifying the offender.

Burglary to Motor Vehicle: On May 28th, a patron at Lippold Park reported that an
unknown subject had shattered a window on her vehicle, entered and removed her
purse. Contents of the purse included a credit/debit card which was used by an
unknown subject at the 7-11 convenient store at Rt 176/Walkup Ave in Crystal Lake prior
to discovery of this incident. Park Police are working with the store clerk and Crystal
Lake Police to identify the subject and conduct a follow-up investigation.
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(“W”=Warning, “56” = State Citation, “L056” = Park Ordinance Citation)
In all, ten (10) citations were issued during the month of May, including:
L05610659
L05609514
5604604
L05609515
L05609516
L05610661
L05610662
L05609517
L05610663
L05610664

Parking
Parking
Speeding
Parking/Warning
Parking
Parking without Trailer
Parking without Trailer
Park
Parking
Parking

5/9/2020
5/11/2020
5/13/2020
5/16/2020
5/21/2020
5/22/2020
5/25/2020
5/27/2020
5/30/2020
5/30/2020

Main Beach
Lippold Park
Veteran's Acres
Veteran's Acres
Woodscreek Park
Main Beach
West Beach
Veteran's Acres
Veteran's Acres
Veteran's Acres

Index Crimes:
Our reportable “index crimes” as reported to State/Federal authorities remains very low.

###
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Report to the Board from: Ann Viger, Director of Park Development and
Interpretive Services
Date: June 18, 2020
Planning and Development
Playground Replacement Projects
The Asbury playground replacement project is complete with the exception of a
shade sail that is waiting for backordered parts. The playground will remain
closed until state Covid 19 guidelines permit the opening.

2019 Urban and Community Forestry Grant Program
The Urban Forest Management Plan is included in this board packet for
approval and adoption.
Lippold Family Golf Center Clubhouse Deck
The new deck is complete. The deck and railing are constructed of a
composite material and replace the original wood deck. The new deck, stairs
and railings provide complete handicap accessibility to the clubhouse.
Racket Club ADA Improvements
This sidewalk and patio project is complete.
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Oakwoods Lodge Parking Lot
The contractor completed replacement of a portion of the sidewalk but the
remaining areas needing work are currently under water.
Shamrock Hills Parking Lot and Driveway
Several items from the punch list developed last November have been
completed. Others are still pending. The handrails for the front and back ramps
were removed from the general contractor’s scope of work. They will be rebid
as a separate project this summer.
Main Beach Stairs
The stair project is complete.

Administrative Office
New logo signs have been installed on the north and south sides of the buildings.
Little Free Library
The Crystal Lake Kiwanis Club received a grant for another Little Free Library. It
has been installed at Ladd Park.
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Nature Center
Submitted by John Fiorina
Visitors and Volunteers
Due to the COVID-19 statewide Stay at Home order The Nature Center was
closed during the entire month of May. While the trail system at Veteran Acres
was heavily used, very little activity has taken place at The Nature Center.
As of June 1, volunteer activities have been allowed to resume in a limited
capacity. Natural area stewards have been notified that they can begin
scheduling workdays again provided they comply with social distancing
guidelines. It is anticipated that Wingate Prairie workdays will begin during the
week of June 8 and Sterne’s Woods and Fen workdays will begin by the end of
the month.
In addition, Patrick Kelleher, a Scout with Troop 165 of Crystal Lake, completed
his Eagle Scout Service Project on Sunday, June 8. Patrick built and installed
artificial fish habitat for the pond at Veteran Acres. The structures were placed
around the fishing pier in an attempt to increase the catch rate of anglers. (see
pictures below)
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Programs
There are currently 23 programs being offered by The Nature Center through the
Summer Activity Guide. All of the programs have been evaluated by staff to
ensure that they can be offered with available safety precautions and social
distancing measures in place. As of the writing of this report, there are a total of
seven programs with registrants. Of these programs, one has two people
registered and the rest only have one.
Other
Fiorina and Sutphin have been brought back to work full time as of June 1. They
are in the process of rearranging The Nature Center to meet safety and social
distancing guidelines for the anticipated reopening of the center once the state
has entered phase 4 of the Restore Illinois plan.
They are also working on “pop-up” programs that can be conducted in the
outdoors at a variety of park district properties. These programs will begin on
Thursday, June 11 and will continue, depending on the success, indefinitely. The
programs will be advertised through the park district website and social media
outlets.
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Colonel Palmer House
Visitors and Volunteers
The Colonel Palmer House has been closed the entire month of May. Crystal
Lake Historical Society volunteers began working in the office again two weeks
ago under new guidelines.
Programs and Special Events
The Palmer House will reopen on July 11 if allowed. The plan for that day is to
have the house open for self-guided tours (limited number of people in the
house at a time) and small group activities on the grounds.
Exhibits
The new exhibits throughout the house that were scheduled to debut in March
are all intact and awaiting reopening of the facility. Originally scheduled to be
removed in late summer, the exhibits will stay up at least through the fall.
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Staffing
Staff from the Nature Center will be covering the house on Saturdays and
volunteers will cover the house on Fridays. This situation is tentative until
operations get back to normal and a more permanent supervisor is hired.
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Report to the Board from: Katrina Hanna, Superintendent of Business Services
Date: June 11, 2020
2020/21 Budget/YTD Recap
Month end financial reports for the month ending May 31, 2020 are included in
the board packets.
Property Tax Distribution
The District received one distribution totaling $420,058.10 in May.
Covid-19 does not appear to have impacted this first distribution. This time last
year, the District received a distribution of $375,373.59.
Expense Approval Reports
There are 3 approvals this month:
April 2020 Final
May 2020 Final
June 2020 Interim
2020/21 Budget
Notice of public hearing was published on June 8th, on June 18th there will be a
public hearing and a vote to enact the ordinance.
This budget is a mix of reduced revenues and expenditures as a result of Covid19 related government mandated shut-downs. Staff is optimistic the District will
perform better than budget for this fiscal year.
Audit Award
The District was notified that the Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR)
for the fiscal year ending April 30, 2019 qualifies for the Government Finance
Officers Association (GFOA) Certificate of Achievement for Excellence in
Financial Reporting. This is the District’s 9th consecutive year in receiving the
award.
Year-Over-Year Revenue totals
Staff is closely monitoring the impact of loss of revenue during mandated shut
downs. Attached to this board report is a total amount of revenues for April
2020 (preliminary) compared to April 2019, as well as May 2020 compared to
May 2019. It is important to note that while May 2020 has $280,545.76 less in
revenues, the District has also spent $234,211.87 less which brings the net
unfavorable change to $46,333.89 compared to May 2019.

Prior-Year Comparative Revenues

For the Period Ending 04/30/2020

Fund Summary
Fund
01 - CORPORATE
02 - RECREATION
03 - IMRF
04 - LIABILITY
05 - BOND & INTEREST
06 - AUDIT
07 - SPECIAL RECREATION
08 - NATURAL HISTORY
09 - POLICE
11 - AQUATIC
12 - FOOD SERVICE
16 - CAPITAL PROJECTS
17 - PARK PLACE
19 - DRIVING RANGE
20 - RACKET CLUB
Total Surplus (Deficit):

2018-2019
April Activity
32,930.57
187,368.84
180.69
287.93
233.08
3.22
210.51
6,601.36
0.00
8,761.48
1,039.79
-2,698.12
0.00
3,092.21
51,028.58
289,040.14

April Variance
2019-2020
Favorable /
April Activity
(Unfavorable)
22,477.13
-10,453.44
28,206.95
-159,161.89
214.17
33.48
18,890.74
18,602.81
205.27
-27.81
8.15
4.93
154.20
-56.31
-959.93
-7,561.29
0.00
0.00
361.68
-8,399.80
8.55
-1,031.24
599.97
3,298.09
0.00
0.00
510.31
-2,581.90
-68,520.81
-119,549.39
2,156.38
-286,883.76

Variance %
-31.74%
-84.95%
18.53%
6,460.88%
-11.93%
153.11%
-26.75%
-114.54%
0.00%
-95.87%
-99.18%
122.24%
0.00%
-83.50%
-234.28%
-99.25%

2018-2019
YTD Activity
3,801,774.03
3,780,912.97
301,444.07
209,777.27
1,994,960.77
23,688.19
579,014.23
303,987.48
195.50
197,686.52
98,361.96
1,966,411.61
482,249.10
111,667.60
1,180,162.30
15,032,293.60

YTD Variance
2019-2020
Favorable /
YTD Activity
(Unfavorable)
4,158,686.99
356,912.96
3,636,048.92
-144,864.05
353,866.72
52,422.65
124,752.69
-85,024.58
2,089,954.25
94,993.48
20,086.62
-3,601.57
607,859.92
28,845.69
319,655.07
15,667.59
0.00
-195.50
183,308.22
-14,378.30
102,340.58
3,978.62
586,611.25
-1,379,800.36
0.00
-482,249.10
100,880.87
-10,786.73
977,910.12
-202,252.18
13,261,962.22
-1,770,331.38

Variance %
9.39%
-3.83%
17.39%
-40.53%
4.76%
-15.20%
4.98%
5.15%
-100.00%
-7.27%
4.04%
-70.17%
-100.00%
-9.66%
-17.14%
-11.78%

April 2020 preliminary
- numbers subject to
change

6/12/2020 8:45:36 AM
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Prior-Year Comparative Revenues

For the Period Ending 05/31/2020

Fund Summary
Fund
01 - CORPORATE
02 - RECREATION
03 - IMRF
04 - LIABILITY
05 - BOND & INTEREST
06 - AUDIT
07 - SPECIAL RECREATION
08 - NATURAL HISTORY
11 - AQUATIC
12 - FOOD SERVICE
16 - CAPITAL PROJECTS
19 - DRIVING RANGE
20 - RACKET CLUB
Total Surplus (Deficit):

6/12/2020 8:46:04 AM

2019-2020
May Activity
220,448.88
221,298.93
17,836.38
5,723.86
54,743.71
995.89
30,644.09
21,004.42
14,112.12
15,638.20
1,675.03
9,697.88
124,162.50
737,981.89

May Variance
2020-2021
Favorable /
May Activity
(Unfavorable)
222,336.36
1,887.48
85,338.43
-135,960.50
22,853.13
5,016.75
7,614.29
1,890.43
61,302.59
6,558.88
713.07
-282.82
31,375.05
730.96
14,796.94
-6,207.48
11,034.81
-3,077.31
0.00
-15,638.20
927.84
-747.19
5.25
-9,692.63
-861.63
-125,024.13
457,436.13
-280,545.76

Variance %
0.86%
-61.44%
28.13%
33.03%
11.98%
-28.40%
2.39%
-29.55%
-21.81%
-100.00%
-44.61%
-99.95%
-100.69%
-38.02%

2019-2020
YTD Activity
220,448.88
221,298.93
17,836.38
5,723.86
54,743.71
995.89
30,644.09
21,004.42
14,112.12
15,638.20
1,675.03
9,697.88
124,162.50
737,981.89

YTD Variance
2020-2021
Favorable /
YTD Activity
(Unfavorable)
222,336.36
1,887.48
85,338.43
-135,960.50
22,853.13
5,016.75
7,614.29
1,890.43
61,302.59
6,558.88
713.07
-282.82
31,375.05
730.96
14,796.94
-6,207.48
11,034.81
-3,077.31
0.00
-15,638.20
927.84
-747.19
5.25
-9,692.63
-861.63
-125,024.13
457,436.13
-280,545.76

Variance %
0.86%
-61.44%
28.13%
33.03%
11.98%
-28.40%
2.39%
-29.55%
-21.81%
-100.00%
-44.61%
-99.95%
-100.69%
-38.02%
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Submitted by the Recreation Facility and Program Team
Please see the current updates and timelines for programs and facilities. The
adjustments and plans are made as part of Phase 3 of the Restore Illinois Plan.
As a district we are looking at the Governor’s order with the following best case
scenario timelines:



Phase 4 – June 26 – groups of up to 50 people
Phase 5 – Approximately August 1st – back to ‘normal’

Again, these are best case scenarios, and we know they may not be realistic.
However, in terms guidelines this was our thought process. As with anything
related to the COVID 19, everything is subject to the constantly evolving
situation
Rentals
A majority of 2020 rentals have been cancelled and Main Beach rentals will
remain closed until we move into the next phases. However, bookings for 2021
are filling up fast. We already have a large portion of the 2021 summer
weekends booked for Main Beach weddings. Additionally, we have added a
ceremony offering for West Beach, and have booked a few of those.
Boat rentals at Main Beach began on June 8th. A new on-line reservation system
was implemented and handled 12 rentals on opening day. We continue to
tweak the new system to improve the customer experience.
The Racket Club
The Racket Club opened on June 8th and summer lessons and open play are
under way. Select staff members have returned to work with an emphasis on
cleaning and safety protocols for everyone.
Lippold Park Family Golf Center
Staff is in the final stages of preparing the Family Golf Center for a June 15th
opening. The ability to cut grass on the driving range still presents a challenge
due to excessive amount of water. New procedures have been implemented
for collecting/sterilizing mini golf putters and mini golf balls.
Fields
Athletic fields have been reopened under the Phase 3 guidelines. Affiliate
groups have begun practicing and running drills. Games are not currently
allowed, so several of them are practicing in Illinois but going to games or
tournaments in other states. Field rentals at Boncosky have picked up quite a
bit. Teams are eager to get back to playing and are now practicing at the

complex. These are all rental groups, so we are able to generate some revenue
during a time we did not think we would be able to.
Beaches
We are anticipating that beaches will be able to open during phase 4 so we are
planning accordingly. Staff will be hired and training will begin shortly. Much is
still unknown such as can we have more than 50 people in the swim area,
etc. This type of information will likely be given to us right as we move into phase
4 and we will have to respond accordingly.
Programs
Summer registration is underway. Based on anticipation of moving into Phase 4,
on June 26th, most programs begin on June 29th. Individual program safety
protocols continue to be developed.
Camps are scheduled to open on July 6th. District 47 has allowed the CLPD to
use two schools for camps giving us a total of 4 sites. Camps will take place at
Woodscreek, Glacier Ridge, Rotary Building and Main Beach. Staff hiring and
trainings will take place over the next few weeks.

